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The fundamental question of this thesis addresses the suitability of spatial 
point processes for the modelling of plant communities with the aim of un­
derstanding the mechanisms that sustain biodiversity and allow species co­
existence through an analysis of a biodiverse plant community in Western 
Australia.
Terrestrial plants are non-motile organisms and hence interact mainly 
with their nearest neighbours. Therefore, plant community dynamics need 
to be modelled in a spatial context. Spatial point process models describe 
the arrangement of objects in space and derive information on inter- and 
intra-species interaction through an analysis of the objects’ relative position. 
However, there has been a lack in appropriate methodology since previous 
applications of spatial point processes have analysed data sets of much smaller 
complexity and research has been mainly theory driven.
This thesis develops new methodology suitable for this context. It pro­
vides parsimonious tools for the exploratory data analysis and derives multi­
variate methods for spatial point pattern data for the first time. In addition, 
three models of increasing complexity are fitted to the data and their suit­
ability is assessed.
This thesis has provided a number of statistical tools that may also be 
successfully applied in other situations, notably where highly multivariate 
data sets of spatial patterns occur. The methods are suitable in the context 
of plant community dynamics and their application to the study data set 
has made contributions to the development and validation of existing eco-
n
I l l
logical theories on biodiversity. Furthermore, they informed specifically on 
intra- and inter-species interaction structures in the study data set and are 
ultimately contributing to conservation.
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Figure 1: A Punktmonster...
V I
Figure 2: Flowers of B a n k s i a  g r a n d n s  and cone of B a n k s i a  g r a n d i i s ; second 
photograph courtesy of Paul Armstrong
Insofern sich die Satze der
Mathematik auf die Wirklichkeit
beziehen, sind sie nicht sicher,
und insofern sie sicher sind,
beziehen sie sich nicht auf die Wirklichkeit.
(Albert Einstein)
Hat die Natur sich auch verschlechtert,
Und nimmt sie Menschenfehler an?
Mich diinkt, die Pflanzen und die Tiere,
Sie liigen jetzt wie jedermann.
(Heinrich Heine, E n ta r tu n g , aus: Z e i tg e d ic h te )
La Nature est un temple ou de vivants piliers 
Laissent parfois sortir de confuses paroles; 
L’hommes y passe a travers des forets de symboles 
Qui l’observent avec des regards familiers.
(Charles Baudelaire, L e s  F le u r s  du  M a i)
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
Ultimately, the earth as a system is dependent on the functioning of na­
tural and managed ecosystems since it is regulated by the biogeochemical 
processes derived from them (Loreau et al. 2001). Recent decades have seen 
an increasing decline in species’ biodiversity as a result of human interfe­
rence (Cardinale et al. 2004; Regan et al. 2001). The potential ecological 
consequences of biodiversity loss have led to a growing concern about the 
future survival of ecosystems and their functioning (Mouquet et al. 2002). 
Consequently the relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem function­
ing constitutes a major scientific issue today (Loreau 2000; Tilman et al. 
1996, 2001; Hector 1999). However, understanding the impact of biodiver­
sity loss on function requires an understanding of the processes that organise 
ecosystem communities and the mechanisms that sustain biodiversity (Bell 
2001; Hubbell 2001; Chave 2004; Condit et al. 2002; Duivenvoorden et al. 
2002). Substantial research focuses on modelling structures and processes 
in plant ecosystems and communities. Plants are primary producers and 
hence represent the basal component of most ecosystems with many terres-
1
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trial ecosystems’ survival and diversity depending on the resources plants 
provide as well as on their structures and diversity (Loreau et al. 2001).
Key research in community ecology thus seeks to reveal the mechanisms 
that allow a large number of species to coexist (Murrell et al. 2001; Loreau 
et al. 2001). Coexistence primarily concerns the inter- and intra-specific 
interactions in a community (Durrett and Levin 1998). Since individual 
plants interact mainly with their neighbours (Tilman 1994; Dieckmann et al. 
2000; Purves and Law 2003; Stoll and Weiner 2000) interactions between 
plants in plant communities typically take place in a spatial context and 
hence current modelling approaches consider individuals in spatially explicit 
models (Chesson 2000; DeAngelis and Gross 1992; Huston et al. 1988; Judson 
1994).
Spatial point process models are statistical models that describe the exact 
locations of objects in space. They model the pattern formed by these objects 
based on the interactions among them and on their properties (such as their 
height), taking potential spatial heterogeneity into account (Diggle 1983; 
Cressie 1991; Mpller and Waagepetersen 2003b). The spatial pattern formed 
by the individuals in a plant community may be a result of species interaction 
and environmental heterogeneity (Law et al. 2000; Armsworth et al. 2004). 
Spatial point processes may therefore be used as models of plant communities 
to infer interaction structures and dependence on local growing conditions.
This thesis uses spatial point processes to model the spatial pattern 
formed by individuals in a natural plant community with a high degree of 
biodiversity in Cataby, Western Australia (Armstrong 1991). The environ­
mental conditions are unknown within the plot and may be considered homo-
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geneous (Dixon 2005), and so this thesis focuses on modelling the locations 
of individuals within the community to analyse its interaction structure.
Most applications of spatial point processes so far have been theory driven 
rather than data driven (Mpller and Waagepetersen 2003b). Hitherto they 
have not been applied to entire plant communities and at most two or three 
species have been modelled simultaneously (Diggle 2003). However, data sets 
of plant communities with high biodiversity, tend by definition to be much 
more complex. With 6378 plants from 67 species on a 22m x 22m plot, 
the data set considered here consists of the locations of a larger number of 
individuals from a much larger number of species than has been analysed 
so far. As a result, all aspects of the modelling process, such as parameter 
estimation, presentation and interpretation of results, present new challenges.
This thesis seeks to establish the suitability of the spatial point process 
methodology in the context of highly biodiverse plant community ecology. It 
develops new approaches that may be applied to inherently complex data sets 
with the aim of drawing conclusions from the results on species coexistence 
and biodiversity for the specific data set in particular and in general. It 
focuses on the following aspects:
a) Facilitating exploratory data analysis in a multi-species setting to ana­
lyse intra-species interactions;
b) Developing multivariate statistical methods with the goal of reducing 
complexity to jointly characterise the spatial behaviour in the commu­
nity;
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c) Constructing a parsimonious model that may be fitted to a complex 
data set to yield information on inter-species interaction.
This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 establishes why spatial 
point process modelling may be considered a suitable approach in the con­
text of plant communities. It details the ecological background necessary 
for interpreting the results of a spatial point process analysis with regard 
to community dynamics and biodiversity. Chapter 3 provides the statistical 
background through an overview of existing spatial point process methodo­
logy. In Chapter 4, novel methods are explored that are suitable for the 
initial descriptive analysis of a multi-species spatial pattern (see a) above). 
Chapter 5 presents multivariate statistical methodology, in particular princi­
pal component analysis for spatial point processes (see b) above). Chapter 6 
develops three increasingly complex and realistic spatial point process models 
(see c) above). Chapter 7 critically discusses the methodology developed and 
the results obtained in Chapters 4 to 6 and details scope for further work. 
We will eventually be able to assess the suitability of spatial point process 
modelling for data sets of plant communities and their capability of informing 
biodiversity theory.
Chapter 2
Modelling plant biodiversity in a 
spatial context
Natural and managed habitats are undergoing unprecedented change, as a 
consequence of human activity, resulting in an unprecedented loss in biodi­
versity. To identify conservation strategies to counter this loss, ecologists 
therefore seek to understand the processes that organise ecosystem commu­
nities. This may help predict how disturbance and external changes to an 
ecosystem affect its dynamics (Armsworth et al. 2004). Furthermore, such 
knowledge may help the renaturation and subsequent conservation of dis­
turbed ecosystems (Greig-Smith 1983; Herben et al. 2000). A fundamental 
question is whether depauperate systems function differently from or less ef­
ficiently than ecosystems and communities with higher biodiversity and, in 
the long run, whether loss of species with specific traits and functions will 
have an influence on productivity (Cardinale et al. 2000; Loreau et al. 2001).
Research has shown that biodiversity has positive short-term consequences 
for an ecosystem, leading to increased plant biomass production and nutrient 
retention (Tilman et al. 1996, 2001; Hector 1999). While diversity may not
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be critical for maintaining ecosystem processes under benign environmental 
conditions, it may become much more important under changing more ma­
lign environmental conditions, and thus also have positive long-term effects 
for an ecosystem. Consequently, a given species may appear redundant at 
a given time, i.e. its function can be taken on by another species. It may 
not be redundant at some point in the future, however, when environmental 
conditions have changed and are maybe less benign for the overall commu­
nity but probably more benign for the specific species (Loreau 2000). As a 
result, ecosystems with high levels of biodiversity may thus be more resilient 
to perturbation. The large species pool enables the system to maintain its 
productivity despite the loss of selected species that are unable to survive 
under changed growing conditions (Tilman and Downing 1994; Naeem and 
Shibin 1997), e.g. resulting from global warming (Petchey et al. 1999). 
Consequently, revealing the mechanisms that allow a large number of species 
to coexist is of key interest within community ecology (Murrell et al. 2001; 
Loreau et al. 2001). Species coexistence, in turn, is directly linked to lo­
cal inter- and intra-specific interactions in a community (Durrett and Levin 
1998). These interactions typically take place in a spatial context, i.e. the 
environmental conditions at the spatial locations of the individuals and the 
local interaction structure among individuals in space have to be taken into 
account (Chesson 2000). This is particularly important in the context of 
ecological communities of sessile species such as terrestrial plants, as these 
interact mainly with their immediate neighbours due to their limited mobil­
ity (Tilman 1994; Dieckmann et al. 2000; Stoll and Weiner 2000; Purves and 
Law 2003).
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This chapter establishes the relevance of considering space in ecologi­
cal modelling and describes current non-statistical approaches to modelling 
species coexistence (Section 2.1). In Section 2.2, we argue why statistical me­
thods may be of use in plant community ecology and review available spatial 
statistical methods. We establish why spatial point process modelling is the 
most suitable approach for the issues considered in this thesis. In Section 2.3, 
we consider spatial point process modelling of plant communities and how 
these methods may help the further development of theories of biodiversity. 
We also point out some of the limitations of current spatial point process ap­
proaches and make a case for the development of new methods necessary in 
the given context. In Section 2.4, we introduce a data set relating to a highly 
diverse community, collected in Southwestern Australia. We outline why the 
analysis of the data set may contribute to an understanding of biodiversity 
and argue that through using a statistical approach the analysis itself may 
help establishing the appropriateness of the novel methodology. We close by 
detailing the specific aims and objectives of this thesis (see Section 2.5).
2.1 Integrating spatial structure into ecological 
m odelling
’’Space is the final frontier” in ecology (Liebhold et al. 1993)
Whereas temporal aspects of ecological processes and the development of 
ecological communities over time have been studied extensively in the past 
since the works of Lotka and Volterra (Lotka 1925; Volterra 1926), spatial 
aspects were ignored for much longer (Perry et al. 2002). This may be partly
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due to the resulting increased complexity and sheer magnitude of data (Lieb- 
hold and Gurevitch 2002), together with a lack of available methodology 
coupled with low computing power (Law et al. 2000). Technical advances 
have improved the performance of both computer hardware and software, 
and the development of geographical information systems (GIS) makes data 
more readily available. This has made a whole host of new, more complex 
modelling possibilities feasible.
In fact, the lack of spatial independence in ecological data was initially 
viewed as a problem that needed to be eliminated (Legendre 1993). Only 
in the last 20 years, however, has the spatial relationship itself been investi­
gated by ecologists (Liebhold and Gurevitch 2002), with the aim of explicitly 
measuring and modelling the spatial patterns formed by organisms. The re­
sulting general increase in the number of studies taking spatial aspects into 
account explicitly can be observed in the literature. We find this reflected in 
the growing interest in spatial scale (Wiens 1989; Dungan et al. 2002; Levin 
1992), meta-population dynamics (Hanski and Gilpin 1997), spatio-temporal 
dynamics (Hassell et al. 1991), spatially explicit modelling (Silvertown et al. 
1992) and spatial synchrony (Bjprnstad et al. 1999; Perry et al. 2002). In 
addition, it has been acknowledged that spatial modelling may promote the 
construction of spatial ecology theory and spatially explicit models (Hassell 
et al. 1991; Dunning et al. 1995; Tilman and Kareira 1997; Liebhold and 
Gurevitch 2002).
’’The world is a patchy place ” Dale (1999).
Environmental conditions are heterogeneous across all spatial scales (Levin
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1992) such that most systems in the natural world do not show any spatial 
homogeneity but exhibit spatial structure (Dale et al. 2002). In plant commu­
nities, the observed spatial structure may be the result of both heterogeneous 
resource availability and inter- and intra-species interactions (Armsworth 
et al. 2004). Thus, analysing the spatial structure while taking spatial hetero­
geneity into account may aid in the understanding of inter- and intra-specific 
interaction, i.e. competition or facilitation (Perry et al. 2002). Due to their 
limited mobility, individual organisms interact mostly with their neighbours. 
This is particularly true for terrestrial plants and other sessile organisms 
(Tilman 1994; Purves and Law 2002; Stoll and Weiner 2000). Furthermore, 
individuals are often distributed in clumps and thus experience contact with 
close neighbours only (Durrett and Levin 1994; Purves and Law 2003). Indi­
viduals interact with neighbouring individuals either by inhibiting (negative 
interaction) or by facilitating (positive interaction) the growth of another 
individual in their vicinity. Negative interaction between neighbours may 
occur in the form of shading above ground and competition for nutrients and 
water below ground (Law et al. 2001), allelopathy (Crawley 1997b) and posi­
tive interaction in the form of pest facilitation or sub-canopy soil enrichment 
(Wright 2002; Bertness and Callaway 1994; Callaway 1995). An inspection 
of the spatial structure may also reveal complex local interactions between 
the species and the environment they live in (Dale 1999) and their influence 
on growth, and birth and death rates of individuals (Schneider et al. 2006).
Theoretical modelling has shown that spatial heterogeneity influences 
population and community dynamics, as models ignoring spatial structure 
produce substantially different results from those which do include spatial
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dynamics (Tilman and Kareira 1997). Spatial heterogeneity has a major 
role in the persistence of species, the stability of populations and coexistence 
of species (Chesson 2000; Tilman 1994; Hanski and Gilpin 1997; Tilman 
et al. 1997; Bascompte and Sole 1998). Population persistence in heteroge­
neous environments may be considered the result of interaction between local 
density-dependence, dispersal and spatial heterogeneity (Amarasekare 2003). 
Thus, spatial structure has been invoked to explain competitive coexistence. 
When modelling the spatial structure of the pattern formed by a plant com­
munity we must define what we understand by a spatial pattern to avoid 
misunderstandings, since the term usage is inconsistent in the literature. 
E.g. Dale (1999) uses the following definition:
” (...) When the patchiness has a certain amount of predictability 
so that it can be described quantitatively, we call it a pattern. 
Although the concept of pattern is often associated with non­
randomness, in some cases we will want to allow the possibility of 
random pattern, because true randomness does permit a certain 
amount of prediction.”
We do not completely agree with this definition, as we find it impossible to 
decide whether an observed spatial structure can be considered admissible to 
quantitative description. Furthermore, the inability to quantify a structure 
using a given method does not automatically imply that it cannot be quan­
tified at all. Perhaps, an inappropriate model has been chosen, or suitable 
models have not yet been developed. Also, as we are intending to apply
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statistical models we regard random patterns1 as no less predictable than 
non-random patterns.
We define a s p a t ia l  p a t t e r n  to be the spatial formation of constituents of 
any type. In the context of plant ecology these constituents may be indivi­
duals, assemblies of individuals, communities or populations of plants. As 
a result of the ubiquitous heterogeneity mentioned above, patterns we find 
in nature tend to be non-random (Perry et al. 2002). For instance, plants 
in mesic environments are commonly clustered together whereas the spatial 
pattern of plants in arid environments may sometimes be regularly spaced, 
indicating repulsion among individuals (Purves and Law 2003; Silvertown 
et al. 1992).
2.1.1 Pattern and process
The main justification for analysing spatial patterns found in nature, and 
more specifically in plant communities, is that spatial characteristics and 
other processes such as establishment, growth, competition, reproduction and 
mortality of an individual are not independent from neighbouring individuals. 
As a consequence, we have two major aims when taking spatial structure into 
account:
(a) either modelling non-spatial characteristics of the individuals based on 
the underlying spatial dependence among individuals; or
1In Chapter 3, we will formally define what we mean by a ’’random” pattern. For 
now, we regard a pattern as spatially random when the locations and properties of all its 
constituents are independent of the locations and properties of all other constituents.
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(b) modelling the spatial characteristics of plant communities taking po­
tential environmental inhomogeneity into account, based on non-spatial 
characteristics and knowledge on underlying ecological processes (Dale 
1999).
Section 2.2  notes that there are statistical methods available for analysing 
data in both situations, although in this thesis, we are primarily interested 
in the second aspect (i.e. in (b)).
However, caution must be exercised when linking pattern and process. In 
general, even though each pattern is a result of a process, it is not possible to 
link uniquely patterns and processes, since different ecological processes may 
lead to the same spatial pattern (Cale et al. 1989; Liebhold and Gurevitch 
2002). Furthermore, structured or deterministic processes may also produce 
an apparently random pattern (Rummel and Roughgarden 1983; Case and 
Sidell 1983). Cale et al. (1989) go as far as suggesting that it is not the 
patterns that should be analysed but the fundamental processes themselves.
Nevertheless, we believe that the quantification of a spatial pattern may 
provide an indication of properties of underlying processes such as intra- 
and inter-specific interactions and interactions between individuals and the 
environment. The quantitative description yields a clear and objective de­
scription of spatial patterns and may be used to confirm or rule out specific 
hypothesised ecological processes (Dale 1999). For instance, the observation 
of increased inter-plant distances with time strongly contradicts a hypothesis 
of predominantly positive interactions in a community (Leps 1990), whereas 
the aggregation of a specific species in areas with distinct environmental con-
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ditions indicates microhabitat association (Harms et al. 2001; Burslem and 
Law 2005). However, it does not suffice to model merely the underlying pro­
cesses on their own. One has to relate these to observed patterns in order 
to draw valid conclusions on natural processes. Thus, the approach taken in 
this thesis models an observed spatial pattern by using information on the 
potential underlying processes and assessing the strength of their influence 
on the pattern. This enables us to establish whether it is likely that assumed 
processes are actually ecologically relevant for the community, in as far as 
that they have contributed to the formation of the specific observed pattern.
2.1.2 The issue of scale
Most ecological processes are scale dependent and spatial characteristics vary 
across scales (Wiegand and Moloney 2004). These scales may range from a 
few millimetres to many kilometres, i.e. from the neighbourhood of indivi­
dual plants to the scale of entire landscapes (Dale 1999). Depending on the 
scale chosen, different aspects of the underlying ecological processes that are 
related to the observed pattern are considered. More specifically, when mo­
delling patterns at the smallest scales the interactions among individuals are 
reflected in the pattern and hence are related to population dynamics. At 
larger scales, on the other hand, the patterns may reveal interaction between 
animals and plants, e.g. through pollination and seed dispersal (Crawley 
1997b).
In addition, when analysing a specific spatial pattern we need to bear 
in mind that we only perceive and model the pattern at the scale of data 
collection. Consider Figure 2.1, which shows an artificial example of the
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pattern formed by the location of plants. It is clear that the overall pattern is 
clustered but that the pattern shows some form of regularity or repulsion at a 
smaller scale, e.g. in the smaller rectangle. If the data had only been collected 
within the small rectangle any information on the larger scale clustering 
would have been lost. Sometimes, additional information is available on 
larger scale properties, such that this can be taken into account. This is 
the case for the data set analysed in this thesis, where the observed plant 
community is known to be located in an area with large-scale patchiness. 
The data have been collected within one of these patches (see Section 2.4).
Figure 2.1: Example of a spatial pattern clustered at a large scale but regular 
at the scale of observation.
In summary, when describing or analysing a specific pattern we must 
recognize that we may only draw conclusions at the scale at which we work, 
and it is important that one is aware of this when analysing and modelling 
spatial patterns (Dungan et al. 2002).
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2.1.3 Causes of patterns
As established above, different mechanisms operate at different scales often 
resulting in different types of patterns at different scales. This already indi­
cates that an observed pattern formation may not be the result of a single 
factor but has been caused by a number of different factors operating si­
multaneously. We adapt an approach by Dale (1999) here, and subdivide 
the factors that affect and cause spatial patterns broadly into three groups: 
morphological factors, abiotic environmental factors and biotic or phytoso- 
ciological factors. All these factors may be operating in any plant community 
but their relative relevance in general and for a specific community may vary. 
More specifically, through the analysis of its spatial pattern we may draw con­
clusions on these different types of factors and their relative importance for 
a given plant community.
M o rp h o lo g ica l fa cto rs These include the size and the growth pattern of 
the involved plants that influence an observed spatial pattern. For instance, 
Mahdi and Law (1998) point out that clonal growth has caused the spatial 
organisation of plants in a limestone grassland community. Similar conclu­
sions have been drawn in Kershaw (1964) and Dale and Maclsaac (1989). 
Likewise, a pattern may have been influenced by the size of the involved 
individuals. Larger plants may repulse smaller plants through shading and 
nutrient uptake causing more regular patterns (Crawley 1997b).
A b io t ic  en v iro n m en ta l fac to rs There is a large number of abiotic en­
vironmental factors that have an impact on the spatial structure of plant
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communities. These include properties of the soil, such as soil depth, soil 
nutrient level, position of surface rocks etc., as well as the water level and 
availability of light. Patterns may also be caused by topographic heteroge­
neity due to glaciation effects, ancient dunes, reef ridges, etc. (Dale 1999).
Another important abiotic environmental factor that leads to spatial pat­
terning at both a very local scale but also a more global scale is the influence 
of abiotic disturbance, such as storms or fire. The latter is particularly re­
levant for the plant community analysed here, as the area is susceptible to 
regular fires, a fact that has directly influenced speciation and resulted in 
different regeneration mechanisms, see Section 2.4 for details. The modelling 
approach in Chapter 6 takes this into account explicitly.
B iotic  environm ental factors A main biotic environmental factor rele­
vant for spatial patterning is the prevalent interaction among individuals, in 
the form of either intra-specific or inter-specific competition or facilitation 
(Law et al. 2001). Another major group of biotic environmental factors in­
fluencing spatial patterns are biotic disturbances, such as falling trees, etc. 
and the influence of foraging animals.
In the data set analysed in this thesis, soil nutrient and water levels 
are reported to be extremely low but nevertheless homogeneous within the 
selected site such that we can assume that most of the spatial structure has 
been caused by intra- and inter-specific competition for resources (Dixon 
2005; Armstrong 2005).
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Note that the three groups of factors listed above do not operate inde­
pendently of each other but are strongly linked. For instance, environmen­
tal variation has a major influence on the outcome of local interaction as 
competition among individuals is stronger in nutrient-poor locations than in 
nutrient rich locations (Chesson 2000). Similarly, local interactions may have 
an influence on the growth of individuals (Schneider et al. 2006).
2.1.4 The mean field approach and individual-based mo­
delling
Historically, the theory of plant population dynamics has taken its origin 
in animal ecology and until very recently the mean-field assumption, which 
has its origins in physics (Weiss 1907; Law et al. 2000), was widely accepted 
in ecology, claiming that interaction may be described on the basis of the 
average abundance of different species across space. However, the assumption 
only holds if species are highly mobile, organisms are strongly mixed and the 
interaction takes place over long distances. Whereas this might hold for some 
animal populations, it is certainly not true for many plant communities.
Plants are static. The individuals’ immobility and the prevalent spatial 
structure make it impossible for organisms to encounter each other in pro­
portion to their average density (Law et al. 2003). Furthermore, organisms 
are typically not strongly mixed but often occur in patches or are locally 
clustered (Wu and Levin 1994). As a result, most interactions take place 
over very short distances only (Tilman 1994). Thus, individuals may only 
compete for resources within their own area of interaction even though ample 
resources are available at larger distance. Therefore, the local density expe-
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rienced by individuals is substantially different from the overall population 
density (Law et al. 2000; Murrell et al. 2001). Competition takes place in 
space in a very restricted area of a size only a few times the size of the indi­
vidual plant (Bolker et al. 2003) and individuals experience only that which 
occurs in their immediate neighbourhood (Tilman 1994).
Consequently, the mean field assumption is unlikely to be valid in the 
context of plant communities. Ecologists have therefore moved away from 
the mean-field approach and ecological research has become more interested 
in taking on what has been called the ”plant’s-eye view” (Purves and Law 
2002). As a result, spatially explicit individual-based modelling has become a 
very popular approach in ecological modelling over the last ten years (Winkler 
et al. 1999; Ermentrout and Edelstein-Keshet 1993; Law et al. 2003).
2.1.5 Individual based modelling and the plant’s eye 
view
’’This is the age of the individual-based, spatially explicit, computer-based 
model” (Law et al. 2000).
Over the last decade ecologists have become more and more aware of the 
necessity to model ecological plant communities from an individual perspec­
tive and have started using individual-based models (IBMs). These model 
the behaviour of each member of a biological population as an individual 
(DeAngelis and Gross 1992; Huston et al. 1988; Judson 1994). They are 
mechanistic models built on equations capturing those properties of the in­
dividuals which are believed to influence community dynamics. IBMs are 
based on two fundamental principles:
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a) The individual organisms are considered behaviourally and physiologi­
cally distinct entities and;
b) interactions among individuals are inherently localised, i.e. organisms 
are only influenced by the individuals in their vicinity.
It is generally accepted that in considering intra-species diversity the re­
sult of different genetic and environmental influences on each individual is 
fundamental when structure and functioning of ecological communities are 
modelled (Loreau et al. 2001). However, most IBM models do not consider 
inter-individual differences within a species, i.e. do not take diversity below 
the species level into account. A recent approach described in Bown et al. 
(2005) and Pachepsky et al. (2005) has tried to resolve this shortcoming.
Individual-based simulations yield realisations of complex deterministic 
and/or stochastic processes. Observing simulated systems that evolve over 
time reveals the behaviour of the system as well as emerging phenomena. The 
behaviour of the systems may be analysed in relation to the parameters of the 
model and the behaviour is then interpreted with reference to the assumed 
underlying ecological processes. This allows an assessment of the behaviour 
of the system under many different conditions over extended periods of time 
-  something that could never be done in an experimental setting, due to time 
and cost restrictions. Furthermore, it generates ideas and hypotheses.
In general, the models are very complex, and based on large numbers 
of equations. Law et al. (2000) present a hypothetical example where a 
community modelled on a spatial lattice consisting of 100 cells and containing 
10 different species already requires 1000 equations. The authors comment
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that this is too complex and suggest that simplified models more amenable 
to interpretation are necessary, but state that appropriate methods that are 
capable of reducing the complexity were currently not available.
2.1.6 A case for spatial statistical modelling
Law et al. (2000)
’’Ecology needs new ideas and methods to deal with dynamics of 
processes in a spatial setting.”
The authors make a case for projecting the complex dynamics into lower­
dimensional space as it is clearly not the location and properties of each 
individual that we are interested in but more general properties of the plant 
community. It is not clear, though, how the dimensionality of the space pro­
jected into should be chosen. On the whole, a lower dimensional projection of 
the system would yield a less detailed description of the observed pattern fo­
cusing on its overall properties, which may be interpreted more readily. The 
individual-based models in their current form yield simulated realisations, 
based on the properties of individuals but do not capture overall properties 
of the entire community and little work has been done so far that attempts 
to reduce the system’s complexity (Bown et al. 2005; Pachepsky et al. 2001).
Spatial patterns observed in ecology are the result of a very large num­
ber of underlying mechanisms and processes, many of which are difficult to 
measure in  s i tu  and the relative importance of each process can be context 
dependent. A model that tries to describe these underlying mechanisms 
attempts to explain the main structures in the community by focusing on
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only a small number of mechanisms. These govern the overall characteristics 
of the pattern formed by the community, i.e. the ecological signal in which 
ecologists are most interested. The remaining mechanisms might each influ­
ence the pattern in their own small way but may not be of general interest. 
An individual-based model tries to include deterministically as many of the 
detailed mechanisms involved as possible. However, the model does not ac­
knowledge that some of these mechanisms might be less important and, what 
is more, that some important mechanisms have not been incorporated in the 
model. The latter may be addressed by including stochasticity into a model, 
i.e. a random mechanism that mimics those mechanisms in a system that are 
not explicitly accounted for. This has been successfully done (Pacala et al. 
1996), but still it is neither possible to distinguish between or quantify the 
effects of the random component on the outcome nor to quantify the relative 
importance of the assumed underlying mechanisms (Law et al. 2000). As a 
consequence, it is not possible to decide for an IBM model whether the ob­
served phenomena have been caused by those mechanisms most relevant to 
the natural system or whether they have merely been caused by the random 
component, i.e. by those mechanisms that have not been explained by the 
model.
As noted, underlying ecological processes and the resulting patterns are 
intimately linked, even if the link is not unique or isomorphic. Therefore, 
changes in the properties of the process will have an influence on the pro­
perties of the spatial pattern. In order to understand fully this relation, it is 
desirable to predict properties of the simulation, i.e. a realisation of a model 
from the properties of the model. However, being neither directly linked to
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the resulting spatial pattern nor yielding any mechanism for describing the 
spatial properties of the resulting pattern, individual-based models do not 
provide a technique of predicting resulting patterns from the properties of 
the model, i.e. the parameters.
As a consequence of the above points, we suggest the use of spatial sta­
tistical models in the context of modelling ecological communities. These 
models are based on observed spatial patterns but incorporate background 
knowledge on the presumed underlying processes, if available. For instance, if 
knowledge on potential intra- and inter-species interaction and an interaction 
between individuals and the environment is available, this may be explicitly 
incorporated into the model. Statistical models are constructed such that a 
small number of initially unknown parameters describe the overall proper­
ties of the system. These parameters are related to the spatial properties of 
the observed pattern. After an initial analysis of these properties a model 
is chosen that is capable of accounting for the observed spatial properties 
and the parameters are estimated from observed data, i.e. a spatial pattern. 
Consequently, the estimated parameters of the model may be meaningfully 
interpreted and their relative importance, i.e. the relative importance of the 
mechanisms that the parameters reflect may be determined.
The models contain one or several random terms, which account for those 
mechanisms that are unobservable or unknown as well as for random noise 
(Cox et al. 2000). Since the models are statistical, their goodness of fit to 
the data may be assessed. Furthermore, the amount of variation in the data 
explained by the model may be established in order to assess how much 
the assumed underlying processes have contributed to the formation of the
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specific pattern and how much of the information contained in the pattern 
is not captured by the model. In addition, the models can be used to make 
predictions relative to changes in the environmental conditions or within the 
model.
2.2 Existing spatial statistical m ethods for eco­
logical data
Spatial statistical techniques include many different methods that aim to 
quantify spatial patterns or incorporate spatial information into a model. 
Many of these methods have been developed independently, in different areas 
of science (Dale et al. 2002), before they were applied to ecological data 
(Liebhold and Gurevitch 2002; Hoef and Cressie 1996).
On the one hand, the large number of methods available reflects the di­
versity of data (Dale et al. 2002), but it is this same range of approaches 
that has very often impeded communication between statisticians and eco­
logists (Liebhold and Gurevitch 2002). Ecologists have often been confused 
by the multiplicity of available techniques, and mystified by their interpre­
tation (Perry et al. 2002). Furthermore, the ’’languages” used by ecologists 
and statisticians differ substantially (Dieckmann et al. 2000), in particular in 
view of statistical methodologies becoming increasingly sophisticated (Dale 
et al. 2002) and it has been felt that formal mathematical language is not as 
intuitively understandable as the algorithms used in computer-based models 
(Perry et al. 2002).
In most cases, spatial statistical methods have been used as a purely
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empirical approach, and were thus rarely model-based but merely characte­
rising or summarising data (Perry et al. 2002). As a consequence, ecologists 
have often not been aware that statistical models are available that may be 
applied to ecology, and this lack of awareness may impede the development 
of ecological theory.
Traditionally, the subdivision of available methodologies in spatial statis­
tics has followed the taxonomy established by Cressie (1991) although it has 
not always found universal support (Perry et al. 20 0 2). We use a slightly 
amended version of the subdivision here to aid explanation. Our subdivision 
is based on the types of data to which the statistical models are fitted. More 
importantly, we also base it on the types of questions that may be addressed 
with a specific set of methods. Generally speaking, all these methods at­
tempt to model one or several variables (the o u tc o m e  v a r ia b le s )  on the basis 
of other variables (the e x p la n a to r y  v a r ia b le s ) . Basing the taxonomy on the 
type of questions that may be addressed ultimately implies basing the ta­
xonomy on the type of the outcome variable of interest. More specifically, 
different methods have to be applied depending on whether the outcome is 
a spatial variable, i.e. the location of individuals or the spatial pattern itself, 
or a non-spatial variable that is subject to an underlying spatial dependence 
or spatial autocorrelation. In this section, we describe briefly three main 
groups of spatial statistical methods based on this taxonomy. In the first 
two methods (Area referenced data and Geostatistics) the outcome is a non- 
spatial variable. The third method (spatial point process modelling) has a 
spatial variable as outcome variable. We show that for our purposes spatial 
point process models are the most appropriate method, and the other types
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of spatial statistical methods help contextualise the selected method.
2.2.1 Non-spatial variable as outcom e
Traditional, i.e. non-spatial, statistical methods assume that data values are 
independent of each other, but this assumption is often violated in an ecolo­
gical context (Liebhold and Gurevitch 2002) such that standard methods are 
not valid. Hence, methods have been developed which resolve this problem. 
The methods described in this section typically commence the modelling 
process by describing the spatial dependence and consequently model the 
variable(s) of interest based on the estimated dependence structure.
A rea referenced data Area referenced data are frequently referred to 
as ’’lattice data” (Cressie 1991). These consist of measurements taken on a 
regular or irregular lattice where information on the neighbourhood structure 
within the lattice is given. The methods that deal with area referenced 
data may be considered a generalisation of time series analysis (Upton and 
Fingleton 1988). Whereas in time series analysis we have measurements taken 
over time with a one-dimensional dependence among measurements in two 
directions, the spatial analogue has an at least two-dimensional dependence 
structure in infinitely many directions. The aim is to describe the behaviour 
of the non-spatial variable of interest and relate it to covariates or the spatial 
location itself.
G eosta tistics The area of statistics conventionally called geostatistics has 
its origin in mining applications and deals with quantities which are subject
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to continuous spatial variation, such as nutrient contents in the soil (Jackson 
and Caldwell 1993). However, the quantities cannot be observed continuously 
but are measured at discrete locations (Diggle et al. 2003). Geostatistical 
methods seek to infer and predict the properties of the quantities of interest 
over continuous space from these measurements. Geostatistical methods have 
been successfully applied within ecology (see Rossi et al. (1992) and Liebhold 
et al. (1993)).
2.2.2 Spatial variable as outcome
The methods described in this section are concerned with modelling the 
spatial pattern itself, based on explanatory variables, if available.
S p a tia l p o in t p ro cess  m o d e llin g  Spatial point processes are stochastic 
models that describe the spatial pattern formed by the locations of objects 
(e.g. plants, houses, cells) to yield an understanding of the underlying pro­
cesses that produced the pattern. Hence, the locations of these objects or, 
more specifically, the pattern formed by these locations (commonly called 
’’points”), is the outcome variable of interest. We introduce spatial point 
processes in more detail in Chapter 3. For a general introduction to spatial 
point pattern modelling refer for example to Cox and Isham (1980), Diggle 
(1983, 2003), Cressie (1991), Mpller and Waagepetersen (2003b) and Stoyan 
et al. (1995).
The data analysed with spatial point process methods typically consist of the 
x -  and y -  coordinates describing the spatial location of the objects, i.e. the 
plants in the current context. Sometimes additional data have been recorded
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describing the properties of the objects; these additional properties are either 
qualitative covariates such as ’’species”, ’’age-category” of each individual, or 
quantitative covariates, such as the size of the individuals, etc. Figure 2.2 
shows the spatial point pattern formed by the locations of individuals of 
the species D a s y p o g o n  b r o m e li i fo l iu s  in the data set described in Section 
2.4 (Armstrong 1991). The pattern shows an apparent aggregation of the 
individuals, which might be the result of clonal growth or seed dispersal. 
Spatial point process methodology would assess this aggregation and fit a 
model to the pattern that is suitable for describing aggregation (or clustering) 
as a result of intra-species interaction. If data on environmental variables 
such as soil nutrient levels were available these could be incorporated into 
the model as explanatory variables. The relative strength of the influence of 
both inter-individual interaction and the influence of the interaction among 
individuals and the environmental variables may be assessed. PhD
In general, spatial point process methodology initially classifies the ob­
served pattern as either random, regular or clustered and investigates spa­
tial homogeneity. It then fits a specific model to the pattern based on this 
classification and background information on potential underlying ecological 
processes, such as intra- and inter-specific interactions and interaction with 
local environmental conditions, as illustrated above. The methodology al­
lows the quantification of the relative importance of hypothesised relations 
among ecological processes and the resulting spatial pattern.
We believe that spatial point process methods are an appropriate tool for 
analysing the relationship between underlying ecological processes and the
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Figure 2.2: The spatial point pattern formed by the species D a s y p o g o n  
b r o m e li i fo l iu s  in the data set described in Section 2.4.
resulting spatial pattern. Being based on individual plants, the approach 
takes the plant’s eye-view into account and summarises the observed pattern 
with a few parameters whilst still taking the individuals as well as the un­
derlying ecological processes into account. Furthermore, predictions can be 
made, the goodness of fit of the model to the pattern can be assessed and 
the relative importance of the various aspects of the underlying processes 
contained in the parameters can be estimated. We will provide a detailed 
overview of spatial point process methodology in Chapter 32.
2Note that it is possible to transform point-referenced data into area-referenced data 
by admitting a lattice on the area and counting the number of points within cells of this 
lattice. As a result, the number of points in each cell is now the outcome variable of 
interest. However, this results in a loss of information.
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2.3 M odelling the spatial pattern of plant com­
munities
At the beginning of this chapter we established the importance of understan­
ding the factors that promote biodiversity. So far, we have only discussed 
the importance of considering spatial structure in ecology, emphasised the 
usefulness of statistical methods in this context and established that spatial 
point process models may be the most suitable approach. However, in or­
der to understand the impact of human influence on ecosystems we need to 
consider and model whole plant communities3. Whereas some phenomena in 
ecology might be best analysed for individual species or pairs of species, a 
number of ecological phenomena cannot be studied without considering entire 
communities in  s i tu . These include selection, competition, mutualism, inva­
sion and succession (Cardinale et al. 2002; Loreau 2000; Loreau et al. 2001; 
Watkinson 1997). Understanding these phenomena provides a conceptual 
underpinning for the more general concepts of biodiversity and ecosystem 
functioning. Hence, community dynamics promoting biodiversity cannot be 
understood by merely modelling individual species or pairs of species.
In order to appreciate fully the potential contribution of results from a 
spatial point process analysis on the understanding of community dynamics 
and theories of biodiversity in general, we need to engage with current theo­
ries and key questions that relate to these. Section 2.3.1 outlines briefly the 
theoretical background necessary for this; Section 2.3.2 introduces contribu-
3Following Crawley (1997b) we define a plant community as all the plants occupying 
the area being studied.
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tions that spatial point process modelling could make to the development of 
ecological theories on biodiversity.
It is also important that we assess whether the spatial point process me­
thodology currently available is suitable in this context. So far, spatial point 
process models have not been applied to a complete plant community but 
only to selected species, at most two or three such as in Mateu et al. (1998) 
and Diggle (1983). In Section 2.3.3, the consequences of this lack of applica­
tion and the limitations of the current methodology are outlined.
2.3.1 Ecosystem  functioning, biodiversity and species 
coexistence
As a consequence of human interference with the natural world recent decades 
have seen an unprecedented loss of biodiversity with an extinction rate for 
mammals in the last 400 years that has been estimated to be 50-100 times 
higher than the rate estimated from fossil records (Regan et al. 2001). This 
has resulted in a growing concern about the impact of this on the future de­
velopment of ecosystems and their functioning (Mouquet et al. 2002). This 
increased extinction rate is mainly due to habitat loss resulting from a num­
ber of influences, e.g. harvesting, exotic species that become dominant and 
climate change (Armsworth et al. 2004). An increased extinction rate clearly 
reflects some of the aspects of our understanding of loss of biodiversity but 
does not cover the concept in its entirety; the following paragraphs yield 
a more refined definition of the concept of biodiversity, and introduce and 
discuss current biodiversity theories.
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2 .3 .1 .1  D e fin in g  and  q u a n tify in g  b io d iv er s ity
The term ’’biodiversity” was coined by W. Rosen in 1982 (Wilson 1988) by 
contracting the words ’’biological” and ’’diversity”. But biodiversity is not to 
be interpreted as merely a large number of different species, as conservation 
could then be effected via zoos or other artificial environments, but also refers 
to the variation of life forms in their natural habitat with a range of biotic 
and abiotic ecological and evolutionary interactions. Biodiversity refers to 
variation on all levels of biological organisation, from genes and chromosomes 
to communities of ecosystems (Crawley 1997a; Armsworth et al. 2004).
A number of different concrete definitions of biodiversity have been suggested 
and to date researchers have not agreed on a single term of reference (Noss 
1990). For instance, the UN Convention on Biological Diversity defines bio­
diversity as
”(...) the variability among living organisms from all sources in­
cluding, i n t e r  a l ia , terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosys­
tems and the ecological complexes of which they are part; this 
includes diversity within species, between species and of ecosys­
tems” (United Nations Environment Programme 1992)
We use this definition here. There has been a tendency to focus on the 
species level of biodiversity. This thesis will concentrate on this, as well, ac­
knowledging that considering biodiversity at finer and coarser levels is equally 
important (Armsworth et al. 2004).
Two concepts have been central to the quantification of biodiversity:
• S p e c ie s  r ic h n e s s :  the number of species in a given area and
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• S p e c ie s  e v e n n e s s  ( e q u i ta b i l i t y ) :  the relative abundance with which each 
species is represented in an area.
Thus, an ecosystem where all the species are equally abundant has high spe­
cies evenness. An ecosystem where some species are represented by many 
individuals, and other species are represented by very few individuals, e.g. 
ecosystems with log-normal species abundance curve frequently found in na­
tural systems (Pachepsky et al. 2001), has a low species evenness.
The most commonly used index for quantifying diversity is the Shannon- 
Wiener diversity index (e.g. Greig-Smith 1983), which has its origins in in­
formation theory and is defined as follows:
s
H ' = ~Y 2Piln(Pi^i=l
where S  is the total number of species at a site and Pi is the relative abun­
dance of species i . The index increases with S  and is maximised for a given 
value of S  when all the p i  terms are equal, i.e. the index incorporates both 
richness and evenness4.
Petchey et al. (2004) argue that the extent of functional differences among 
species has a strong impact on ecosystem processes and hence criticise that 
species richness assumes that all species are equally different. They emphasise 
the importance of including functional diversity, in terms of the distances
4There are other approaches to measuring biodiversity which also take evolutionary 
diversity into account, by considering the evolutionary relatedness of the species present 
in an area, see, e.g. Faith (1994). These will not be considered in this thesis. Similarly, 
(Petchey et al. 2004) suggest a measure of functional diversity. We acknowledge its rele­
vance in particular in the context of ecosystem functioning but are unable to apply it in 
this thesis, due to a lack of appropriate data.
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among species in the trait space formed by functionally important species’ 
traits.
Different spatial scales of biodiversity are typically distinguished (modi­
fied from Armsworth et al. (2004)):
• a  d i v e r s i t y :  the local diversity within each site.
• /3 d i v e r s i t y :  the change in species composition from one site to another.
• 7  d iv e r s i t y :  The diversity measured over the entire suite of sites being 
considered.
In this thesis, we are mainly concerned with the analysis of a plant commu­
nity with high a-biodiversity, even though we acknowledge that biodiversity 
on different scales is not necessarily independent. In fact, the general area 
around the actual study site has been reported as being biodiverse on all 
three scales (Dixon 2005).
2.3 .1 .2  M odels o f b iodiversity
Most biodiversity studies consider species abundance and results typically 
show that in natural communities only a very small fraction of the species 
represents the majority of the organisms and many species are represented 
by a few individuals only (Whittaker 1972; Pachepsky et al. 2001). This 
observed structure is sought to be explained by ecological theories described 
in the following paragraphs.
Species richness and the com p etitive  exclusion  principle Classi­
cal ecological theory has maintained that species that share the exact same
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environment or habitat rely on the exact same resources. Hence, different 
species would be unable to coexist if they exploited these resources in exactly 
the same way, since the best competitor would outcompete all other species 
(de Mazancourt 2001; Crawley 1997b). Thus, according to the competitive 
exclusion principle (or G a u s e ’s la w ) two species cannot coexist if they com­
pete for the exact same resources (Gause 1934). However, this principle only 
holds when the following conditions are met (adapted from Palmer (1994) 
and Wright (2002)):
1. The community is sufficiently established
2. The environment has no temporal variation
3. The environment has no spatial variation
4. Growth is limited by a single resource
5. Rarer species are not favoured in terms of survivorship, reproduction, 
or growth
6 . Species have the opportunity to compete
7. There is no immigration.
However, in the natural world these conditions do not hold. The envi­
ronment, for instance, is typically neither temporally nor spatially constant, 
violating conditions 2 . and 3., leading to an expectation of an increased 
species richness with larger environmental variability. In addition, there is 
evidence that species have a tendency to be specialists in the way they sur­
vive, reproduce and grow, violating condition 5. Hence, a larger number
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of coexisting species should be expected if species adapt in very different 
ways to a particular environment. P a l m e r ’s  c o r o l la r y  postulates that the 
more these conditions are broken the higher the number of species that can 
coexist (Palmer 1994).
All this indicates that coexistence can only be maintained if species use 
the resources in different ways, i.e. adapt differently to the environment. 
In other words, coexistence relies on inter-specific trade-offs with regard to 
species’ properties, for example between root and reproductive allocation 
(Tilman 1994). This has led to the development of niche theory.
N ic h e s  an d  n ich e -s tru c tu red  c o m m u n itie s  The term ecological niche, 
which originates in Elton (1927) and Grinnell (1917) and more formally in 
Hutchinson (1957, 1959), refers to the multidimensional summary of a spe­
cies’ ecological attributes, including its abiotic tolerances, its maximum rela­
tive growth rate, its phenology, its susceptibility to enemies and its relative 
ability to compete with other plant species (Crawley 1997b). Hutchinson 
(1957) suggests a niche hypervolume for each species rendering ecological 
communities highly complex.
We distinguish between the f u n d a m e n ta l  n ic h e  and the r e a l is e d  n ic h e  of a 
species: Fundamental niches are those that the species occupy in the absence 
of competition. The realised niche is that which the species occupies where 
competitors exist; there has been strong evidence that the two types of niches 
are not necessarily the same (Hutchinson 1957; Crawley 1997b).
Classically, plant ecological theory has maintained that different species 
occupy different niches, i.e. that they have adapted to survive in a specialised
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environment by exploiting the available resources. Speciation prevents inter­
specific competition from driving competitive exclusion and thus promotes 
long-term coexistence of several species in the same area. As a result, the 
theory predicts that inter-species competition is rather low.
Niche theory states that species-specific differences influence the popula­
tion dynamics and therefore the behaviour of the whole community (Purves 
and Pacala 2005). As a consequence, biodiversity and functioning are directly 
linked from a niche theoretical perspective; loss in biodiversity directly influ­
ences a community’s functioning.
R a n d o m  d rift a n d  th e  u n ified  n eu tra l th e o r y  o f  b io d iv e r s ity  a n d  
b io g eo g ra p h y  The theory of niche specialisation was challenged in the 
1970s by a number of authors (May 1975; Caswell 1976) and by Hubbell 
in particular (Hubbell 1979). These authors demonstrated that phenomena 
typically found in natural communities such as the distribution of population 
sizes and the log-normal species abundance curves could be produced by very 
simple neutral models (Chave 2004). Bell (2001) termed these models n e u tr a l  
c o m m u n i ty  m o d e ls , the most famous of which is Hubbell’s ’’Unified Theory 
of Biodiversity and Biogeography” (Hubbell 2001).
Hubbell’s theory, often also referred to as n e u tr a l  th e o r y  or r a n d o m  d r i f t  
th e o r y , has been derived from MacArthur’s and Wilson’s th e o r y  o f  i s la n d  
b io g ra p h y  (MacArthur and Wilson 2001) and is an analogue of genetic drift 
(Gaston and Crown 2005). It states that all species and thus all individuals in 
a community are equivalent, such that they are interchangeable, independent 
of environmental conditions and of space and time (Purves and Pacala 2005;
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Chave 2004). The theory acknowledges that while there are differences in 
species’ properties, these do not affect the population dynamics and hence 
have no impact on the behaviour of a community or its biodiversity (Hubbell 
2001). In fact, in a completely neutral community all but one species can be 
eliminated without affecting the biochemical functioning of the community.
The theory postulates that species abundances follow a random walk or 
d r i f t , with equal per capita probabilities of birth and death. The only con­
straint here is that the total number of individuals over all species in the com­
munity is constant (de Mazancourt 2001). There is no superior competitor 
and the probabilities of death and birth, dispersion patterns and speciation 
are equivalent for all species. The community is saturated with individuals; 
as soon as one individual dies its place will be taken up by another individual, 
leading to strong competition (Gaston and Crown 2005).
N iche structure or ecological drift? It is not clear whether it is the 
formation of niches due to differences among species, or ecological drift due 
to species’ equality that has the greater impact on biodiversity. There has 
been evidence in favour of both theories (Bell 2001; Hubbell 2001; Chave 
2004; Condit et al. 2002; Duivenvoorden et al. 2002).
The niche theory is supported by the fact that characteristics of vegetation 
are clearly linked to climate (Walter 1973, 2002; Archibold 1995), i.e. there 
is no neutrality at a global scale (Purves and Pacala 2005). Furthermore, it 
has been shown that species vary along a number of trade-offs, including a) 
growth-rate in high light versus survival in low light (Bazzaz 1996; Pacala 
et al. 1996), b) physical segregation of species into defined habitats (Harms
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et al. 2001; Phillips et al. 2003), c) competition versus colonization abilities 
(Levins and Culver 1971) d) the varying ability of species to resist specific 
pests (Janzen 1970; Connell 1971).
On the other hand, there is also evidence in favour of the neutral theory. 
The fact that the distribution of population size within a community tends 
to follow log-series of log-normal distributions for very different types of com­
munities (Hubbell 2001) suggests that every detail of the species properties 
in the communities cannot have a strong impact on the community structure 
but that more general processes operate. Hubbell (2001) and Bell (2001) 
show that models derived from neutral theory can reproduce typical pat­
terns observed in community ecology, such as features of the species-area 
curve, the distribution of range sizes, the range-abundance relationship, and 
turnover in community structure in space.
The distinction between the two theories and the testing of the validity of 
either of them is crucial. If one were able to prove that the neutral theory is 
valid rather than the niche theory the conclusion would be that biodiversity 
and ecosystem functioning are not linked. This, in turn, would imply that 
the reduction of biodiversity does not reduce the fitness of an ecosystem and 
the elimination of one or more species will not have an effect on the ecosystem 
(Purves and Pacala 2005).
Purves and Pacala (2005) try to resolve this problem by formally demon­
strating that the two extremes are not contradictory, by introducing niche 
structure into a theoretical neutral model. The results show that this intro­
duction does not influence the species abundance prediction derived from the 
neutral theory. They conclude that:
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”In diverse communities, the distribution of species abundances 
is determined entirely by ecological drift, independent of niche 
structure; but the biogeochemical functioning is determined en­
tirely by niche structure, independent of drift.”
Similarly, Gaston and Crown (2005) argue that there might be some truth 
in both approaches. Chave (2004) even goes as far as claiming that the two 
theories are not contradictory or conflicting but are complementary, as niche 
theory mainly explains coexistence in species-poor communities governed by 
purely deterministic processes and fixed rules whereas neutral theory applies 
to species-rich communities where stochasticity has to be included to account 
for the survival of many rare species.
2.3.2 Potential contribution of spatial point process mo­
delling to open questions
In an attempt to provide evidence for or against the random drift theory, 
Stephen Hubbell and his colleagues established a 50 ha plot on Barro Colo­
rado Island (BCI) in Panama in the early 1980s recording the locations and 
sizes (diameter at breast height) of 235,349 individuals of 304 (rainforest) 
tree species in 1982 (Condit et al. 2000; Burslem and Law 2005). In addi­
tion, a large number of soil variables was collected. Since then, similar data 
have been repeatedly collected at regular times (Condit et al. 2002). Similar 
plots have been established in a network of 16 forest plots in several countries 
coordinated through Center for Tropical Forest Science (CTFS) of the Smith­
sonian Tropical Research Institute in Panama (http://www.ctfs.si.edu). A 
large number of biodiversity studies has been conducted using the data col-
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lected from these plots but to date spatial point process methodology has not 
been applied to the data sets, other than in a descriptive way (Coomes et al.
1999) . We envisage that spatial point process modelling may contribute to 
the discussion and outline potential points where the methodology may be 
applied in the following paragraphs.
In teraction  strength  and neighbourhood id en tity  The fact that these 
data sets have been collected on a spatially explicit basis provides a plat­
form upon which an understanding of the inter- and intra-specific interaction 
structure in the community, which takes place at a very local scale, may be 
developed. Neutral theory predicts identical competitive ability of all spe­
cies, whereas niche theory predicts that an individual is differently influenced 
by individuals from different species (Uriate et al. 2004, 2006). This would 
imply that species have a varying strength and range of interaction.
Evidence of strong inter- and intra-specific competition would provide ev­
idence in favour of the neutral theory. However, low inter- and intra-species 
interaction as well as strong variation in strength and direction of inter- and 
intra-species interaction between species would provide evidence in favour of 
niche theory (Uriate et al. 2004, 2006). Spatial point process models typi­
cally include parameters representing different types of interaction and their 
strength, direction, range and significance may be assessed (van Lieshout
2000) , i.e. the models may be applied to inform on these aspects of commu­
nity dynamics.
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M icrohabitat specialisation  Evidence of microhabitat specialisation 
would provide arguments supporting the niche theory as this would be an 
indication of species being not equal but adapted to a specific environment 
(Harms et al. 2001). Niche theory predicts that species have adapted to spe­
cific environmental conditions and, under this hypothesis, are expected to 
be more likely to be found in specific microhabitats and thus to be aggre­
gated within these (Burslem and Law 2005). A spatial point process analysis 
could detect aggregation and could model the spatial pattern formed by the 
individuals taking local environmental conditions into account. By merely 
analysing the spatial pattern formed by species alone it is not possible to 
distinguish between aggregation due to interaction or environmental hetero­
geneity unless data on the environmental conditions in specific locations are 
available.
D en sity  dependent processes Niche theory is linked with the J a n z e n -  
C o n n e l l  h y p o th e s is  (Janzen 1970; Connell 1971) which predicts that as a 
result of speciation mortality of plant seeds and seedlings is negatively related 
to distance from conspecific adults. In other words, the further away a seed 
or seedling is from an adult plant the less susceptible it is to pests and the 
better its survival.
This indicates that locally rare species have a recruitment advantage and 
the hypothesis predicts that there is an increase in inter-tree distances with 
increasing tree size making adult trees less aggregated than juveniles. An 
appropriate model would seek to analyse the effects of habitat specialisation 
and density dependent interaction.
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In this thesis, we analyse a data set collected in the species rich areas 
of Western Australia that is similar to the data derived from the plots es­
tablished by Hubbell and his colleagues in the rainforests on Barro Colorado 
Island (BCI) and the other plots in the CTFS network (see Section 2.3.2) in 
as far as species richness and spatial explicitness is concerned (see Armstrong 
(1991) and Section 2.4 for details). It has a high degree of biodiversity but 
has been collected on a much smaller plot, such that the total number of 
species is lower. The only data that are available are the locations of the 
plants. Even though this decreases the complexity of this data set, it is still 
extremely complex in comparison to the data sets that have been analysed 
with spatial statistical methods so far where at most two or three species 
were analysed (Mateu et al. 1998; Diggle 2003).
As indicated, the data set only consists of the spatial locations of indivi­
duals but does not provide any information on soil variables or properties of 
the individuals such as their height etc. We are thus unable to draw conclu­
sions as to the association of species and particular microhabitats at a local 
scale. However, in the case of this particular dataset it is unlikely that the 
spatial pattern has been influenced by properties of the soil as this environ­
ment can be considered homogeneous at the scale of data collection (Dixon 
2005). It will thus enable us to analyse the effects of inter- and intra-species 
interaction in isolation. Niche theory predicts that, due to speciation, com­
petition in a community should be low but neutral theory predicts strong 
competition. Thus analysing the interaction strength will provide evidence 
in favour of or against the existence of species interaction and eventually in 
favour of either of the two opposing theories of species diversity for the study
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data set. In order to do so it is necessary to clarify what exactly is meant be 
low or strong interaction, see Chapter 6.
The data set’s reduced complexity as opposed to the CTFS data makes 
it easier to handle in the first instance allowing us to explore and develop a 
suitable methodology. This might yield an indication as to how to proceed 
in the more complex situation of the CTFS rainforest data sets. We expect 
that it will be possible to generalise the experience acquired from working 
with the current data set to larger and more complex data sets, in particular 
the CTFS plots.
2.3.3 Limitations of available spatial statistics m ethods
Due to a growing awareness of the role of space in ecological modelling, 
it is likely that an increasing amount of data detailing individual plants’ 
locations will become available (Burslem et al. 2001) yielding the opportunity 
for a detailed study of the underlying ecological processes that are driving 
the patterns. Furthermore, continuously improving technology, e.g. that of 
geographical information systems (GIS) and increasing computer power, will 
both support production of more datasets detailing the exact locations of 
species and facilitate their analysis. Nevertheless, Dale (1999) notes:
”We have found no example of truly multispecies analysis, in the 
sense of looking at a combination of species simultaneously, using 
mapped point data." So
So far methods from spatial point process theory have been used mainly in a 
descriptive way in ecology, typically using summary statistics such as Ripley’s
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X-function (Perry et al. 2002). However, descriptive statistical methods only 
form the first step in the analysis of a spatial pattern and describe some of 
the spatial properties of a pattern. Point process models which would allow 
more detailed interpretations, predictions and assessment of suitability of the 
model have rarely been fitted to data (Batista and Maguire 1998).
There have been only a few applications, where spatial point process me­
thods were actually used to model species’ patterning, see e.g. Mateu et al. 
(1998); Stoyan and Penttinen (2000). However, these have only ever taken 
a small number of species into account; even work by Batista and Maguire 
(1998), Mateu et al. (1998) and Wiegand and Moloney (2004) are restricted 
to analysing the patterns of a single species or pairs of species but do not take 
the whole community into account. Only very recent work has considered 
entire plant communities (Illian et al. 2004, Illian et al. 2005).
This shortcoming may be partly due to a lack in communication between 
statisticians and ecologists leading to an unawareness of methodology on the 
part of ecologists but also to the fact that the available methodology is not 
yet appropriate for application to the complex needs of ecological modelling 
(Liebhold and Gurevitch 2002). Furthermore, ecological modelling has used 
mainly non-statistical mathematical models and techniques. Statistical mo­
dels have often not been considered by scientists mainly trained using these 
non-statistical approaches and even if they have been considered their full 
potential has not been recognized or understood, as for instance in Neuhauser 
( 2001) .
The pattern of a plant community may be very complex due to the large 
number of species and the resulting extremely large number of potential
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inter- and intra-species interactions. The complexity of a spatial point pro­
cess model increases at best linearly but often exponentially with the number 
of types in the multi-type point pattern sought to be modelled. This is due 
to an increasing number of parameters complicating model simulation as 
well as parameter estimation eventually leading to difficulties in the inter­
pretation of results. However, not only may the actual fitting of the spatial 
point process model be difficult due to a lack of methodology and the in­
herent complexity of the problem, but also the initial explorative inspection 
using summary statistics is already complex. In addition, no methodology 
exists that characterises the spatial behaviour of all species simultaneously 
by describing the main characteristics of spatial behaviour taking the spatial 
pattern of all species into account.
In other words, so far, no methodology exists to
• parsimoniously apply explorative statistics to a complex point process 
data set;
• reduce the dimensionality of the data set by concentrating on the main 
aspects of spatial behaviour;
• parsimoniously fit an appropriate, highly multi-species point process 
model to the data set.
This thesis aims to address these shortcomings by developing an appro­
priate methodology and analysing a case study data set (see Section 2.4 for 
details) that in many ways resembles the CTFS plot data. However, being
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less detailed and restricted to a smaller area with homogeneous environmen­
tal conditions, it is easier to develop methodology, which may eventually be 
generalised to be suitable for more complex data sets such as those collected 
by Hubbell and his colleagues.
2.4 An example of a biodiverse plant commu­
nity
In this thesis, we consider a multi-type spatial point pattern formed by a 
natural plant community in the Mediterranean type shrub and heathland 
of the southwestern area of Western Australia (Beard 1984). The study 
site, located within the Tiwest Joint Venture mineral sands mining lease at 
Cooljarloo, is approximately 18 km north of the Cataby Road House on the 
Brand Highway and 150 km north of Perth. The data are the locations of 
6378 plants from 67 species on a 22 m by 22 m plot (Armstrong 1991). For 
simplicity, the data set will be called the ’’Cooljarloo data set” from now on.
Lying within a mineral sand mining area, the study area was mined 
shortly after data collection in 1990 and will have to be rehabilitated as 
soon as mining has ceased. Current efforts of rehabilitation in neighbouring 
areas, however, have resulted in a very small survival rate for some species. 
Rehabilitation, nevertheless, is a legal requirement after large scale mining.
This thesis analyses and models a large part of the patterns of the 67 
species. Nevertheless, not all species have been taken into account, typically 
as a result of low abundance. In Chapters 4, 5 and 6 we give details as to
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Figure 2.3: Photograph of the vegetation of Banksia dominated shrub and 
heathland in an area similar to the study site
why the particular species have been analysed with the respective methods 
and why others have not been considered. Table 2.1 below lists the species 
contained in the dataset that have been analysed and modelled in this thesis. 
Refer to Appendix A for a list of all species in the data set.
2.4.1 D ata collection m ethods
This section summarises the data collection methods applied in Armstrong 
(1991). The initial site was fixed by setting a 30m tape measure out on a 
N-S compass bearing for a distance of 22m. This line was marked by driving 
fence droppers (107cm long) into the ground at lm intervals along the tape 
measure. A compass was used to set the second side of the plot at right 
angles to the first side, checking accuracy with a 6m to 8m to 10m triangle.
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Again, fence droppers marked the line. Setting tape measures on the ends 
of the first two lines, the third and fourth lines were set. The final corner of 
the square was where the two tapes crossed at 22 m. As a check, compass 
bearings were taken. These were within 1 degree of the required bearing. 
Again droppers marked the lines.
A lm  by lm  grid was set out using 3.12mm fencing wire, to cover the 
entire plot. The wires were strung between droppers on opposite sides of the 
plot. Where tall shrubs obstructed the line, the wire was laid on the ground 
below the foliage. There were no large trunks on these lines. On completion 
of laying out the wire grid, distances were checked for accuracy along both 
north-south and east-west sets of lines (1.0m within 2cm) and adjusted as 
required.
Trampling was kept to a minimum by walking between plants wherever 
possible and only walking in the plot to place the fencing wire. All other 
movement was restricted to outside the plot while setting up the study area. 
Recording of vegetation was undertaken by noting all plants within a lm  
by lm  quadrat. The order in which individual quadrats were recorded was 
from the north west corner (Al), proceeding sequentially east along the north 
boundary (A l to W l). The next east-west line was then recorded, (A2didi 
to W2) moving sequentially south until the final line (A22 to W22) was 
completed. A record of each individual plant’s location and species was 
made on previously prepared proformae. Each sheet covered four individual 
lm  by lm  subplots. The location of each plant was visually located to the 
nearest 10 cm, each plant was recorded in a cell on the proforma. Each cell 
on the proforma represented 10cm by 10cm on the ground.
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Several species were strongly clonal, for example, A le x g e o r g e a  n i t e n s  and 
C o n o s ty l i s  c a n e s c e n s . The identification of individual plants was virtually 
impossible. To overcome similar difficulties Magurran (1988) suggests the 
adoption of modular units as the base unit. These modular units can be 
shoots of a tree, a tiller of grass, a clump of a clone or some consistent 
attribute of the species. Field recordings used these modular units as the 
element of vegetation, based on a premise that these modules are proportional 
to niche size.
The accuracy of the visual estimation was checked by measuring the lo­
cation of each plant in the first 2m x 2m square of the plot. This resulted 
in three plants out of the sixty-one placed in adjoining cells. The error dis­
tances, 2cm, 4cm and 7cm were less than the cell size (10cm by 10cm). At the 
time of data collection, it was assumed that greater accuracy would not have 
been necessary for the analysis undertaken in the original study (Armstrong 
1991). Furthermore, it was estimated that the additional time necessary to 
achieve increased accuracy would have extended the duration of the field 
work to far longer than was available for the field investigation.
Rather than attempting to write the name of each species in the 10cm 
x 10cm square on the proforma, numbers were used. These corresponded to 
the species in the Tiwest Joint Venture’s flora database. This list contained 
all 307 species recorded from the mining lease. A search of this list was 
made for all species known to occur in Banksia woodland. The resulting list 
contained 97 species, 67 of which were found within the 22m by 22m study 
plot.
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2.4.2 General characteristics of the southwestern W est 
Australian flora
The flora of the southwest of Western Australia5 is particularly rich in plant 
species (Crawley 1997b). Here, a distinguishing feature is the large number of 
e n d e m ic  species with s m a l l  p o p u la t io n s , r e s t r i c t e d  d i s t r ib u t io n s  and a general 
r a r i t y  of many of the species (Brown and Hopkins 1983; Hopkins et al. 1983; 
Coates and Atkins 2001). Beard et al. (2001) estimate that 79% of the flora 
is endemic. This is surprising in an area of low relief, as other regions of 
the world that also exhibit high numbers of endemic species usually have 
much higher and more extensive mountain ranges, for example South Africa, 
California, Turkey and Greece (Hopper 1979).
A considerable amount of investigation has been undertaken within the 
Southwest of Western Australia in an attempt to explain this high diver­
sity in a region with very little relief (for example Marchant (1973); Hopper 
(1979); Hopper et al. (1996); Coates (2000)). The proposed causes for this 
include: long periods of geological isolation (Marchant 1973; Hopper 1979; 
Hopper et al. 1996); fluctuating climatic conditions (Marchant 1973), a sta­
ble ancient landscape that has experienced extensive fragmentation (Hopper 
et al. 1996), the stress of a transitional climatic zone (Hopper 1979), and very 
impoverished soils resulting in habitat specialisation (Beard et al. 2001). All 
these factors have combined to produce a rich, biodiverse flora that is inex­
tricably linked with rarity, endemism and disjoint populations. In fact the 
Southwest of Australia is one of the world’s biodiversity hot-spots (Crawley
5See Beard (1990) for the exact location of the southwest of Western Australia.
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Figure 2.4: Photograph of the soil in an area similar to the study site; pho­
tograph courtesy of Paul Armstrong
1997a). This refers to a high a , (3 as well as 7  diversity but here only the a  
diversity can be assessed.
2.4.3 Soil properties
The characteristic sandy soil in the area is extremely low in nutrients and 
water (Armstrong 1991) making it similar to crushed glass (Armstrong 2005). 
See the picture in Figure 2.4 as an illustration of this.
More specifically, the study site is located on a soil type referred to as 
Bassedean Dune System (Beard 1990). It has a subdued topography with 
swamps in the swails of the Pleistocene dunes. These dunes are formed from 
deep sand derived from quartz with low nutrients and low humus content. 
The soil is very water porous and free draining (Elkington 1991). The flora
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has been evolving in the area for thousands of years and has speciated sig­
nificantly to survive in these nutrient poor soils (Hopper 1979) resulting in a 
high species-diverse community. In the particular area where the data were 
collected the water level is very deep, and has been estimated to be at least 
two metres below the surface (Armstrong 2005).
Whereas the soil is very heterogeneous at a larger regional scale (Brown 
1989; Griffin et al. 1983), it can be considered homogeneous at a local scale 
(Dixon 2005; Armstrong 2005). Perceived clustering at a local scale can be 
considered a result of inter- and intra-species interaction rather than resulting 
from variations in soil nutrient and water levels. More details about the soil 
properties in the specific area may be found in Armstrong (1991).
2.4.4 The role of fire
Fire is a naturally occurring phenomenon in many Australian biota with only 
a few exceptions in some areas of Tasmania (Bell et al. 1984; Bradstock et al. 
1995). The frequency of fire is dependent on the productivity of the biota 
and the climate. It has been estimated that prior to European settlement, 
fire occurred at frequencies of typically five to 50 years6 (Bell 1984; Ward 
et al. 2001; Enright et al. 2005). Since European settlement this has changed 
to five to ten years. The period since the last fire in the study area (1980) to 
the time of the data collection at Cooljarloo was ten years. This would have 
allowed a sufficient time for a relatively stable community to have developed. 
Some species referred to as fire ephemerals germinate very quickly after a
GSome areas in the Kimberly experience annual fires whereas other central areas have 
very infrequent fires of 100 or 200 years apart (Enright et al. 2005).
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fire and are only found in an area for 2 to 8 years post-fire with seeds stored 
in the soil seedbank (Brown 1989); these could thus not be considered in 
this current study. Plants have adapted to the regular fires, through the 
development of fire regeneration strategies.
2 .4 .4 .1  F ire regeneration strateg ies
Many species in Mediterranean climate have evolved regeneration strategies 
to cope with fires. These fires have the potential to remove most of the 
above ground biomass (Bell et al. 1984; Bond et al. 1984; Macdonald 1985; 
Bradstock et al. 1995). Regenerating plants in and/or near disturbed areas 
may re-establish vegetatively, the so-called r e s p r o u te r s , or from stored seed, 
referred to as se e d e r s .
Species that rely entirely on regeneration by setting seed are referred to 
as obligate seeders. Alternatively, an obligate resprouter relies entirely on 
regeneration from existing rootstock or stems. However some resprouters 
are referred to as facultative as they do produce some seed, increasing their 
regeneration opportunities and gaining the advantages of sexual reproduction 
(Pate and Dixon 1996; Meney et al. 1999).
In the study data set there were 49 resprouter and 14 seeder species. 
Three species were both seeders and resprouters and 1 species (with 1 indi­
vidual) was an annual plant, relying on the established seed bank.
Seeders Seeders have evolved techniques that allow seed to survive a fire.
These include (Purdie 1977; Gill 1996; Hughes and Westoby 1992):
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• Retaining the seed in woody follicles on the plant for several months 
to years, only releasing seed after death of the branch;
• elaisomes, ant-attracting organs, entice ants to place seed underground 
away from the destructive heat of a ground level fire;
• heat and/or smoke to break seed dormancy; and
• annual species, relying on wind blown seed for distribution.
R esp r o u te r s  Similarly, resprouters have evolved many techniques to avoid 
the damaging effect of fire on delicate plant tissue. Listed below are several 
examples (Gill 1996):
• Thick fibrous or corky bark that insulates dormant buried buds and 
growing tissue which are capable of epicormic regrowth;
• resins and essential oils contained in the foliage that ignites and com­
busts very quickly, the thick bark providing adequate short-term insu­
lation;
• lignotubers and other forms of enlarged root crown provide both an 
energy storage organ and sites for initiation of epicormic regrowth; and
• underground organs provide energy storage for the plant, typically 
fleshy root tubers or rhizomes.
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Figure 2.5: The fleshy roots of species C o n o s t e p h i u m  p e n d u l u m ,
These various adaptations contribute to the species’ storage effect and 
their regeneration and persistence niches, which are important for species’ 
survival in a fire prone area (Chesson 1986; Higgins et al. 2000: Bond and 
Midgley 2001). The persistence niche is particularly important in areas of low 
productivity. As pointed out by Chesson (1985), environmental variability, 
spatial, temporal and combined, may contribute greatly to a species’ survival 
in a location and to coexistence between species.
Regeneration of plants in southern Australian heathland occurs largely in 
the immediate post-fire period (Purdie 1977; Lamont et al. 1985). By germi­
nating immediately post-fire, the maximum growth period may be achieved 
between fires and nutrients available from the ash bed may be utilised (Auld 
and Tozer 1995). However, some inter-fire seedling recruitment has been 
recorded, usually associated with senescence, drought or disease. This can
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maintain a species presence during extended periods without fire.
For seeder species the inter-fire period is usually more critical than for 
resprouters (Lamont 1996). From simulation trials on Banksia species En­
right et al. (1998a,b) demonstrated the relative importance of the inter-fire 
period on both seeders and resprouters, with different levels of serotiny (seed 
retained on the plant for more than one year post maturity - high levels 
of serotiny are when most seed are retained for long periods). A compa­
rison between seeders and resprouters, both with high serotiny, indicated 
that resprouters were able to cope with more frequent fires (13 year intervals 
are optimal) than seeders (16 year intervals are optimal), see Enright et al. 
(1998a,b).
To overcome the unpredictable length of time between fires and hence ger­
mination opportunities, many species have evolved dormancy mechanisms to 
maintain a viable seedbank over a long period. Not until the appropriate trig­
ger mechanism has been applied is the dormancy broken and the seeds germi­
nate. The more common dormancy breaking mechanisms include moisture, 
indirect or direct heat, chemical mechanisms and time (Kenny 2000; Morris 
2000). Several of these triggers may be involved with the dormancy of any 
given species (Morris et al. 2000). The germination trigger of a combination 
of heat and smoke following fire is currently being investigated (Keeley 1991; 
Brown 1993).
2.4.5 Seed dispersal
Seed dispersal occurs predominantly at two times: First on maturity of the 
seed and second after the seed pod is damaged, typically by fire. When
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comparing reproductive strategies, an obligate seeder produces much more 
seed than a resprouter. Moreover, seeders seek to maintain maximum ge­
netic diversity of the seed, preferably by outcross pollination (Meney et al. 
1997). Conversely, an obligate resprouter is not dependent on seed for per­
sistence; hence little energy is channelled into flower and seed production, 
but is directed to the storage organs.
Once the seed has been produced and released by the plant the next 
factor in regeneration is the dispersal factor. The dispersal may be the result 
of a self-propelled or an external mechanism (Levin 2000). These external 
dispersal mechanisms are wind (winged or plumed seeds), water (seeds that 
float) or by animals (particularly ants and birds) (Auld and Denham 1999). 
Distances involved in this dispersal may be only a few centimetres from 
the point of release, several metres (ants and wind dispersal), or several 
kilometres (animals - for example emus). Wind can transport seed a few 
meters to several kilometres from a plant; for example utilising a wing on 
a large seed or small plumed seeds respectively (Whelan 1997). Most seeds 
transported by animals are carried either in the gut (via ingestion) or on the 
coat or feathers (adherence) (Whelan 1997).
Some resprouters do produce occasional to small numbers of seeds but 
these are often not viable and only a very small number or even none of these 
are actually used for reproduction.
2.4.6 Specialised growth behaviour
Trunk thickening Trunk thickening is an adaptation of certain resprouter 
species (e.g. E r e m a e a  a s tr o c a r p a , E u c a ly p tu s  to d t ia n a  and H ib b e r t ia  h y p e r -
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ic o id e s )  with thickening of the trunk at ground level. This area has many 
dormant buds, which are capable of resprouting after a fire. This adapta­
tion is most noticeable in many species of Eucalyptus which have a growth 
form of a mallee, i.e. a multi-stemmed tree form. Many small shrubs, e.g. 
A s t r o lo m a  also have a thickened main stem near ground level which may 
resprout post fire. These structures store starches which are used to initiate 
regeneration of the above-ground portions of the plant. These plants tend to 
be very long-lived and capable of surviving many fires.
R h izom atou s grow th forms Rhizomes are a type of underground stem, 
which may exhibit either horizontal or vertical growth habit. This growth 
form is common in the R e s t io n a c e a e  family, a very common low rush fa­
mily occurring within the Kwongan, including C h o r d ife x  s in u o s u s ,  D a s y p o g o n  
b r o m e li i fo l iu s  and L y g in ia  b a rb a ta . This growth form, like the trunk thick­
ening, is an important strategy for surviving a fire. Many rhizomes grow 
below the soil surface, such that they avoid the destructive impact of fire. In 
addition, many species store starches within the cells of the rhizome which 
are utilised during the post-fire recovery.
A rhizomatous growth form can also facilitate clonal growth by extending 
the stem outwards from the parent plant. Over time, the clone may become 
isolated once the connecting rhizome is severed. These clones may cover 
considerable distances, up to several square kilometres are known.
P roteo id  roots Proteoid roots are largely restricted to the Proteacea fa­
mily where many genera, including Banksia, form specialised root systems
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specially adapted to absorb nutrients from low-nutrient soils. These roots 
form very dense mats within the top centimetre or two from the soil sur­
face. These root structures make it difficult for other species to establish 
themselves in the vicinity of these plants. It is suspected that some E r ic a c e a  
(L e u c o p o g o n )  species form mycorrhizal relationships with these Banksia spe­
cies (Cairney and Ashford 2002; Dixon 2005).
In this area Banksia species are the dominant taller shrub/ low tree spe­
cies. Hence, these Proteoid roots may play an important function in the 
species patterning of this area.
2.4.7 Patchiness
Within the general area (less than 5 km radius) eight different plant commu­
nities were recorded. These are a reflection of different habitats associated 
with the variation in topography. The communities are repeated wherever 
that habitat occurred. These plant communities in the different habitats 
form a mosaic in the general area. The Cooljarloo data formed only a small 
portion from within one of these habitats. Thus, patchiness can be observed 
on a larger scale (several hundred metres) but sampling took place within a 
single community. As a consequence, no large scale patchiness was observed 
(Armstrong 2005).
2.4.8 Spatial aspects of the data set
Individual plants may interact in various ways by inhibiting each other’s
growth while competing for the scarce resources (Richardson et al. 1995).
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This is likely to reduce the number of plants in close proximity and thus to 
influence the observed spatial pattern.
In addition, the poor quality of the soil has a strong impact on the spa­
tial pattern formed by the plants, potentially resulting in a heterogeneous 
formation at the very small scale micro-habitat level, since plants will only 
be able to survive in a location where sufficient nutrients and water resources 
are available. Attraction between plants may also occur if conditions (shade, 
nutrients, water available) in the microhabitat are made more suitable for 
another species by the presence of another plant.
The specific regeneration method used by a species will have an impact 
on the pattern formed by the individual plants (Armstrong 1991) and also 
on the structure of the interaction between species with different regenera­
tion strategies. Since the resprouting plants have been at exactly the same 
location for a very long time (some of them for hundreds and even thousands 
of years (Armstrong 1991)), the seeders, which start anew after each fire, do 
so with the resprouters already present. We thus assume that the growth of 
reseeding plants will be influenced by the resprouting plants already present 
in the plot, whereas an influence of the seeders on the resprouting plants is 
highly unlikely.
Four of the five most abundant seeder species, A s t r o lo m a  x e r o p h y l lu m , 
A n d e r s o n ia  h e te r o p h y l la , L e u c o p o g o n  c o n o s te p h io id e s  and L e u c o p o g o n  s t r i a -  
tu s  are all from the Ericacea family. These are known to have a unique 
endomycorrhizal association with ericoid mycorrhiza (Read 1996). The my- 
corrhiza enable the plants to seize highly complex organic resources in the 
soil that are normally unavailable and very resistant to microbial decay.
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This might enable the plants to break through the proteoid roots formed 
by the B a n k s ia  species leading to an attractive interaction between the spe­
cies rather than a repulsive one (Cairney and Ashford 2002; Dixon 2005).
2 .4 .8 .1  S u ita b ility  o f  th e  d a ta  se t  in  th e  g iv en  c o n te x t
This thesis is concerned with understanding plant species’ coexistence in bio- 
diverse communities together with assessing and improving the suitability of 
spatial point process methodology in this context. Clearly, for this purpose it 
is necessary to analyse a data set that consists of the locations of individual 
plants in a biodiverse community, a criterion that is met by the Cooljarloo 
data. Further, it is derived from a very old community. This implies that 
the community dynamics are very well-established (Dixon 2005) and may be 
assumed to have reached a certain level of stability. This allows the assump­
tion that through evolution the community has reached a state that may be 
considered relatively optimal in terms of the system’s ability to maintain bio­
diversity and hence a model system in the context of analysing mechanisms 
of biodiversity.
In addition, the soil may be regarded as homogeneous at a large scale, 
such that large scale variations in soil nutrient and water levels are unlikely to 
have influenced the pattern formation (Dixon 2005). As a result, patterning 
is most likely to be almost exclusively due to intra- and inter-specific inter­
action. This is very useful in the current context where we are attempting 
to develop new methodology. We are thus able to concentrate on a smaller 
number of potential influences on the pattern, yielding methodology that af­
terwards may be generalised to more complex situations where environmental
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variables are likely to have an impact and thus need to be included in the 
model.
Further, the plot lies within an area where mining activities are very 
common and legislation requires the re-establishment of the communities. 
Currently, the replanting of an area is done without taking the orginal spa­
tial structure in the community into account (Dixon 2005). Knowledge on 
community dynamics and in particular on intra- and inter-species interac­
tions may inform replanting strategies and improve both re-establishment 
and rehabilitation after mining activities.






A lex g eo rg ea , n i te n s 3 977 resprouter
A l lo c a s u a r in a  h u m il is 4 2 resprouter
A n d e r s o n ia  h e te r o p h y l la 5 686 seeder
A s t r o lo m a  x e r o p h y l lu m 6 91 seeder
B a n k s ia  a t t e n u a ta 8 26 resprouter
B a n k s ia  g r a n d is 10 1 resprouter
B a n k s ia  i l ic i f o l ia 11 3 resprouter
B a n k s ia  m e n z ie s i i 12 26 resprouter
B o r o n ia  r a rn o sa 14 30 seeder
B o s s ie a e  e r io c a r p a 15 103 resprouter
C o n o s p e r m u m  c r a s s in e r u iu m 18 266 seeder
C o n o s te p h iu m  p e n d u lu m 19 61 resprouter
C o n o s ty l i s  c m is c e n s 13 149 resprouter
C o n o s ty l i s  ju n c e a 20 28 resprouter
D a m p ie r a  l in e a r is 22 24 resprouter
D a s y p o g o n  b r o m e li i fo l iu s 23 167 resprouter
E r e m a e a  a s tr o c a r p a 25 207 resprouter
E r io s t e m o n  s p ic a tu s 26 65 resprouter/ seeder
E u c a ly p tu s  to d t ia n a 27 1 resprouter
H ib b e r t ia  c r a s s i fo l ia 32 96 resprouter
H ib b e r t ia  h y p e r ic o id e s 33 148 resprouter
H ib b e r t ia  sp . 34 134 resprouter
H y p o c a ly m m a  x a n to p e th a lu m 36 96 resprouter
I so p o g o n  l in e a r is 37 68 resprouter
J a c k s o n ia  j i o r ib u n d a 38 124 resprouter
C h o r d if  e x  s in u o s u s 42 154 resprouter
L e p id o s p e r m a  a n g u s ta tu m 44 22 resprouter
L e p id o s p e r m a  te n u e 45 61 resprouter
L e u c o p o g o n  c o n o s te p h io id e s 47 657 seeder
L e u c o p o g o n  s t r i a tu s 48 251 seeder
L o m a n d r a  sp . 49 304 resprouter
L y g in ia  b a rb a ta 50 299 resprouter
M e la le u c a  s c a b r a 51 377 resprouter/ seeder
P a te r s o n ia  o c c id e n ta l i s 54 79 resprouter
P h le b o c a r y a  p h i l i f o l ia 57 207 resprouter
P la ty s a c e  ju n c e a 59 22 resprouter
S c h o l t z ia  in v o lu c r a ta 61 170 resprouter
S ty l id iu m  c r o s s o c e p h a lu m 64 27 seeder
Table 2.1: List of plant species in the Cooljarloo data set that were analysed 
in this thesis
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2.5 Extension of existing statistical m ethodo­
logy — aims of this thesis
2.5.1 Approach — spatial point process m odelling for 
plant communities
As indicated above, we will use spatial point process methodology to ana­
lyse and model the pattern formed by a plant community trying to infer 
information on the processes that caused this pattern from the pattern itself.
We are aware that an increasing number of data sets similar to the study 
data set and even more complex ones will become available (see for exam­
ple Burslem et ah (2001)) and that sufficient methodology has not yet been 
developed to analyse these. Furthermore, as established in Sections 2.1.6 
and 2.3.2, we believe that spatial statistical methods provide an interesting 
and valuable alternative approach to individual-based models, which have 
recently been applied in ecology, by addressing a number of their shortcom­
ings.
The main challenge that we face when dealing with the current data set is 
its complexity, i.e. the high number of different species. Methodology has to 
be reconsidered keeping this issue in mind. To illustrate this point, Figure 2.6 
shows a plot of the locations of all individuals in the data set where different 
colours represent different species. It is virtually impossible to detect any 
spatial structure by visual inspection of this plot. Hence, even the graphical 
display of the data and its interpretation has to be reconsidered. The fur­
ther analysis becomes similarly difficult, as parameter estimation and simu­
lation of complex spatial point process models is computationally expensive.
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Highly complex models may render estimation infeasible due to extremely 
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Figure 2.6: Plants by colour
As a result, the aims of this thesis are three-fold. We aim to:
1. Assess the suitability of spatial point process methodology in the con­
text of plant communities;
2. draw conclusions from the results for an understanding on species co­
existence and biodiversity in general and;
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3. detail concrete results for the specific data set.
2.5.2 Suitability of m ethodology
2.5.2.1 Exploratory data analysis
We commence analysis of the spatial pattern with an exploratory data analysis 
to understand the general spatial behaviour of the species and the interac­
tions among them. In view of the high number of species, this is already 
a very complex task and we assess the suitability of an automated filtering 
method that can tell ’’interesting”, i.e. non-random, patterns from less inte­
resting patterns by simplifying using methods from statistical quality control 
(see Chapter 4).
In the same chapter we also address the issue of efficiently assessing the 
spatial homogeneity of the pattern by refining statistical tests for homo­
geneity.
2.5.2.2 Reduction of complexity
Clearly, a statistical method able to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset 
by grouping the point processes according to their spatial behaviour is needed 
here. However, even though multivariate statistical methods such as princi­
pal component analysis (PCA) are well-established methods for dimension 
reduction in traditional statistics no similar method exists for spatial point 
pattern data. PC A would yield an overall characterisation of the spatial 
behaviour of all species in the data set by revealing those aspects of spatial 
behaviour that the species differ in most. To this end, we develop PC A me­
thodology based on functional principal component analysis and characterise
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the community by analysing the shape of those principal components that 
explain a large proportion of the variance (see Chapter 5).
2.5.2.3 M odelling approach
In theory, it would be possible to fit a model that incorporates all possi­
ble intra- and inter-species interactions as well as interactions between the 
plants and the environment to a data set, given that the necessary informa­
tion is contained in the data. However, parameter estimation utilises highly 
complex estimation procedures and algorithms that tend to run for longer 
than is realistically feasible. Furthermore, the results of such an algorithm 
would be far too complicated to interpret. In this thesis, we aim to apply a 
parsimonious modelling approach based on biological information such that 
parameter estimation is feasible and the results are interpretable. Chapter 6 
summarises two modelling attempts and the results obtained.
2.5.3 Biodiversity
As established in Section 2.3.2 we highlight the contributions to ecological 
theory on biodiversity using spatial point process analysis on the data set 
described in Section 2.4.
2.5.3.1 Exploratory data analysis
In the initial exploratory analysis we reveal any differences in spatial be­
haviour between the species. This might give an indication as to whether 
species have developed niche behaviour. This is particularly interesting as 
we are dealing with an ancient community. Furthermore, a tendency to ag-
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gregation rather than randomness in spatial location would support the niche 
theory, indicating that conspecifics tend to be closer to each other.
2.5.3.2 Reduction of complexity
In Chapter 5, we aim to reveal those aspects of spatial behaviour that vary 
most among species. Through this, we are able to reveal that spatial be­
haviour varies between species, which indicates a niche development. We are 
also able to describe what aspects of the spatial behaviour yield the best 
differentiation among species and have thus led to the strongest speciation 
with regard to spatial behaviour.
2.5.3.3 M odelling approach
In the modelling approach we estimate the strength and the direction (i.e. 
positive or negative) of the inter-species interaction. We reveal that these 
vary across the species, providing evidence in favour of the niche theory.
2.5.4 Specific data set
All the above points are also interesting for the specific data set in particular 
with regard to the re-establishment and conservation of the community.
In addition, we provide methods that may also be successfully applied 
to other similar communities and be generalised to be applicable to other 
systems.
2.5.4.1 Exploratory data analysis
The analysis of the subpatterns detects those species that form a clustered, 
random or regular pattern, as well as determining whether the distribution
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of the individuals is homogeneous across the plot or exhibits a trend or an­
other form of inhomogeneity. This will provide valuable information for the 
rehabilitation process of the specific sample assessed here, but also for other 
locations in the area where mining is taking place. The knowledge of a spe­
cies’ typical spatial behaviour enables the replanting in a fashion that is as 
similar as possible to the natural setting. This is likely to facilitate rehabili­
tation by increasing the survival of the individuals, in particular in an area 
where the soil is similar and as impoverished as here and species survival is 
delicately linked to environmental conditions.
2.5.4.2 Reduction of complexity
As noted, the reduction of the complexity of the data set and hence iden­
tifying those aspects of spatial behaviour that vary most among the species 
provides information valuable for the rehabilitation process. These seem to 
be most critical for community dynamics and thus must be taken into account 
in the re-planting process.
2.5.4.3 M odelling approach
The information on the strength and direction of inter-species interaction 
further informs rehabilitation. For instance, species with negative interac­
tions should not be planted in close proximity as competition will weaken 
the individuals and eventually render them non-viable. On the other hand, 
species with positive interaction, i.e. those that attract each other should be 
planted in close proximity to each other.
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Chapter 3 will yield a general introduction to point process modelling. Chap­
ter 4 will introduce a novel parsimonious method for second order exploratory 
data analysis (CUSUM approach) of multi-species spatial point patterns. 
Chapter 5 introduces principal component analysis (PCA) for highly multi­
variate spatial point patterns based on functional data analysis methods to 
reduce the dimensionality of the data set. Chapter 6 describes a hierarchical 
point process model that incorporates the asymmetric interaction between 
different plant species with different post-fire regeneration strategies. At the 
end of each of the chapters the three aspects of the aims of this thesis will 
be discussed and Chapter 7 will summarise these discussions and suggest 
further work, partly in view of the applicability of the developed methods to 
the data collected in the CTFS plots.
Chapter 3
Introduction to Spatial point 
processes
The statistical methods used in this thesis adapt existing and develop new 
techniques in the context of spatial point process theory. As a background 
for this, we provide here a detailed introduction to spatial point processes, 
which have been conceptually introduced in Section 2.2.2.
Spatial point processes are stochastic models that describe the spatial 
pattern formed by the locations of objects in two- or more dimensional space. 
The locations of the objects are regarded as points and the aim of the model 
is to describe the pattern formed by these points. In this thesis, spatial point 
process methods are applied to the point pattern formed by individuals within 
a plant community. The model parameters describe inter- and intra-species 
interactions and plant densities.
Note that this chapter will include some rather technical definitions and 
results, assuming substantial knowledge of general mathematics and statis­
tics, including some basic measure theory and the Bayesian approach to 
statistical inference. They are meant to define rigorously and justify the ap-
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proaches but they are not essential for the overall understanding of the thesis. 
It is beyond the scope of this work to explain the entire underlying general 
concepts to an extent that they may be understood by a non-specialist with­
out a profound background in statistics. The non-specialist reader is advised 
to skip the technical paragraphs and focus on the paragraphs describing the 
rationale for the technical sections that precede each technical definition or 
explanation, as these convey the main ideas and are sufficient for the under­
standing of the methods and results presented. A very rigorous but theoret­
ical introduction to the general theory of point processes may be found in 
Daley and Vere-Jones (1988). Overviews of the theory of spatial point pro­
cesses are given in Mpller and Waagepetersen (2003a,b); van Lieshout (2000); 
Stoyan and Stoyan (1994); Stoyan et al. (1995). More accessible introduc­
tions to spatial point processes for the non-specialist reader may be found in 
Stoyan and Penttinen (2000) and Diggle (2003).
Also, note that in this chapter, and throughout this thesis, the term 
’’point” will refer to the position of an individual object (in x- and y-coordi- 
nates), which in the application described here is the position of an individual 
plant. The term ’’location” refers to any position in the area under investi­
gation which does not necessarily coincide with the ( x ,  y )-position of one of 
the objects forming the pattern. The notation used in this thesis is broadly 
similar to that used in M0ller and Waagepetersen (2003a,b).
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3.1 Definition
The general characteristics of spatial point patterns and the importance of 
these characteristics for the analysis process are discussed in Section 3.1.1. 
In Section 3.1.2, the concept of a point process model is introduced, followed 
by a technical definition of spatial point processes (3.1.3) and a coverage of 
marked point processes (3.1.4).
In the remainder of this chapter, we introduce methods that have been used 
to aid the following steps for an analysis:
1. D e sc r ib e  th e  first and  seco n d  ord er  c h a ra c ter is tic s  of a pattern 
(see Section 3.3).
2. S e le c t an  a p p rop ria te  sp a tia l p o in t p ro cess  m o d e l for the pat­
tern, informed by the results of step 1 (see Sections 3.2 and 3.4).
3. F it  th e  se le c te d  m o d el to the pattern by estimating the specific 
parameters (see Section 3.5).
4. A sse ss  th e  g o o d n ess  o f  fit of the model by running simulations and 
then comparing the simulated patterns with the original pattern, based 
on the first and second order characteristics of each (see Section 3.6).
3.1.1 Characteristics of spatial point patterns
In general, the spatial point pattern formed by the position of objects can 
exhibit a number of characteristics. These fall broadly into two classes:
i) ’’first ord er” ch a racter istics , d escr ib in g  th e  d e n s ity  o f  p o in ts  
th ro u g h  sp ace
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The density of points may be constant over the area considered, thus 
resulting in a homogeneous pattern, or instead exhibit spatial trend 
or other forms of non-constant density, resulting in an inhomogeneous 
pattern.
ii) ’’second order” characteristics, relating to  th e  relative p osition  
or in teraction  am ong p oin ts
Points may be randomly scattered in space, show regularity resulting 
from negative interaction (inhibition) among the points, or exhibit 
a clustered structure (aggregation) resulting from positive interaction 
(attraction) among points.
Figure 3.1 (a) shows the spatial point pattern formed by the species S c h o l t z ia  
in v o lu c r a ta  which appears to have a greater plant density towards the bottom  
of the plot, i.e. showing inhomogeneity and Figure 3.1 (b) shows the spatial 
point pattern formed by the species D a s y p o g o n  b r o m e li i fo l iu s  which appears 
to be clustered. Both these patterns were taken from the Cooljarloo data set 
introduced in Section 2.4.
The first and second order characteristics of a spatial pattern play a 
central role, and in fact form the first and crucial step, in the analysis of 
a spatial point pattern. Section 3.3 details how these characteristics are 
formally assessed.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Example of (a) an inhomogeneous point pattern, species S c h o l t z ia  
in v o lu c r a ta  and a clustered point pattern, species D a s y p o g o n  b r o m e li i fo l iu s  
(b).
3.1.2 Point process models
A spatial point process is a mathematical model that captures the charac­
teristics of spatial point patterns in a finite number of parameters (Stoyan 
et al. 1995). A specific model with a given set of parameters provides a me­
chanism by which spatia l point p attern s may be generated, all having the 
same spatial characteristics. A spatial pattern generated from a spatial point 
process is termed a realisation of the process. Note that in this thesis we 
only deal with spatial patterns in the two-dimensional space; the methodo­
logy can easily be generalised to patterns in more general spaces and higher
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dimensions.
A spatial point process model is stochastic, and so two realisations of the 
same process, i.e. two patterns generated by the same mechanism, will not 
be the same but merely share common characteristics with regard to the 
distribution of the points in space. Figure 3.2 shows examples of two patterns 
generated from the same process -  a homogeneous Poisson process that may 
be used to model a completely random distribution of points in space (see 
Section 3.2 for more details on homogeneous Poisson processes).
Figure 3.2: Example of two spatial patterns, each generated from the same
spatial point process with an expected average number of points 100
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More specifically, the mathematical formulation of a spatial point process 
contains parameters which reflect the characteristics of the process and ulti­
mately the characteristics of the generated patterns, i.e. characteristics such 
as clustering, regularity or randomness as well as homogeneity or inhomoge­
neity.
Spatial point processes which differ only by the parameter values in their ma­
thematical formulation are termed sp a tia l p o in t p ro c ess  m o d e ls . These 
are grouped into c la sse s  of spatial point process models with similar mathe­
matical descriptions and properties. Various model classes have been formu­
lated in the literature (see e.g. van Lieshout (2000), Mpller and Waagepetersen 
(2003b), Stoyan and Stoyan (1994)); in Sections 3.2 and 3.4 we give a brief 
overview of a selection of some important models and classes of models rele­
vant here.
Figure 3.3 illustrates three examples of homogeneous patterns generated 
from different point process models. The pattern in Figure 3.3 (a) has been 
generated using a homogeneous Poisson process (see Section 3.2), a spatial 
point process model that describes complete spatial randomness. The pattern 
in Figure 3.3 (b) has been generated using a Strauss process (see Section 
3.4.4), a model of repulsion or spatial regularity (Strauss 1975). The pattern 
in Figure 3.3 (c) has been generated using a Poisson cluster process (see 
Section 3.4.4), a spatial point process that may be used to model certain 
types of clustered patterns (Stoyan et al. 1995).
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Figure 3.3: Example of a random pattern (a), a regular pattern (b) and a 
clustered pattern (c)
3.1.3 Technical definition
A spatial point process is a random variable X , with an observed pattern
being a realisation x  of this random variable. For each Borel set B  C R2,
let be the number of points of X  in B 1. Here, we identify a p o in t
con figu ra tio n  with a counting measure (f>x on Borel sets on R2.
xAs mentioned above more general spaces can be considered such as the Md or other 
metric spaces equipped with a metric d,(.,.) which are Polish, i.e. complete and separable. 
For details see Daley and Vere-Jones (1988).
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Let N  be the set of all such measures. On N  define M  as the smallest 
cr-algebra generated by sets of the form
{(/> €  N  : <f>(B) =  n  n  6 { 0 ,1 ,2 , . . .} ,  B  some bounded Borel set}.
Let ( Q , A , P )  be some probability space. A spatia l p oin t process X  may 
then be regarded as a measurable mapping from (0,*4.) into ( N ,J \ f ) ,  i.e. 
as a random variable. A spatial point pattern x  is then a realisation of 
this random variable. To avoid unnecessary notation we will not distinguish 
between X  and the measure f ix  defined by it, i.e. X ( B ) denotes the number 
of points X  has in B .
In applications, the process X  lives in some subset W  of M2 and patterns 
are only observed in a bounded area S  C W .  Even so, S  can be of a very 
general form. In this thesis S  is assumed to be a rectangular set S  C W  C 
M2 without loss of generality as this is the situation relevant for the study 
dataset. By this, we also avoid unnecessary complications in the notation 
in later sections. Individual points in X  will typically be denoted by f  and 
rj. Locations in S  which may or may not coincide with a point in X  will be 
denoted by u .
Note that we assume X  to be sim ple, i.e. not more than one point may 
occur in any location.
3.1.4 Marked point patterns
In situations where additional data exist on the objects that form the spa­
tial point pattern under investigation, these additional data are conventio­
nally termed marks. Combining a spatial point process with marks yields a
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marked pointed process and hence marked point patterns. The marks may be 
either quantitative variables, such as weight or height in the case of plants, or 
qualitative variables such as species, thus defining different ty p e s  of points 
in the pattern.
More formally, let Z  be a simple point process in R2. Attach a random 
mark G where A 4  is some mark space, to each point f  £ Z .  This 
yields a marked point process
In most applications, the mark space M  is a subset of Rd with d  >  1, but 
more general mark spaces may be considered, see Schlather (2001) or Stoyan 
and Stoyan (1994).
Note that if A d  =  {1, ... ,/c } , A  is a multi-type point process with k  
different types of points. Note further that a multi-type process can also be 
regarded as a /c-tuple of different subprocesses ( X i , ..., X k ) .
The data set analysed in this thesis is a multi-type point pattern consisting 
of 67 sub-patterns, the positions of 67 different species, i.e. here k  =  67 
and A 4  =  { 1 ,. . . ,6 7 } .  As noted, the multi-type patterns analysed in the 
literature comprise points of at most two or three types; the methodology 
described in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 has been developed in order to deal with 
the situation of a highly multivariate data set.
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3.2 The homogeneous Poisson process -  a null 
model
3.2.1 Overview
We now define a null model, the spatial hom ogeneous P o isson  process, 
which may be used to model patterns that we have previously termed random 
patterns (see Section 2.1). These patterns are more correctly referred to as 
patterns exhibiting complete spatial randomness (CSR).
Other more complicated models, including those defined in Section 3.4 
below can be viewed as a generalisation of the homogeneous Poisson process 
which may be used to construct more complicated models. It also serves as 
a reference process when the first and second order spatial characteristics of 
a specific pattern are analysed (see Section 3.3 for details).
Generally speaking, a homogeneous Poisson process X  has the following two 
properties:
(1) The density of points is constant in the area under investigation.
(2) The location of any point in the pattern is independent of the location 
of any of the other points in the pattern, i.e. there is no interaction 
between the points.
3.2.2 Technical definition
Definition 1 mathematically formalises the properties (1) and (2) in section
3.2.1 above.
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D e fin it io n  1 L e t  fi be th e  L e b e sg u e  m e a s u r e  o n  th e  B o r e l  s e t s  in  S. T h e n  
th e  P o i s s o n  p r o c e s s  o n  S  w i th  in t e n s i t y  Ao h a s  th e  f o l lo w in g  p r o p e r t i e s :
( 1 )  F o r  a n y  B o r e l  s e t  B  € S  th e  c a r d in a l i ty  o f  B ,  X ( B ) ,  f o l l o w s  a  P o i s s o n  
d i s t r ib u t io n  w i th  m e a n  Ao • p { B ) .
( 2 )  F o r  a n y  d i s jo in t  B o r e l  s e t s  B i , . . . , B no C S  w i th  a n  a r b i t r a r y  n 0 >  
2 , X ( B i ) , . . .  , X ( B no) a re  in d e p e n d e n t .
The second property is sometimes called the in d ep e n d en t s c a tte r in g  p ro ­
p e r ty  (Mpller and Waagepetersen 2003b). Note that this property is equiva­
lent to saying that conditional on X  (B ) =  n , the n  points in X  are mutually 
independent; the spatial point process model with a fixed number of points 
constructed in this way is called a b in o m ia l p o in t p ro cess .
3.2.3 Simulation of Poisson processes
It is often necessary to simulate a pattern from a spatial point process model, 
e.g. for the purpose of model validation (see Section 3.6).
Simulating a pattern x  from a h o m o g e n eo u s  P o is so n  p ro c ess  X  with 
intensity Ao is straightforward and consists of two steps (Stoyan and Stoyan 
1994):
1. Generate n Sim, the number of points in the simulated pattern, by si­
mulating from a Poisson distribution with mean f i ( S )  • Ao- Standard 
statistical packages such as R or S-PLUS have a built-in function to do 
this.
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2. Generate two vectors of n  uniformly distributed values for the ^-coordi­
nates and ^/-coordinates of the points, respectively.
We shall see in Section 3.4 that simulations become more complicated as the 
generality of the models increases such that advanced simulation techniques 
will be necessary.
We shall also see in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 that in the Cooljarloo data set 
only a few of the subprocesses can be modelled with a simple homogeneous 
Poisson process, the others require more complicated modelling approaches. 
In addition, when we are aiming at modelling the whole data set multi-type 
models will have to be applied, see Sections 3.4.4.3 and 3.4.9 for more details.
3.3 Summary Statistics
When analysing a spatial point pattern, we seek to infer properties of the 
pattern. These properties will then be used to choose the appropriate point 
process model. Realisations of this model are patterns with properties similar 
to the original. Hence, the initial analysis of a spatial point pattern consists 
of a descriptive analysis of the general properties of the pattern using sum­
mary statistics. The information gained from the summary statistics will 
subsequently allow the choice of a specific point process model to fit to the 
data.
The summary statistics reflect the characteristics as described in Section
3.1.1; i.e. in analogy to first and second order characteristics, we distinguish
between first and second order sum m ary sta tis tics2.
2Third and higher order summary statistics have also been considered, see Schladitz 
and Baddeley (2000), but will be omitted here.
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3.3.1 First order summary statistics
First order summary statistics are an analogue to the mean in standard, i.e. 
non-spatial, statistics in the sense that they describe the density or intensity 
of the spatial pattern in terms of the average number of points per unit 
area. However, the average number of points varies in space if the process is 
inhomogeneous. Hence, unlike in standard statistics, the first order summary 
statistic is not a single value but has to be regarded as a function of the spatial 
location, i.e. a function of x  and y, and can be plotted as a 3-dimensional 
surface.
Figure 3.4 shows an example of an inhomogeneous pattern with a strong 
trend and its estimated intensity surface (for details on intensity estimation 
see Section 3.3.3).
More technically, for a point process X  the in ten sity  m easure is given by
A ( B )  =  E [c j)(B )], for any Borel set jB,
where 0 is a counting measure as defined above and E [ ]  denotes the expected 
value. If A is absolutely continuous with regard to the Lebesgue measure, a 
density function, the in tensity  function  A : B  —> R+ exists, such that
If the intensity is constant, i.e. if X(x) =  A0 the point process X  is called a
hom ogeneous or (first order) stationary  process.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Inhomogeneous point pattern (a) and estimated intensity surface 
for the same inhomogeneous point pattern (b)
3 .3.2 Second order sum m ary statistics
Second order summary statistics are an analogue to measures of dispersion 
in noil-spatial statistics, in the sense that they describe the location of an 
individual point relative to the other points. Since we consider the expected 
number of points at and within specific distances from each point, this class 
of summary statistics does not yield a single measure but is a function of dis­
tance. A number of second order summary statistics have been suggested in 
the literature. We will only introduce the most commonly applied statistics. 
These are Ripley’s K -function (Ripley 1976) and its variant, the L-function
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(M0ller and Waagepetersen 2003b), as well as the pair correlation function 
(Stoyan et al. 1995)3.
For a homogeneous process with X (x )  =  Ao R ip ley ’s K - function  con­
siders the expected number of points within a distance r from an arbitrary 
point and is defined as
expected no. of points w ith in  distK ( r )  = --------------------------------------- --------
Often, the variance stabilising L-function
L ( r )  =  \ f E p -  (3-2)
is used instead (Besag 1976; Mpller and Waagepetersen 2003a).
The pair correlation function g  considers the expected number of points at a 
distance r  from an arbitrary point.
r from arbitrary point (3-1)
. intensity of points at dist. r  from arbitrary point . .g ( r )  = --------------------------------- r---------------------------------- . (3.3)
The pair correlation function and the K -  (and similarly the L - ) function are 
clearly related; the if-function may be regarded as a cumulative version of 
the pair correlation function.
In the inhomogeneous case, the formula (3.1) has to be generalised since 
the intensity X (x )  is no longer constant. This is achieved by considering 
the local intensity X (x )  for each point (see Baddeley et al. (2000)) but the 
construction principle is still the same.
3 Other second order summary statistics that have been discussed in the literature 
include the G- and F function, see Diggle (2003), as well as the J-function, see van 
Lieshout and Baddeley (1999).
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Note that the second order summary statistics may be used to distinguish 
clustered, random and regular patterns. For a homogeneous Poisson process 
with complete spatial randomness we have K ( r )  =  ttr2, L ( r )  =  r  and g ( r )  =  
1. Thus, if K ( r )  >  n r 2 at close distances we have a clustered pattern as 
we find on average more points within these distances than expected from 
a random pattern. K ( r )  <  i r r 2 indicates a regular pattern. Similarly, if 
L { r ) > r  we have a clustered pattern and if L ( r )  <  r  a regular pattern. 
Analogously, the pair-correlation function with g ( r )  >  1 indicates clustering 
and g ( r )  <  1 regularity.
The theoretical form of both types of second order summary statistics 
is known only for a small number of special cases of models other than the 
homogeneous Poisson process. In general applications, estimated functions 
along with the function for a homogeneous Poisson process are plotted against 
distance. We discuss the estimation of the summary statistics in Section 
3.3.3. Example plots are thus omitted here. Refer to Figure 3.7 in Section
3.3.3 for examples.
3.3 .2.1 H om ogeneous case
More technically, for a homogeneous process with X ( x )  =  A0 and with finite 
intensity A0 we define R ip ley ’s TT-function (Ripley 1976) as
K ( r )  =  E  Y ,  l[ ll? - '7 ll< r ]/(A ;’ xM.S'))> (3-4)
Cex, r,ex,&n
where 1(.) denotes the indicator function and g  the Lebesgue measure. For 
two Borel sets B \  and B 2 we define the second order factorial m om ent
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m easure ^  as
x B 2) =  E  Y ,  1 K e  7? e  S 2],
d£X,VeX ,& r,
If has a density function p (2), i.e. if
x B 2) =  [  [  P(2)(£, v)d£ , dr}J Bi J B2
then 2) is called the second-order product density. If, in addition, X  is 
stationary and isotrophic such that /A2)(£, rj) =  p(r), where r =  ||f — r]\\, the 
homogeneous pair correlation function is defined as:
See Stoyan and Stoyan (1994); Stoyan et al. (1995); M0ller and Waagepetersen 
(2003b) for more details on both the A-function and the pair-correlation 
function4.
3.3.2.2 Inhomogeneous case
Baddeley et al. (2000) introduce an inhomogeneous version K i nhom of the 
A-function and hence an inhomogeneous version L inhom of the L-function by 
taking local intensities into account5. Here A2(/S') is replaced by A(£)A(£) to 
yield
ICmh„m( r ) = E  Y  l( ll f-C II< r ]/(A (0 A (O ). (3.5)
e e x ,  r i€ X ,& r i
4Note that the homogeneous pair correlation function is only a special case of the pair 
correlation function defined below. The special case has typically not been applied in the 
literature and is thus not considered further in this thesis.
5A modification of the /^-function has been considered in Stoyan and Stoyan (1994) to 
account for anisotropy, but will not be considered here.
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Again, the variance stabilising L-function tends to be used, where
Ainhom(^ ) — K  ( r \■L inhom  \  * j
7r
The pair correlation function is defined as
, »7)
p {2)( £ , v )
K O K v Y
Note that the first and second order summary statistics are not unique; pat­
terns derived from two different point process models can have the same first 
or second order summary statistic (Baddeley and Silverman 1984; Baddeley 
et al. 2000). Further note that the second order summary statistics are inva­
riant under independent thinning, i.e. their values do not change when points 
of the process are randomly deleted, independent of their location (Mpller 
and Waagepetersen 2003a). This will be relevant in a simulation study in 
Chapter 5.
3.3.3 Estim ation of summary statistics
For an observed pattern, the true values of the first and second order sum­
mary statistics are unknown and have to be estimated from the data. Due 
to the constant intensity, estimation procedures are simplified when homo­
geneity can be assumed so we treat homogeneous and inhomogeneous pat­
terns separately.
3.3.3.1 Homogeneous patterns
The intensity can be estimated by simply dividing the number of points in 
the pattern by the area of 5, i.e.
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A0 =  n ( x ) / \ S \ . (3.6)
This intuitive estimator is in fact the maximum likelihood estimator if X  is 
a homogeneous Poisson process.
Edge effects have to be taken into account, since we only observe the 
pattern £ on a bounded window but points may interact with other points 
outside this window.
The K -function is typically estimated using an estimator introduced by 
Ripley (Ripley 1976):
where n  is the number of points in region S  with area |5 |, and an edge 
correction factor -  the proportion of the circle with centre f  passing through 
r] which lies in S .  This estimator is unbiased for homogeneous processes 
(Mpller and Waagepetersen 2003b).
3.3.3.2 Inhomogeneous patterns
The situation becomes more complicated if inhomogeneous patterns are con­
sidered as mentioned above. The intensity at a given location is estimated 
by taking the number of points within a certain distance into account. In the 
inhomogeneous case, the intensity is typically estimated using nonparametric 
kernel estimates, i.e.
K ( r )  =n(a:) 2|S| l[||$,r?|| <  r]
£,77&e
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Here, k & is a kernel with bandwidth b >  0 and
c s ,b (v ) =  /
J s
is an edge correction factor.
In this thesis, a product kernel will be used, with h (£ )  =  e(£i)e(?2) for
£ =  K i,6 )  € where
e ( u )  =  (3 /4)(l — H ) l[ |w |  < 1], u  E R ,
is the Epanecnikov kernel (Stoyan et al. 1995). For other choices of kernel 
functions, see Stoyan and Stoyan (1994). Note that the choice of bandwidth 
is crucial whereas the choice of the kernel function is not; different band- 
widths lead to very different estimated intensity surfaces which is not the 
case when different kernel functions are chosen (Mpller and Waagepetersen 
2003b). Figure 3.5 shows the estimated intensity surface for the pattern 
formed by the locations of the species S c h o l t z ia  in v o lu c r a ta  in the Cooljarloo 
data set collected on a 22m by 22 m plot. In Figure 3.5 (a) a bandwidth of 20 
cm, in (b) a bandwidth of 60 cm and in (c) a bandwidth of 100 cm has been 
used. The plots illustrate that larger bandwidths lead to smoother surfaces 
but ignore local features. In applications, it is crucial to find the right ba­
lance between smoothing out local details and revealing the overall structure. 
One typically intends to assess the overall intensity of a pattern. Hence, the 
bandwidth should reflect seed dispersal radii such that local clustering resul­
ting from seed dispersal does not appear in the estimated intensity surface. 
For the Cooljarloo data set most patterns proved to be inhomogeneous (see 
chapter 4) so a kernel estimate had to be used. The estimated surfaces for
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each species were carefully assessed and in most cases a bandwidth of 60 cm 
was chosen as it still reveals some local features but also the overall trend.
Figure 3.5: Estimated intensities of inhomogeneous point pattern formed by 
the species S c h o l t z i a  i n v o l u c r a t a  using different bandwidths, measurement 
unit is 10 cm.
Note that edge effects can occur when intensity estimation is done using a 
kernel function. These are accounted for by including edge correction factors. 
Figure 3.6 shows the estimated intensity surface for the species A s t r o l o m a  
x e r o p h y l l u m  without (a) and with (b) edge correction. It is clear that in 
Figure 3.6 (a) the intensity appears to get lower closer to the edges, this is not
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the case in Figure 3.6 (b). Nevertheless, the intensity might be overestimated 
in some parts of the plot, consider for instance the bottom left hand corner 
of the plot.
(a) ( b )
0 50 100 150 200
o
0 50 100 150 200
Figure 3.6: Estimated intensities of inhomogeneous point pattern formed 
by species A s t r o l o r n a  x e r o p h y l l u m  without (a) and with (b) edge correction, 
measurement unit is 10cm.
For the K-function, we use the estimator introduced in Baddeley et al. (2000):
H inhom{r ) = 2 £ i[ |K -C II< r] /( |S { ns{|A(0A(0),
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where A is the modified intensity estimator
M u ) =  ^ 2  kb ( u - r j ) / c s>b{r))
r ) E x \ u
where rj G x \ u  indicates that the sum is over all 77 in x  except u  and C s ,b (v )  =  
J s k (u  — r ))d u  is an edge correction factor and k, a kernel function. This 
modification is discussed in more detail in Baddeley et al. (2000). Similarly, 
we use
for the estimation of the pair-correlation function, where A(£)A(?7) is an esti­
mator of A(£)A(?7), see Baddeley et al. (2000), and k  a kernel estimator.
Note that it is difficult to distinguish between aggregation resulting from 
inhomogeneity, i.e. a first order property and aggregation due to clustering, a 
second order property, see Diggle (2003). For instance, a perceived inhomo­
geneity within a given observation window may merely be the result of larger 
scale clustering. In other words, the above approach seeks to estimate first 
and second order properties at the same time by taking the local intensity 
into account while estimating second order properties. Strictly speaking, this 
cannot be done as these cannot clearly be distinguished.
Also note that in order to facilitate interpretation we often plot the dis­
tance r  against the estimated L-function L ( r ) —r; for the estimation of second 
order summary statistics see Section 3.3.3. As an example, Figure 3.7 shows 
the estimated pair correlation function for species S c h o lz ia  in v o lu c r a ta , which 
indicates clustering at smaller distances since the estimated function is above
one.
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Figure 3.7: Estimated pair-correlation function for species S c h o lz ia  in v o lu -  
c m ta , where r  denotes distance in units of 10cm.
3.3.4 Summary statistics for m ulti-type processes
The summary statistics described in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 can be genera­
lised to a multi-type setting, i.e. to a marked point process with mark set 
M  =  { 1 , . . . ,  k } .  In analogy to the univariate case, for two subprocesses X i  
and X j ,  where i  ^  j , i , j  £ M  the cross sum m ary sta tis tics  K i j ,  L { j and 
g ij consider the number of pairs of points from the two different subprocesses 
at or within a distance r  from an arbitrary point. More formally, we define 
the multi-type IT^-function for pairs of patterns as
K i j { r )  =  E  Y ,  1 [H £ -’?II <  r]/(A,(f)A,(ij)).
£EXi,  r]GXj
(3.7)
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In analogy to the one-dimensional case we may define L i j  and g i j . The 
interpretation of the multivariate second order summary statistics are similar 
to the interpretation of the univariate second order summary statistics. Note, 
that it is not possible to determine from these summary statistics whether 
observed attraction or observed repulsion between points is due to mutual 
attraction (or repulsion) or due to asymmetric interaction.
Also, these summary statistics may be generalised to more than two types 
of points, but interpretation becomes increasingly difficult.
3.3.5 Tests of homogeneity and com plete spatial ran­
domness
T ests for hom ogen eity  In many applications it is useful to know whether 
a given spatial point pattern x  is consistent with a pattern generated from 
a homogeneous process. Often, the careful visual inspection of the plotted 
pattern and the estimated intensity surface may indicate the homogeneity 
of the pattern. For a more formal test introduced by Ripley (1976), the 
observation window S  is, a p r io r i , split into two disjoint subwindows S i  and 
S 2 - We aim to test the null hypothesis 
H 0: The pattern £ is a realisation of a stationary process, 
versus
Hi: The pattern x  is not a realisation of a stationary process.
Ripley suggests the following test statistic:
\S\\(2ri2 +  1)F  = I *5*21 (2 rii +  1) (3.8)
where n \  and 77-2 are the number of points in each of the two subregions 
and S i  and S 2 their areas, respectively. F  is approximately distributed as
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F(2ni+i,2n2+i) if x  is a realisation of a homogeneous Poisson process (Sachs 
1984; Stoyan and Stoyan 1994). Note that this test heavily relies on the 
choice of the subwindows. In Chapter 4, we suggest an approach based on 
a permutation test which circumvents this problem. We also consider the 
application of a Kolmogorov Smirnov goodness of fit test, which yields a 
more refined approach with finer sub-divisions.
T ests for com plete  spatial random ness A number of statistical tests 
have been suggested in the literature which may be used to test formally for 
complete spatial randomness. We will only describe tests based on the second 
order summary statistics in this thesis as these will be further explored and 
generalised in Chapter 4. See Stoyan et al. (1995) for a detailed overview of 
other approaches.
A test based on the estimated L-function, L, uses the following test statis­
tic:
T  =  max | L ( r )  — r  |.
In this thesis, this test will be referred to as m ax-d ist test. Tables of ap­
proximate critical values have been derived by simulation (Ripley 1988; Koen 
1991). An alternative to using these is the application of a permutation test, 
where l binomial processes with the same number of points as the pattern 
under investigation are simulated and the test statistic T  is calculated for 
each of these. The resulting values Ti , . . .  ,7} are then ordered in ascending 
order. If the value of T  calculated for the original data is larger then the 
value at position 0.95 x l in this order, then the null hypothesis is rejected. 
Note that this test has been constructed to be used in the homogeneous case.
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When applied to an inhomogeneous Poisson pattern the test may indicate 
significant but spurious clustering. This is due to the fact that in any inho­
mogeneous pattern there are more points at closer distances in some region 
of the observation window than in other areas. In Chapter 4, we suggest 
an alternative approach which can be used to detect quickly patterns that 
do not exhibit complete spatial randomness where we will expand in more 
detail on the issue of homogeneous and inhomogeneous patterns in this con­
text. This approach is particularly useful in the context of multi-type point 
patterns like the Cooljarloo data set.
3.4 Other spatial point process models
The homogeneous Poisson process, as introduced in Section 3.2, is a very 
simple spatial point process model, and most other models may be regarded 
as a generalisation of it. It thus serves as a reference model for more complex 
models. A large number of different models have been introduced in the lite­
rature. This section will describe those classes of point process models which 
will be relevant for the modelling of the Cooljarloo data set, as described in 
Chapter 6. See for example van Lieshout (2000); Stoyan et al. (1995); Mpller 
and Waagepetersen (2003b) for a more exhaustive overview of other spatial 
point process models.
3.4.1 Inhomogeneous Poisson
A straightforward generalisation of the homogeneous Poisson process may be
achieved through introducing inhomogeneity, but no interaction. Thus the
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two properties considered in 3.2.1 now become:
(1) The intensity of the point pattern is not constant over the bounded 
region.
(2) There is no interaction between the points.
The intensity of the pattern is now described by a non-constant intensity 
function A(r). See Figure 3.8 for a realisation of an inhomogeneous Poisson 
process with intensity function X ( x , y )  =  A x  +  2y . Figure 3.8 (a) shows the 
pattern and Figure 3.8 (b) the estimated intensity surface for this pattern.
Formally, Definition 2 generalises Definition 1 as follows:
D efin ition  2 L e t  p  be a  lo c a lly  f in i t e  a n d  d if fu s e  m e a s u r e  d e f in e d  o n  th e  
B o r e l  s e t s  in  S ,  i .e .  p ( B ) <  oo f o r  a l l  B o r e l  s e t s  B  o n  S  a n d  p  h a s  n o  m a s s  
a t  a n y  p o in t  in  S .  T h e n  th e  P o i s s o n  p r o c e s s  o n  S  w i th  in t e n s i t y  m e a s u r e  p  
w r i t t e n  a s
X  P o i s s o n ( S , p )
h a s  th e  f o l lo w in g  p r o p e r t ie s :
(1 )  F o r  a n y  B o r e l  s e t  B  in  S  th e  c a r d in a l i ty  o f  B ,  X ( B ) ,  f o l l o w s  a  P o i s s o n  
d i s t r ib u t io n  w i th  m e a n  p ( B ) .
(2 )  F o r  a n y  d i s jo in t  B o r e l  s e t s  B i , . . . ,  B no C S  w i th  a n  a r b i t r a r y  n o  >  
2 , X ( B i ) , .. . X ( B no) a re  in d e p e n d e n t .
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Figure 3.8: Point pattern generated from an inhomogeneous Poisson process 
with intensity function A( x , y )  — 4.x +  2y  (a) and estimated intensity surface 
for the same pattern (b).
Note that using this notation, the homogeneous Poisson process with inten­
sity A0 may be written as:
P o i s s o n ( S , n  • A0), 
where p, is the Lebesgue measure.
If the measure p  is given by a density A then we call A the in ten sity  function  
of the process and write X  ~  P o i s s o n ( S : A) instead of X  ~  P o i s s o n ( S , p ) .  
Note further that it is possible to characterise a Poisson point, process by 
its void probabilities for all Borel sets F?, i.e. the following probabilities
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(Daley and Vere-Jones 1988):
P ( X ( B )  =  0 )  =  e x p ( - t i ( B ) ) .
The class of Poisson processes is closed under superpositioning and in­
dependent thinning (Mpller and Waagepetersen 2003a). This property will 
become relevant when we assess the performance of the methods introduced 
in Chapter 5 in the context of noisy data.
3.4.2 D ensities w ith respect to the hom ogeneous Pois­
son process
It is often convenient to express a more general point process model in terms 
of its density, notably for the class of Markov processes, see Section 3.4.4 be­
low. This is done by defining these densities with regard to the unit rate ho­
mogeneous Poisson process in accordance with the Radon-Nikodym theorem 
(Mpller and Waagepetersen 2003b). The density describes the probability 
for a point pattern relative to the homogeneous Poisson process, and is not 
to be confused with the entirely different concept of an intensity, where the 
expected number of points in a given location is being considered.
Note, that general Poisson processes are always absolutely continuous 
with respect to the stan d a rd  or u n it  ra te  P o isso n  p ro cess , i.e. the Pois­
son process with constant intensity Ao =  1, when defined on a bounded subset 
S  of (Mpller and Waagepetersen 2003b).
For a general Poisson process
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is the density function (M0ller and Waagepetersen 2003b). For the hom o­
geneous P oisson  process on S  with intensity Ao > 0 this simplifies to
f ( x )  =  exp(-(A 0 -  1)|S|) • Aq(x),
with n ( x )  the number of points in x  and |5| the volume of S .
Note that we can use the density representation of the Poisson process to 
show that, for example, the estimator of the intensity in equation 3.6 in 
Section 3.3.3.1, is the maximum likelihood estimator of the intensity for a 
homogeneous Poisson process (Mpller and Waagepetersen 2003b). Unlike the 
densities of all other models in this section the density of the inhomogeneous 
Poisson process is known in its full form. However, for more complicated 
models, the density is known only up to a normalising constant.
3.4.3 Sim ulating inhomogeneous Poisson patterns
The simulation of a pattern x  from X  ~  P o i s s o n (5, A), an inhomogeneous 
Poisson process, may be done by thinning from a homogeneous process. Here, 
we assume that the intensity function of X  is bounded, such that we can find 
a value A* such that A (u )  <  A* for all u  G S .
1. Generate a homogeneous Poisson process with intensity A*.
2. Delete each of the generated points with probability p ( u )  =
This procedure is sometimes called location  d ependent th in n in g  (Mpller
and Waagepetersen 2003b).
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3.4.4 Markov point processes
The class of spatial Markov point processes6 models patterns exhibiting ag­
gregation (or inhibition) due to interaction between points (van Lieshout 
2000). Referring back to Section 3.2.1 this implies a further generalisation 
of the properties (1) and (2) in Section 3.2 in as far as that now interaction 
between points is allowed.
Note that, for brevity, we will use the term Markov process in this thesis 
instead of spatial Markov point processes. Some authors use the term Gibbs 
process instead of Markov process, see Stoyan et al. (1995).
3.4 .4.1 Strauss process
The simplest example of a Markov process is the S trauss process (Strauss 
1975). Here, interaction is constant within a fixed interaction radius R  
around each point. The strength of the interaction can range from no inter­
action to complete inhibition within the radius R  around each point. Note 
that in the case of no interaction the process is equivalent to a homogeneous 
Poisson process.
Formally, the density of the Strauss process is given by
} { x )  =  a /3 n{x)Y R (x), (3.9)
where n ( x )  is the number of points in X , s r ( x ) the number of distinct pairs
of points in X  with a distance r  <  R  and a  the normalising constant. The
parameter (3 >  0 reflects the intensity of the process and the parameter 7
6This class of processes is termed Markov due to a spatial Markov property referring 
to interaction with spatial neighbours only (van Lieshout 2000).
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the strength of the interactions between points with a distance r <  R. Note 
that for 7  =  1 , X  ~  Poisson(S, j3).
See Figure 3.9 for realisations of two different Strauss process models with 
/3 =  50. Figure 3.9 (a) is a realisation with 7  =  0.95 resulting in a pattern 
very close to CSR and Figure 3.9 (b) is a realisation with 7  =  0.001 resulting 
in a pattern with strong repulsion. 7
(a) (b)
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x x
Figure 3.9: Patterns generated from a Strauss process model with different 
strengths of interaction.
7The special case where 7 = 0 is called a hard core process. In this case f ( x ) = apn(x)Qsii(x) _  0 if two points have a distance r < R. i.e. this occurs with zero probability. 
Otherwise, f(x) = aPn^ 0 °  = a f P^ .
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3 .4 .4 . 2  Pairw ise interaction processes
A more general class of Markov point processes are the pairw ise inter­
action  processes. Here the interaction around each point is not constant 
but changes with the distance from the point according to an interaction 
function. Its density is of the following form:
f(x)=« n —»?i), (3-io)
; = i  (vex
where a  is the normalising constant as in equation 3.9, /?(.) is a function 
describing the intensity of the process and h(.) is a non-negative interaction 
function.
A number of interaction functions have been considered in the literature; van 
Lieshout (2000) gives a detailed overview of various choices of interaction 
functions. For restrictions on the choice of interaction functions see, for 
example Diggle (2003). The models suggested in Chapter 6  use interaction 
functions where the strength of interaction decreases with distance from each 
point within a specific interaction radius.
3.4.4.3 M ultivariate  M arkov point processes
The univariate Markov point process may be generalised to the bivariate or 
even multivariate case in a straightforward way. Interaction now takes place 
between k different types of points. Formally, densities are defined with 
regard to k independent standard homogeneous Poisson processes. At this 
stage we will only consider bivariate processes with subprocesses X  and Y , 
which can be easily extended to more than two types of points.
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For instance, the W id o m -R o w lin so n  p e n e tr a b le  sp h eres  m ix tu r e  
m o d e l (Widom and Rowlinson 1970) is defined by the density
f (x ,y )  =  a(3™{x)(32{y)l{d (x ,y )  >  i?}.
Here, and fa are parameters describing the densities of the two subpro­
cesses and d(x: y) is the minimum of all Euclidean distances between all 
points in X  and all points in Y.
Another class of bivariate spatial Markov point processes is the C o n tin u u m  
Is in g  m o d e l (Georgii and Haggstrom 1996). Here, we consider two processes 
X  and Y. The model is defined by the density:
f { x , y) =  a /?"(a:)/?£(y) h(£, 77),
ZeXrjEY
where h is an interaction function describing the interaction between points 
from process X  and Y  and 0 <  h (.,.) <  1; n(x) and a  are defined as in 
equation (3.10). Note that the marginal distributions for X , Y  and X U Y  are 
usually complicated but that X  conditional on Y  (and vice versa) is a Poisson 
process. This model can easily be extended to more than two processes and 
is fitted to the Cooljarloo data set in an initial modelling attempt in Chapter 
6 . We shall see there that the Continuum Ising model is too simple in this 
situation, so a more complex model has to be used.
See van Lieshout (2000) and Baddeley and Mpller (1989) for other examples 
of marked Markov point process models.
3.4.5 Simulating Markov processes
As mentioned above, the density of Markov processes is typically only known 
up to a normalising constant. Hence, the simulation of these processes is
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usually not straightforward. The most common approach to overcome this 
problem is to apply Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods, typically based 
on the M etropolis H astings algorithm , in particular birth and death 
Metropolis Hastings algorithms, as introduced in Geyer and Mpller (1994). 
Mpller and Waagepetersen (2003a,b) describe the various methods in great 
detail, including more advanced simulation methods such as perfect simula­
tion (Berthelsen and Mpller 2002).
3.4.6 Neym an-Scott processes
N eym an-Scott processes, often also referred to as Poisson cluster pro­
cesses, are a class of spatial point processes termed ’’mother-daughter” pro­
cesses by some authors (Diggle 2003; Stoyan et al. 1995). These processes 
are constructed in two steps.
1 . ’’Mother” points are generated from a Poisson process with constant or 
non-constant intensity function A.
2. For each mother, a random number of ’’daughters” is generated, where 
the number of offspring is independently identically realised from a uni­
variate distribution for each parent, and the locations of the daughters 
follow a bivariate distribution around the mother points.
The locations of the points in the daughter process form the Neyman-Scott 
process. Examples of Neyman-Scott processes include the M atern  clu ster  
process, where the locations of the daughter points are uniformly distributed 
on the area of a circle with radius tt around the mother points. Similarly, 
the T hom as processes is a point process model, where the locations of
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the daughter points follow a bivariate normal distribution with mean 0  and 
variance-covariance matrix a2M 1 around the mother plants, where 1  denotes 
the 2 x 2  unit matrix (Mpller and Waagepetersen 2003b).
3.4.7 Simulating N eym an-Scott processes
The simulation of Neyman Scott point processes simply follows the two- 
step procedure described above. Initially, a homogeneous or inhomogeneous 
Poisson process with intensity A is generated as described in Sections 3.2.3 
and 3.4.3, respectively, yielding the mother process. As a next step a cluster 
is then generated around each mother point. This algorithm will be applied 
repeatedly in a simulation study in Chapter 5 where we assess the feasibility 
and performance of the methods introduced there.
Figure 3.10 shows two realisations of Matern processes with constant 
intensity of the mother process of \(u ) =  Aq =  5 (a) and A(u) =  Ao =  20 (b), 
respectively, and rT =  0 . 1  on the unit square.
Neyman-Scott processes may be suitable as a model when the positions 
of plants from a single species were modelled. One could, e.g. model the 
location of a seeder or a resprouter species in the Cooljarloo data set. The 
mothers of the seeder species, i.e. the original plants that shed their seeds but 
die in the fire, would no longer be visible. When resprouting species (with 
rhizomatous behaviour) are considered, the mothers may still exist but it 
may be difficult to distinguish between mothers and daughters. In Chapter 
6  we aim at analysing inter-species interaction to gain an understanding of
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(a)
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x
(b)
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x
Figure 3.10: Patterns generated from a Matern process with different inten­
sities for the underlying mother process
coexistence so do not apply this type of processes here. However, they are 
applied in simulation studies in Chapter 5.
3.4.8 Cox processes
In Markov processes, aggregation or inhibition was interpreted as the result 
of an interaction among the objects represented by the points. C o x  p ro ­
cesses are a class of models describing aggregation or clustering resulting 
from unobserved environmental variability influencing the location of points 
in a process. This variability is assumed to be a stochastic process in itself
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leading to the Cox processes being called ’’doubly-stochastic” processes, 
a term introduced in Cox (1955).
For instance, varying but unobserved nutrient levels in the soil may be 
considered as unobserved environmental variability and thus as a realisation 
of a stochastic process. Similarly, another spatial point pattern may be 
considerd as a realisation of a random process influencing the process under 
investigation. Cox processes are constructed such that the resulting process 
is a Poisson process, given the underlying random process.
Formally, this yields the following definition:
D efinition 3 Let Z  =  {Z(u) : u G S } be a non-negative locally finite ran­
dom field on S. If the conditional distribution of a spatial point process X  
given Z, denoted by X \Z  has X \Z  ~  Poisson{S , Z), then X  is called a C ox  
process conditional on Z.
R em ark  For the exact mathematical definition of a random  field and 
its properties, see for example Adler (1981). For our purposes it suffices to 
say that Z(u ) is a random variable for all u E S. Hence, we can regard Z  
as a random intensity function. Under certain regularity conditions, Z  can 
be associated with a corresponding measure A, say, i.e. a Cox process can 
equivalently be defined in terms of a random measure, for details see Mpller 
and Waagepetersen (2003b).
Note that Cox processes are generalisations of Poisson processes in the 
sense that choosing Z  in the above definition to be deterministic yields a 
Poisson process.
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Examples of Cox processes include the m ixed P oisson  process, where 
the underlying stochastic process Z  is expressed in terms of the uniform 
distribution multiplied by a one-dimensional random variable. This yields a 
constant but random intensity function Aq.
Similarly, random  independent thinning of a Poisson process can be 
interpreted as a Cox process, where the thinning process is Z . Neyman-Scott 
processes can also be interpreted as Cox processes, where random allocation 
to cluster centres is regarded as the underlying random process (Mpller and 
Waagepetersen 2003b).
Other more complex examples of Cox processes comprise the very flexible 
class of log G aussian  C ox processes introduced in Mpller et al. (1998), 
where closed form expressions of second order summary statistics can be 
found, as well as shot noise C ox processes introduced by Brix (1999).
Through conditioning on Z, a number of distributional properties can eas­
ily be derived for Cox processes, for details refer to Mpller and Waagepetersen 
(2003a,b).
The hierarchical spatial point process fitted to the locations of reseeding 
plant species in the Cooljarloo data set in Chapter 6  may be regarded as a 
(multi-type) Cox process, where the underlying random process is a spatial 
point process formed by the positions of the resprouters.
3.4.9 M ultivariate Cox processes
The definition of a Cox process can be easily generalised to the multivariate 
case, i.e. a situation where more than one type of points is considered. The 
generalisation assumes that each of the subprocesses has its own underlying
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stochastic process representing unobserved environmental variability; envi­
ronmental conditions may influence different types of points in a different 
way. For instance the combined effect of soil type, temperature, moisture 
and nutrient levels may have a different influence on different plant species 
and thus influence the pattern formed by each of the species differently. 
More formally, we generalise definition 3 as follows:
Definition 4 Let Zi =  {Zj(£) : £ G 5 }, i =  l , . . . , f c  be non-negative lo­
cally finite random fields on S. If the conditional distribution of spatial point 
processes X i , . . . ,  Xk given Z =  (Z i , . . . ,  Zk), are independent Poisson pro­
cesses with intensity functions Z i , . . . ,  Zk, then X  =  ( X i , . . . ,  Xk) is called a 
m u ltiva r ia te  Cox process conditional on Z.
3.4.10 Simulating Cox Processes
As with Markov processes, the simulation of Cox processes other than those 
which can be regarded as Neyman-Scott processes usually involves the ap­
plication of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, notably in the 
context of log Gaussian Cox processes and shot noise Cox processes. This 
usually involves the simulation of the underlying random field Z  followed 
by the simulation of the Poisson process X \Z  conditional on this random 
field. Refer to M0 ller and Waagepetersen (2003a,b) as well as Berthelsen 
and M0 ller (2 0 0 2 ) for more details. As mentioned above, we use an approach 
where the positions of the seeders are modelled conditional on the under­
lying process Z  formed by the resprouting species, in Chapter 6 . We will use 
MCMC methodology to simulate patterns for parameter estimation.
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3.5 Parameter estimation
For a given observed spatial point pattern, the underlying spatial point pro­
cess producing that specific pattern is unknown. It is possible to infer a 
spatial point process from the observed pattern assuming a specific model 
for the data. To do so, we apply methods that allow estimation of the pa­
rameters of the spatial point process. However, spatial point processes are 
very complex models and, as mentioned above, the densities are only known 
for very simple models. As a result, estimation procedures commonly used in 
more simple statistical approaches, such as maximum likelihood estimation, 
cannot easily be applied here.
The methods described in Sections 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 are applied in Chapter 
6  and are thus described here in greater detail. For more details refer to 
Mpller and Waagepetersen (2003a,b) and the references therein.
3.5.1 M aximum likelihood estim ation
Historically, the first approaches developed to estimate the parameters of a 
spatial point process model from a given pattern applied maximum likeli­
hood estimation (MLE), an approach that seeks to maximise the likelihood 
of the parameters given the data. While still being approximate, these me­
thods (Ogata and Tanemura 1985) tend to be very computationally intensive 
(Baddeley and Turner 2000).
An approximate MLE can be found using methods such as im p o r ta n c e  
sa m p lin g  or p a th  sam p lin g  based on Monte Carlo methods. See Mpller 
and Waagepetersen (2003b) for a detailed treatment of these approaches.
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3.5.2 M inimum contrast m ethod
In the context of Neyman-Scott processes, the m inim um  contrast m ethod  
(Diggle 1983) has become the standard estimation method. Here, parameters 
are chosen such the differences between the second order summary statistics 
calculated from the data and the theoretical second order summary statis­
tics are minimised. This can be done since closed form expressions of the 
theoretical summary statistics are known for some of these models. In this 
thesis, we do not apply this method as we do not fit a Neyman-Scott process 
to the data and have only included a short paragraph on this for the sake 
of completeness. Examples and more details can be found in Diggle (2003), 
Stoyan and Stoyan (1994) and Mpller and Waagepetersen (2003b).
3.5.3 M aximum pseudolikelihood and the Berman Tur­
ner device
The estimation method described below can be used for parameter estimation 
for Markov processes; it will be used in Section 6.1. Furthermore, and more 
importantly, in Section 6 . 2  we use a similar but slightly modified approach 
for the estimation of the parameters in the initial hierarchical model, building 
on a similar argument as here. In order to make this modification clearer 
within the context of this thesis, the derivation of the method is explained 
in greater detail.
The approach described below is mainly based on work by Baddeley 
and Turner (2000), who extended results by Berman and Turner (1992). 
It yields a practical method for the estimation of the pseudolikelihood of a
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spatial point process that facilitates the estimation procedure of a parametric 
Markov point process model.
Note that the following sections are of a rather technical nature. For 
the non-specialist reader it suffices to appreciate that the method described 
below yields a readily applicable and very stable, yet approximate, approach 
which may be used for parameter estimation of Markov processes8.
3.5.3.1 Pseudolikelihood for d iscrete m odels
The maximum pseudolikelihood approach was originally introduced outside 
the context of spatial point processes to overcome the problem of intractable 
normalising constants by Besag (1975, 1976) in a non-spatial setting. In an 
analogy to MLE, we seek to maximise the pseudolikelihood of the p parame­
ters 6 =  (#i , . . . ,  0P) given the data.
Besag (1975) defines the pseudolikelihood for random variables X i , . . . ,  
X n as the product of the conditional likelihoods of each Xi given the other 
variables (Besag 1975, 1976):
n
P L (e ,x ) =  Y [P e{X i =  XiKXj = x j t j ^ i ) }
i=1
and similarly for non-discrete random variables.
For an exponential family model the normalising constant cancels when 
the conditional likelihoods are considered such that maximisation of the pseu­
dolikelihood by minimising the logarithm of the reciprocal can be easily com­
puted (Baddeley and Turner 2000). Furthermore, if the random variables
8It will become apparent from what follows that the model has to be of exponential form 
for the method to work. Since this is not the case for the Cox process models described 
in Section 3.4.8 different estimation methods have to be used in that context.
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X i , . . .  ,X n are only weakly dependent, the pseudolikelihood yields a good 
approximation to the likelihood and MPLE estimators are unbiased, consis­
tent and asymptotically normal under certain conditions (Jensen and Mpller 
1991).
3.5.3.2 T he pseudolikelihood approach  for sp atia l point p attern s
As mentioned above, for point processes other than the inhomogeneous Pois­
son process, it is difficult to maximise the likelihood. Even simple models 
include a normalising constant, which is an intractable function of the para­
meter vector 6. Thus, the pseudolikelihood approach was extended to spatial 
point processes by Besag (1976). It can be regarded as an infinite product 
of infinitesimal conditional probabilities.
In analogy to the approach taken with general random variables, where 
conditional probabilities were considered, we introduce the notion of the 
conditional intensity in order to construct the pseudolikelihood for spatial 
point processes; for more details on conditional intensities refer to Kallen- 
berg (1984). The conditional intensity of any Markov process on S  with 
density /  is defined as
A (« ;*) =  u i X ,  (3.11)
Note that the intractable normalising constant in for instance (3.10) may be
eliminated in the conditional density.
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E xam ples
For the homogeneous Poisson process
A (it; x) =  A
and the inhomogeneous Poisson process yields
A (u; x ) =  A (u).
For a general Markov process Ae(u\x) depends on x.
For example, the pairwise interaction process has conditional intensity
\{u ]x) =  (3(u) h(u,£)
d,vex
Now, Besag (1976) defines the pseudolikelihood o f a  poin t p rocess with 
conditional intensity A(u]x) over S  as
P L s (x) =  A(£;a;)J exp (^- J  A (u\x)du (3.13)
E xam ples
If the process is Poisson the pseudolikelihood coincides with the likelihood 
up to a factor exp(|5'|).
For a pairwise interaction process, the pseudolikelihood is
PLs(6; x)
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3 .5 .3 .3  L og lin ear  case
In the following, we focus on Markov point process models where the condi­
tional intensity is loglinear, i.e. where it can be written as
Here, C(u\ x) is a vector of spatial covariates defined at each point u in S. 
Assume \\C(u] x)\\exp(6'C(u-, x)) is uniformly bounded in u € S  and 6 € 0  
for each fixed x. Then the maximum pseudolikelihood normal equations
The solution of the above equation usually requires iterative algorithms. 
Jensen and Mpller (1991) show that (3.14) is an unbiased estimation equa­
tion, i.e. that the expectation of both sides of the equation are equal. The 
MPLE is again consistent and asymptotically normal under certain regula­
rity conditions regarding finiteness and boundedness of the process that are 
typically satisfied by data realisations.
3 .5 .3 .4  P r a c tic a l E stim a tio n
Berman and Turner (1992) introduced a parsimonious method which they 
use to estimate the maximum likelihood for an inhomogeneous Poisson point 
process. Here, we describe a generalisation due to Baddeley and Turner 
(2000). They approximate the integral in (3.13) by a finite sum and show
X(u] x) — exp(9'C(u] x)).
735 lo g P L a {6 \ x) =  0
become
(3.14)
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that MPLE is then equivalent to maximizing the likelihood of a generalised 
linear model, in particular a Poisson model.
Let x a realisation of a Markov process X  with conditional intensity 
A(u]x) as defined above. Consider the pseudolikelihood and approximate 
the integral in (3.13) by a finite sum using any quadrature rule
P m
/ A (u; x)du «  A (u\ x )w j,
Js  j =i
where U j,j =  1 , . . . ,  m, are locations in S  and Wj >  0  are quadrature weights 
summing to \S\. The Uj are either data points or locations in S  that are 
not data points (termed ’’dummy points”). The log pseudolikelihood can be 
approximated as
m
log PL(0;x) ~  E logA (f;z) -  E X{uj\x)wj.
tex j —l
If the list of points { u j , j  =  1, . . .  , m}  contains all the data points {£ G a:}, 
we can rewrite the above equation as
m
log PL(9-x) «  ^ ( 2/ilogAj- -  Aj)w j, (3.15)
3= 1
where Aj =  Ae{uj) and yj =  Z j/w j, and
{1 if Uj is a data point, Uj E x  . .0 if Uj is a dummy point, Uj £ x. V • /Note that the right hand side of (3.15) is equivalent to the log-likelihood 
of independent Poisson variables Yk with means A& taken with weights Wk- 
Thus (3.15) may be maximised using standard software for fitting generalised 
linear models such as GLIM, S-PLUS or R. This is particularly useful since
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it yields a greater stability than maximum likelihood approaches based on 
purpose-written code. Furthermore, applying this approach will facilitate the 
estimation procedure and thus make it available for use to non-specialists.
P r o c e d u r e
1 . Generate a set of dummy points, and combine it with the data points 
Xi to form the set of quadrature points
2 . Compute the quadrature weights Wj.
3. Form the indicators zj as in (3.16) and calculate yj =  Zj/wj.
4. Compute the values Vj =  S ( u j ’, x )  of the sufficient statistic at each 
quadrature point.
5. Invoke the model-fitting software, specifying that the model is a Poisson 
regression with log link
log A j =  6'vj
to be fitted to the responses y j  and covariate values V j  with weights W j .
Note that the estimates of the standard error returned by the software are 
not applicable directly since they assume independent identically distributed 
Poisson observations and may only be used to construct approximate confi­
dence intervals.
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3.5.3.5 Exam ple: The S trau ss  process
As an illustration we consider the simple S trau ss  p rocess m odel. Here the 
conditional intensity is
\(u ) =  /3y(“'x),
where
t(u ,x ) =  € x : 0 <  ||f — u\\ <  r }  (3.17)
is the number of points f  G x which lie r  units or less apart from u. The 
pseudolikelihood is
PL(f3,7 ; x) — exp ( —0 [  7 t(u-x)du
i.e.,
\{u ]x )  =  ( 3 ^ x)
^  log(A(u;x)) =  log/? +  t(u, x) log7 .
This is the required log-linear form with 0 =  (log/?,log7 )' and S(u;x) =  
(1, t(u, x ))'. Hence, to compute the approximate MPLE we fit the following 
loglinear model
log Xj = 6 1  +  0 2  Vj, (3.18)
where Vj =  t{u j\x)  with t{u j; x) as defined in (3.17). In S-PLUS or R this is 
equivalent to the following expression, using the function glm for generalised 
linear models:
glm(y~v, family= poisson, link=log, weights = w)
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where y, v, w, are S-PLUS vectors of equal length containing the responses 
y j , the ’’explanatory values” Vj and the weights Wj respectively, for each 
quadrature point Uj.
3.5.4 MCMC for parameter estim ation in a Bayesian  
context
The Bayesian statistical approach follows a slightly different philosophy from 
the classical or frequentist approach. It assumes that prior information on 
model parameters in the form of a distribution is available. This prior infor­
mation together with the likelihood based on the data, eventually yields a 
posterior distribution of the parameters, given the data. Overall, parameter 
estimation in Bayesian models is more flexible, which allows for more com­
plex models to be fitted, a fact that is particularly useful in the context of 
spatial point process modelling.
Previously, it has been impossible to evaluate the likelihood of many 
complex Bayesian models necessary for parameter estimation. The advent 
of MCMC has made it possible to circumvent this problem. In this thesis, 
we will use a Bayesian modelling and estimation approach when fitting a 
multivariate Cox process to the Cooljarloo data in Chapter 6 . Refer to Mpller 
and Waagepetersen (2003b) for a detailed review of MCMC methodology in 
the context of spatial point processes and in particular in a Bayesian setting.
3.6 M odel validation using sim ulations
Once a spatial point process model has been fitted to a spatial point pattern 
its fit has to be assessed in order to validate the model and its appropriateness
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for the given pattern. This is commonly done by comparing second order 
summary statistics of a number of simulations (typically 39) of the model to 
the estimated second order summary statistics for the data9.
Sim ulation envelopes are constructed by determining the minimum 
and the maximum value of the summary statistics for the simulated patterns 
at a given distance r. These form the upper and lower envelopes and are then 
plotted along with the estimated summary statistic for the data. The top 
line of the envelope is the maximum of the 39 simulations at each distance 
and the bottom line is the minimum. If the L-function for the species of 
interest is above the top line of the envelope we have a clustered pattern and 
if it is below the bottom line we have a regular pattern. See Figure 3.11 
for an example of the estimated inhomogeneous L-function with simulation 
envelopes derived from 39 simulations of an inhomogeneous Poisson process 
for the species Leucopogon striatus.
In addition, a further line has been added to the plot which should be 
close to zero for most distances. This is the mean of the L-functions of the 39 
simulated patterns at each distance. It has been included to verify whether 
the simulations were indeed homogeneous Poisson patterns themselves. It 
moves away from the zero line at larger distances resulting from an estimation 
bias for these distances.
The fact that the estimated L-function for the data is above the upper en­
velope for smaller distances indicates a clustered pattern that cannot be 
explained by the simple inhomogeneous Poisson model applied here.
939 simulations are traditionally chosen as this is the smallest number of simulations 
necessary detect significant differences at a 5% level.
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Figure 3.11: Estimated inhomogeneous L-function with simulation envelopes 
for species Leucopogon striatus. The dashed lines are the upper simulation 
envelope, mean of the L-functions at each distance and lower simulation 
envelope respectively. The full line is the estimated L-function for the data.
In Chapter 4, plots like the one in Figure 3.11 will be used extensively 
for an initial analysis of the data and a classification of the patterns for each 
of the species in groups of similar spatial behaviour.
3.7 Outlook
3.7.1 Spatial point process m odelling in ecology
Spatial point process models have rarely been applied in ecology. Most of 
the time the applications are typically merely descriptive, only making use 
of first and second order summary statistics (Perry et al. 2 0 0 2 ). The few
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applications in the literature are restricted to small numbers of species -  
at most three -  but have never been applied to model a plant community, 
possibly due to the complexity of the necessary models but also due to most 
ecologists’ unawareness of the methods available.
Within the statistical literature, most applications of spatial point pro­
cesses so far have been theory driven rather than data driven. This has led 
to the development of potential models which might be applied to data sets, 
given they are available. The standard methodology for fitting and evalua­
ting a spatial point process model is highly computationally intensive. As a 
result, if at all, these methods were applied to data sets with a very small 
number of species -  both for ease of computation and due to a lack of more 
complex data sets.
3.7.2 Approaches taken in this thesis
Data sets in ecology, however, especially those of communities with high bio­
diversity, tend by definition to be much more complex. With 6378 plants 
from 67 species on a 22m x 22m plot, the study data set consists of an 
unusually large number of plants from a similarly unusually large number 
of species. In order to make spatial point processes applicable in this con­
text, appropriate novel methods have thus to be developed to deal with this 
situation to yield a methodology capable of handling large data sets and 
to reduce the com plexity of the data set. In Chapter 4, we introduce a 
method that will allow us to filter out -  in a parsimonious way -  the patterns 
of those species which apparently deviate from complete spatial randomness. 
In Chapter 5, we present a novel method, which applies functional principal
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component methods to second order summary statistics in order to derive a 
principal component method for spatial point processes. This will enable us 
to reveal the main groups of species with similar spatial characteristics and 
their similarity and thus reduce the complexity of the data set.
Furthermore, so far, spatial point process models, such as the multi­
type processes described in Section 3.4.4.3, have typically assumed symmetric 
inter-species interaction. This assumes that, when two species interact, there 
is mutual attraction or repulsion. Typically, this is not realistic in the con­
text of plant community ecology (Watkinson 1997). In this application, for 
instance, we initially fit a Continuum Ising model to the data, only to show 
that it is inappropriate in this context as it ignores asymmetric interaction 
structures.
Subsequently, we acknowledge that the different regeneration methods as 
described in Section 2.4.4.1 give rise to an asymmetric interaction structure, 
which has to be reflected in any suitable model. Thus, we develop a h ierar­
chical spatial point process model, more specifically a Cox process, where 
the underlying environmental process is formed by the resprouting species 
whose location has been fixed for thousands of years. This is more appro­
priate in this context in particular, but more generally will be applicable to 
other plant communities and even to spatial point patterns formed by other 
objects, where an asymmetric interaction structure between the objects has 
to be assumed.
Chapter 4
Exploratory analysis of data set
This chapter commences the formal analysis of the Cooljarloo data set, intro­
duced in Section 2.4, by exploring the first and second order characteristics 
of the subpatterns1. Through this, we are able to identify those subpatterns 
that deviate from complete spatial randomness and this consequently informs 
the modelling process.
The usual initial step in the analysis of a spatial point pattern is an ex­
ploratory data analysis consisting of a careful visual inspection of the pattern. 
This is followed by the investigation of the first and second order summary 
statistics as introduced in Section 3.3. This will inform the next steps, i.e. 
the choice of an appropriate model and parameter estimation.
In the case of the given pattern derived from the Cooljarloo data set, 
the exploratory analysis turns out to be a rather time consuming process 
given the large number of subpatterns and the resulting large number of 
plots, summary statistics and intra- and inter-species interactions. The pre-
1In this thesis the term ’’subpattern” refers to the spatial point pattern formed by one 
particular species. The Cooljarloo data set consists of the locations of 67 species so consists 
of 67 subpatterns, some of which contain only one point.
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sentation in this chapter will thus be restricted to a number of interesting 
and relevant examples based on species which we will focus on in subsequent 
chapters. The plots of all patterns and all summary statistics with simula­
tion envelopes as well as complete tables summarising the properties of all 
those species where an analysis of the pattern was deemed meaningful may 
be found in Appendix B.
We start by applying first order summary statistics to the subpatterns, 
by displaying the estimated intensity surfaces, see Section 4.1. We then 
introduce a new approach to formal statistical testing for inhomogeneity 
in the pattern based on a permutation approach that avoids some of the 
problems faced with existing techniques. This mainly involves the fact that 
a single subdivision of the plot has to be chosen a priori. We also present 
a further new approach based on the one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
(D’Agostino and Stephens 1986) that assesses the inhomogeneity of a pattern 
in ^-direction or in ^-direction or both, and so considers the direction of an 
inhomogeneity or trend.
Section 4.2 presents the application of second order summary statistics 
to the subpatterns and points out second order characteristics typical of the 
patterns in this data set. In Section 4.3 we provide a summary of the results 
obtained so far. In Section 4.4 we present a novel, parsimonious approach to 
provide a formal test of complete spatial randomness which turns out to be 
particularly useful in the context of a highly multi-variate pattern such as 
the current data set. We present the results from a simulation study which 
was used to assess the statistical power of the new approach and close with 
a discussion of methods and results.
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4.1 First order summary statistics
4.1.1 Intensity estim ation
The first step in the analysis of the data set consists of assessing first order 
properties, i.e. estimating the intensity surface for each of the subpatterns2 
and investigating whether the patterns are homogeneous or inhomogeneous. 
Information on the homogeneity and inhomogeneity of the pattern is useful 
for various reasons. When second-order summary statistics are applied (see 
Section 4.2), more specifically the K -  and L-functions, the inhomogeneous 
versions of these have to be chosen instead of the simple homogeneous ver­
sion. Furthermore, a model that describes these patterns must explicitly 
incorporate the inhomogeneity.
Finally, the first order characteristics may yield valuable biological or ecologi­
cal information revealing properties of unobserved environmental variability 
that is reflected in the pattern. For instance, the inhomogeneity of a pattern 
formed by plants might be due to an inhomogeneity of nutrients in the soil 
that researchers have previously not been aware of or are unable to measure. 
Similarly, the analysis may give an initial indication of larger scale inter­
species interactions. Areas of low intensity for one species and high intensity 
of another species might also indicate larger scale interaction between the 
species.
2Note that in this chapter, we only include those patterns with number of points > 20, 
since we consider patterns with a smaller number of points too sparse to yield interpretable 
information on their spatial formation. In the given data set this excluded 32 species out 
of 67 from the formal analysis. However, we shall see in Chapter 6 that the sparse species 
may still be included in a model as they may influence the pattern of other less sparse 
species.
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We present here only some examples of intensity surfaces with behaviour 
typical of the subpatterns in the data set3. Figure 4.1 shows plots of the 
estimated intensity surfaces for the species Conostephium pendulum (a) and 
Scholtzia involucrata (b). It is clear that the two processes are very likely to 
be inhomogeneous. Conostephium pendulum shows a low intensity towards 
the western end of the plot and a higher density of plants at the eastern end. 
Scholtzia involucrata shows a clear north-south trend with a higher intensity 
at the southern end of the plot.
These results indicate that investigating the potential inhomogeneity may 
indeed be an issue with this data set such that in further steps of analysis this 
has to be taken into account and homogeneity cannot be assumed. Appendix 
B shows the estimated intensity surfaces for all species. A careful inspection 
of these estimated surfaces reveals that a large proportion of the subpatterns 
appears inhomogeneous. In particular, both a trend in north-south direction 
and a trend east-west direction occur repeatedly in the data set. However, 
no direct explanation for this could be found (Armstrong 2005).
In most applications in the literature, the first order characteristics of a 
spatial point pattern have merely been assessed by the visual inspection of 
the estimated intensity surfaces (Stoyan et al. 1995) and formal tests of inho­
mogeneity have neither been frequently used nor discussed in the literature. 
However, the informal inspection of the plots can only give an indication 
of inhomogeneity in the patterns and does not yield an objective decision
3Note that for the estimated surfaces presented here no edge correction was done lead­
ing to apparent edge effects. Alternatively, edge correction could have been applied, as 
described in Section 3.3.3. This may lead to spurious clustering for inhomogeneous pat­
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Figure 4.1: Estimated intensity surfaces for C o n o s t e p h i u m  p e n d u l u m  and 
S c h o l t z i a  i n v o l u c r a t a ; measurement unit is 10cm.
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criterion. For this reason, we assess inhomogeneity using formal hypothesis 
testing in Section 4.1.2 and suggest some new approaches to this.
4.1.2 Testing for inhom ogeneity
4 .1 .2 .1  P e rm u ta tio n  te s t
The formal test for inhomogeneity described in Section 3.3.5 depends heavily 
on the choice of the subareas of the plot. Strictly speaking, this choice has 
to be made a priori since the subdivision has to be independent of the actual 
pattern. The choice may be made either at random or based on background 
information, but should not be based on an inspection of the pattern itself 
(Stoyan and Stoyan 1994). Furthermore, depending on the choice of the 
subdivision, not all types of inhomogeneity might be discovered.
As an example, consider the simulated pattern in Figure 4.2, which has 
been generated from an inhomogeneous Poisson process. If this pattern is 
subdivided as indicated by the line in the plot, the apparent inhomogeneity 
will not be detected by the test; using the test statistic in (3.8) and the 
suggested subdivision, yields F(128,52) =  0.948, p =  0.604 providing no 
evidence against the pattern’s homogeneity. Similar results can be expected 
from most other choices of a horizontal line for this specific pattern.
As a consequence, we suggest a p e r m u ta t io n  te s t  (Good 2000) where more 
than one subdivision is considered. Here, the plot area is subdivided into 
two areas nperm times, by randomly finding the position of either a vertical 
or horizontal line with equal probability each time4. The test statistic intro-
4A further generalisation of the approach could consider more general subdivisions of 
the area, by also randomly choosing an angle for the subdivision, where the angle is chosen 
from a uniform distribution between 0 and 90 degrees. This thesis will not consider this
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Figure 4.2: Realisation of a pattern from an inhomogeneous Poisson process 
with a trend in x-direction and horizontal subdivision.
duced in equation (3.8) in Section 3.3.5 is then calculated for the resulting
subdivisions. Subsequently, the mean test statistic is calculated from the
n perm  test statistics to yield a single test statistic value.
It remains to determine whether the resulting test statistic is likely to have
occurred under the null hypothesis of homogeneity. However, the distribution
of this test statistic is not known, so we suggest an approach where the
generalisation. In this chapter we aim at pointing out the fact tha t there is ample scope 
for improving the existing test for inhomogeneity in particular if no prior knowledge on 
potential inhomogeneity is available. We present two simple generalisations of the F-test.
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distribution is estimated from simulated patterns. Thus, nsim homogeneous 
Poisson patterns with expected number of points as the point pattern under 
investigation are simulated and each of these is treated in the same way as the 
observed pattern. This yields a distribution of the values of the test statistic 
for homogeneous Poisson patterns, i.e. the distribution of the statistic under 
the null hypothesis. The results for the simulated pattern are compared to 
those for the empirical pattern to assess the significance level.
4 .1 .2 .2  K o lm og oro v  S m irn ov  a p p roach
The permutation test remains a rather coarse approach in the sense that 
the plot area is subdivided into two subsections only. Even though this is 
repeated nperm times, it is likely that this leads to a low power of the test as 
ill-positioned divisions will repeatedly not detect an apparent inhomogeneity. 
Essentially, the permutation test, like the original test, tests for trends in the 
x- and the y- direction at the same time, resulting in a potential decrease 
in power. For instance, if the observed pattern shows a trend in x-direction, 
approximately 50% of the simulated patterns would still be tested for a trend 
in ^/-direction, which is likely to further decrease the power of the test. Fur­
thermore, a significant result of the test would still not indicate the nature 
of the trend, i.e. whether there is a trend in x- or ^-direction.
We therefore suggest an alternative approach which separately considers 
the one-dimensional distributions of the x- and ^/-coordinates, respectively, 
and then tests these for a uniform distribution, using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
goodness of fit test (see, e.g. D’Agostino and Stephens (1986)). If a pattern
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were homogeneous, the one-dimensional distributions should follow a uniform 
distribution.
To illustrate this, Figure 4.3 shows the pattern formed by species Astroloma 
xerophyllum, the estimated intensity surface as well as histograms for the 
x-and y-coordinates of the pattern. If the pattern were homogeneous, the 
histograms of the empirical distributions would be close to uniform. It is 
apparent that this may not be the case here for the ^/-coordinates, given that 
there are no values above 165, i.e. no plants in the northern 5.5 metres of the 
plot5. The Kolmogorov Smirnov test confirms this, indicating no evidence 
of inhomogeneity in ^-direction (p >  0.05) and inhomogeneity in ^-direction
( p <  0.001) .
However, this is a multiple-testing problem so we adjust the significance 
level in the following way. The test statistic of the Kolmogorov Smirnov test 
in ^-direction solely depends on the x-coordinates of the pattern and the test 
statistic of the Kolmogorov Smirnov test in ^/-direction on the ^/-coordinates. 
Under the null hypothesis (’’The pattern is a realisation of a homogeneous 
Poisson process”) the x- and the ^-coordinates are independent and so are 
the two test statistics. Let ca be the 1 — a  quantile of the distribution of the 
Kolmogorov Smirnov test in ^-direction (KSx), such that
P( KSx > ca) =  a
5Measurements have been made in units of 10cm.
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Figure 4.3: Pattern, estimated intensity surface and histograms for x -  and 
^-coordinates of species A s t r o l o m a  x e r o p h y l l u m ; ,  measurements in units of 
10cm.
and similarly for KSy. For the multiple testing problem we have
1 — P( KSx < cQ, KSy < c a ) =  0.05 
1 -  ( 1  -  a ) 2 = 0.05
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which yields a  =  1 — \/0.95 =  0.0253. Thus the Kolmogorov Smirnov test 
is considered significant if either one or both of the p-values for KSx or KSy 
are smaller than 0.0253 6.
We apply all three approaches, the original F-test, the permutation test and 
the Kolmogorov Smirnov test to the data set and then compare the results.
4 .1 .2 .3  R e su lts
Table 4.1 presents the results for some selected species. These include species 
for which the results serve as illustrations of typical characteristics of the 
patterns in the dataset and of the typical differences in performance for the 
three methods. We also include species, which will be considered in the 
model in Chapter 6.
The table lists the p-values for the F-test described in Section 3.3.5, the 
permutation test and the Kolmogorov Smirnov approach suggested here. For 
the F-test the subdivision was chosen a p r i o r i  at random and separately for 
each species as no background information was available as to a potential 
underlying inhomogeneity in environmental conditions that may have led to 
an inhomogeneity with a specific trend in the data. This was done twice 
-  once in ^-direction and once in y-direction. The a-level was adjusted 
accordingly, as described in Section 4.1.2.2. Refer to Tables B .l and B.2 in 
Appendix B for a list of the results for all species with more than 20 plants.
6Note that this yields a single decision criterion at the 5% level as to whether there is 
evidence that a subpattern may be considered inhomogeneous. Strictly speaking, there is 
also an issue of multiple testing across species which we do not deal with any further at 
this exploratory stage of the analysis
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species F -  test P erm u tation
test
K olm ogorov-Sm irnov  
.^-direction 
^-direction
A n d e r s o n ia
h e te r o p h y l la










A s t r o lo m a
x e r o p h y l lu m
p =  0 .0 0 1 p =  0.0 0 0 p  =  0.36
p =  0 .0 0 0
B a n k s ia
a tte n u a te !
p  =  0.734 p  — 0.71 p  =  0.72 
p  =  0.27
B o s s ia e a
e r io c a r p a
p  =  0.497 p  — 0 .11 p  =  0.90 
p  =  0.0375
C o n o s p e r m u m
c r a s s in e r v iu r n
p  =  0.274 p  =  0.23 p  — 0.08
p  — 0.0487
C o n o s te p h iu m
p e n d u lu m
p  =  0.730 p  =  0.59 p =  0 .0 0 0
p  =  0.889
J a c k s o n ia
f lo r ib u n d a
p  =  0.982 p =  0.0 0 0 p  =  0.0676 
p  =  0.0322
L e u c o p o g o n
c o n o s te p h io id e s
p  =  0.265 p  =  0.41 p =  0.0234  
p =  0.0103
L e u c o p o g o n
s t r i a tu s
p  =  0.914 p =  0.0 0 0 p  =  0.131
p =  0.0 0 0
S c h o l t z ia
in v o lu c r a ta
p  =  0.989 p  =  0.67 p  =  0.45
p =  0.0 0 0
Table 4.1: p - values for three tests of inhomogeneity of patterns for selected 
species; significant p - values are in bold
A comparison of the different p - values in Table 4.1 and in Tables B .l and B.2 
in Appendix B clearly indicates the strengths and weaknesses of the diffe­
rent approaches. There were a number of cases where both the F-test and 
the permutation test did not detect any inhomogeneity but the Kolmogorov 
Smirnov test did, but there are only two cases where the Kolmogorov Smirnov 
test did not detect an inhomogeneity which the F-test or the permutation 
test detected. This might indicate that the Kolmogorov Smirnov test is bet-
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ter at detecting an existing inhomogeneity but might also indicate that the 
Kolmogorov Smirnov test is too sensitive and classifies patterns as inhomo­
geneous even if they are not. A simulation study in 4.1 .2 .4 investigates this 
issue in more detail and we shall now refer to some examples from the data 
set for illustration.
For instance, for species C o n o s te p h iu m  p e n d u lu m  the F-test yields a non­
significant p -value of 0.73 and the permutation test yields a non-significant 
p-value of 0.59, whereas the Kolmogorov Smirnov test indicates a highly 
significant inhomogeneity in the re-direction. An inspection of the plots in 
Figure 4.4 indicates that the Kolmogorov Smirnov test has been more sen­
sitive in detecting the inhomogeneity in the re-direction, which is clear from 
the estimated intensity surface (Figure 4.4 (b)) and the ^-direction histogram 
(Figure 4.4 (c)).
Similarly, for species S c h o l tz ia  in v o lu c r a ta , the F-test yields a p-value of 
0.989, the permutation test 0.67, whereas the Kolmogorov Smirnov test in­
dicates inhomogeneity in ^/-direction (jp=  0.000), which is consistent with the 
plots in Figure 4.5.
The results for A n d e r s o n ia  h e te r o p h y l la  provide an extreme example of 
the difference in sensitivity of the three approaches. The F-test yields a very 
large p -value (0.967), whereas both the permutation test and the Kolmogorov 
Smirnov test indicate strong inhomogeneity, the latter even indicates that 
there is inhomogeneity in both ^-direction and y-direction. Figure 4.6 shows 
that the point density for the species is rather low in the top right hand 
corner of the plot. This shows as a slight decrease in the histogram in re­
direction and a stronger decrease in y-direction. It remains to be investigated
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units of 10cm (y-direction)
Figure 4.4: Pattern, estimated intensity surface and histograms for x -  and 
'(/-coordinates of species C o n o s t e p h i u m  p e n d u l u m .
whether this is indicating that the Kolmogorov Smirnov test is too sensitive, 
in particular when considering the only slight decrease in x-direction. The 
simulation study in Section 4.1.2.4 will provide further insight into this issue. 
A s t r o l o m a  x e r o p h y l l u m  is one of the few cases where all three tests agree that 
the pattern is inhomogeneous, the cases of B a n k s i a  a t t e n u a t e i, B o s s i a e a  e r i o -
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units of 10cm (y-direction)
Figure 4.5: Pattern, estimated intensity surface and histograms for x -  and 
^-coordinates of species S c h o l t z i a  i n v o l u c r a t a
c a r p a  and C o n o s p e r m u m  c r a s s i n e r v u m  provide other examples of agreement 
of the three tests, but this time for homogeneity. The results for C o n o s -  
t e p h i u r n  p e n d u l u m  demonstrate that the Kolmogorov Smirnov test may be 
more sensitive than the other two- most notably the F-test. It indicates 
inhomogeneity whereas neither the F-test nor the permutation test detect
C H A P T E R  4. E X P L O R A T O R Y  A N A L Y S I S  O F  D A T A  S E T 1 4 2
(a) (b)
(c) (d )
0 50 100 150 200 0 50 100 150 200
units of 10cm (x-direction) units of 10cm (y-direction)
Figure 4.6: Pattern, estimated intensity surface and histograms for x -  and 
//-coordinates of species A n d e r s o n i o ,  h e te r o p h /y l lo ,
inhomogeneity for the pattern. The species J a c k s o n i a  f l o r i b u n d a  is an inte­
resting example where both the F-test and the Kolmogorov Smirnov test are 
not significant but the permutation test is. However, there is some indication 
that the Kolmogorov Smirnov test is more sensitive than the F-test with the 
latter resulting in a p - value of 0.982 and the Kolmogorov Smirnov test resul-
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ting in a p-value of 0.0322 which is much closer to the significance level of 
0.0253. The species L e u c o p o g o n  c o n o s te p h io id e s  provides another example of 
the sensitivity of the Kolmogorov Smirnov test which is the only one of the 
three tests to reveal the pattern’s inhomogeneity. For the species L e u c o p o g o n  
s t r i a t u s , both the permutation test and the Kolmogorov Smirnov test find 
inhomogeneity, but the F-test does not.
4 .1 .2 .4 S im ulation study
On the whole, the above results demonstrate that the Kolmogorov Smirnov 
approach may be more sensitive than the other two approaches and thus 
have more power when detecting deviations from the null hypothesis of ho­
mogeneity. To this end, a simulation study was run, to understand better 
the power of the Kolmogorov Smirnov approach in comparison to the clas­
sical F-test in different situations where the properties of the patterns are 
known7. Here power is defined as the probability of the test rejecting the 
null hypothesis for a given set of alternative hypotheses. Inhomogeneous 
Poisson patterns were generated with a trend function f ( x ,  y )  =  a sim • x  
where the value of a sim was gradually increased to mimic an increasing trend 
in ^-direction. Note that this implies that with increasing a Sim the simulated 
point patterns consist of a larger number of points.
For each value of a Sim 100 patterns were simulated and both the F-test 
and the Kolmogorov Smirnov test were calculated8.
7The permutation test was not included in this study due to infeasibly long running 
times.
8Both tests were run for the x— and the ^-direction, using an a-adjustment as described 
above, as if the direction of the trend was not known. This was done to ensure that the
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Figure 4.7: Results from power study using inhomogeneous Poisson patterns 
with increasing linear trend; the full line shows the power of the Kolmogorov 
Smirnov approach and the dashed line the power of the F-test
Figure 4.7 shows the results of the simulation study. The estimated power of 
the F-test is apparently higher for low degrees of inhomogeneity than that of 
the Kolmogorov Smirnov test for weak inhomogeneity but does not substan­
tially improve with increasing inhomogeneity. The power of the Kolmogorov 
Smirnov test, however, while being not very powerful initially, quickly rises 
to reach a power of one.
tests are compared based on their different approaches. Had the F-test been done for a random direction only, it would have been wrong in 50% of cases, leading to a decrease 
in power unrelated to the performance of the approach. Applying the test in ^-direction 
only would have yielded the same results.
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An explanation for the higher estimated power of the F-test for lower de­
grees of inhomogeneity compared to the Kolmogorov Smirnov approach may 
be found in the specific choice of alternatives chosen for this study. How­
ever, it also finds (spurious) inhomogeneity for 19% of the homogeneous pat­
terns (strength of inhomogeneity equals 0) whereas the Kolmogorov Smirnov 
approach only identifies 4% of these patterns as inhomogeneous, which is 
close to the 5% alpha level. Further, if different types of inhomogeneity had 
been assessed, the F-test would have had more problems to detect this. Fig­
ure 4.8 shows an example of a pattern with Gaussian trend (/i =  0.5, a  =  2 ) 
in ^-direction. An inhomogeneity of this type should be not more difficult 
to detect for the Kolmogorov Smirnov test than the linear inhomogeneity 
described above. A formal power study would have varied the value of a  to 
mimic variation in strength of inhomogeneity. To maintain an equal number 
of points across patterns these would have to be normalised by dividing by 
the integral of the trend function over the area. The power in this specific 
case was 0.69 for the F-test and 1 for the Kolmogorov Smirnov test.
Other goodness of fit approaches, such as a chi-squared approach, may be 
applied and their performance may be compared to the approaches described 
here. This is beyond the remit of this thesis.
In addition to the evident larger power, the Kolmogorov Smirnov approach 
has the further benefit of indicating the direction of the inhomogeneity. As we 
have seen, for species S c h o l t z ia  in v o lu c r a ta  it indicates inhomogeneity in y -  
direction and for species C o n o s te p h iu m  p e n d u lu m  it indicates inhomogeneity 
in ^-direction. For species A n d e r s o n ia  h e te r o p h y l la  it reveals inhomogeneity
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x
Figure 4.8: Simulated pattern with Gaussian trend in .T-direction (/i =  
0.5,cr =  2)
in both directions. Based on this consideration it may be suggested that the 
classical F-test may be applied in both directions, as done in Section 4.1.2.3. 
Nevertheless, the approach does not test for more general trends or inho­
mogeneity. Whereas a north-west to south-east trend may be revealed as a 
trend in x -  and y-direction, inhomogeneity along a diagonal line in the plot 
may not be detected.
In the following analyses we have treated all patterns for which the Kol­
mogorov Smirnov or the permutation test indicated inhomogeneity as in-
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homogeneous. There was no pattern for which the F-test was significant 
and the other two tests were not. In addition, we have inspected the es­
timated intensity surfaces to ensure that all inhomogeneous patterns have 
been detected but found no further patterns which the tests may not have 
detected. Overall, out of the 35 patterns considered here, 23 were inhomo­
geneous according to this criterion. Two patterns showed inhomogeneity in 
rc-direction only, 13 in ^/-direction only and five in both directions9. In Sec­
tion 4.3, the results from the first and second order summary statistics for all 
species with at least 20 individuals are summarised and they are discussed 
from an ecological perspective in Section 4.5.3.
4.2 Second order summary statistics
Informed by the results from Section 4.1.2.3 the homogeneous or the inhomo­
geneous L —function as well as the pair correlation function were calculated 
for each of the subpatterns. More specifically, for those patterns where the 
Kolmogorov Smirnov test and/ or the permutation test indicated inhomoge­
neity, only the inhomogeneous L-function was calculated as the homogeneous 
version may indicate spurious clustering. For those patterns for which the 
tests had not indicated inhomogeneity, both homogeneous and inhomoge­
neous L-functions were estimated. This is because despite the insignificant 
test for inhomogeneity we cannot prove that the patterns are indeed homo­
geneous. The theoretical inhomogeneous L-function is a generalisation of the 
homogeneous L-function and should yield the same result as its homogeneous
9As there were three patterns for which only the permutation test was significant we 
do not know the direction of this inhomogeneity.
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version in the special case of a homogeneous pattern. However, the estima­
tion of the inhomogeneous L-function involves the estimation of the intensity 
surface which in turn requires a choice of a bandwidth (see Section 3.3.3.2), 
making the estimation procedure more susceptible to errors. We should thus 
expect the results to vary slightly. The pair correlation function is valid both 
for the inhomogeneous and the homogeneous case so no distinction has to be 
made.
Due to the large number of subpatterns, we present only a small number 
of the plots in this section. See Appendix B .2 for the estimated functions 
for those subprocesses considered in the thesis. For all cases we present the 
summary statistics along with a set of simulation envelopes derived from 39 
simulations of homogeneous and inhomogeneous Poisson processes, respec­
tively, with the same intensity as the observed pattern. See Section 3.6 for 
details on the construction of these envelopes.
4.2.1 Examples of second order summary statistics of 
homogeneous patterns
Figure 4.9 shows a plot of the homogeneous L-function and Figure 4.10 a 
plot of the inhomogeneous L-function and the pair correlation function for 
the species H ib b e r t ia  h y p e r ic o id e s . In all three plots the full line represents 
the estimated function for the species, the dashed lines represent the ma­
ximum, mean and minimum of the 39 simulated patterns at each distance, 
respectively. The species shows a random pattern, as both the homogeneous 
and the inhomogeneous L-function as well as the pair correlation function 
remain inside the simulation envelopes for all distances. We also observe
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Figure 4.9: Homogeneous L-function with simulation envelopes for H ib b e r t ia  
h y p e r i c o id e s , where r  denotes distance in units of 10 cm.
that the envelopes for both L-functions become wider for larger distances, 
indicating an increasing bias at larger distances, in particular for the inho­
mogeneous L-function. This is due to the smaller number of points taken 
into account at larger distances. This bias is absent from the plot of the pair 
correlation function. This difference between the two second order summary 
statistics will be discussed further and become particularly relevant in the 
analysis done in Chapter 5.
Inspecting the same type of plots for the species C o n o s ty l i s  c a n e s c e n s , the 
pattern clearly shows clustering; see Figure 4.11 for a plot of the homoge­
neous L-function and Figure 4.12 for a plot of the inhomogeneous L-function 
and the pair correlation function. All three plots indicate that the pattern 
shows clustering at close distances as the functions are above the simulation
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Figure 4.10: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for H ib b e r t ia  h y p e r ic o id e s , where r denotes distance in 
units of 10 cm.
envelopes in all three cases. Distance is plotted here in units of 10cm. Due to 
the cumulative nature of the L-functions, these are above the envelopes up to 
a distance of about 16 units, i.e. 1.6 metres. The pair correlation function, 
on the other hand, remains above the envelopes up to a distance of 60cm 
only.
Similar plots were produced for all homogeneous species, with an abundance 
greater than 20. None of the species in the pattern showed a regular and 
homogeneous pattern. In total, seven subpatterns were classified as random 
and homogeneous and four as clustered and homogeneous (Appendix B.2 ). 
In Section 4.3, we summarise the results for all species and in Section 4.5.3. 
We discuss these results from an ecological perspective and relate these ob­
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Figure 4.11: Homogeneous L-function with simulation envelopes for C o n o s -  
t y l i s  c a n e s c e n s , where r  denotes distance in units of 10 cm.
Figure 4.12: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for C o n o s ty l is  c a n e s c e n s , where r  denotes distance in 
units of 10 cm.
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Figure 4.13: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for A s t r o lo m a  x e r o p h y llu m , where r  denotes distance in 
units of 10 cm
4.2.2 Examples of second order summary statistics of 
inhomogeneous patterns
The L-function and the pair correlation function for species A s t r o lo m a  x e r o ­
p h y l lu m  are consistent with a random pattern, see Figure 4.13. Both func­
tions remain within the envelopes at all distances, i.e. taking into account the 
results in Table 4.1, A s t r o lo m a  x e r o p h y l lu m  can be classified as an inhomoge­
neous random pattern. We observe again the apparent bias in the estimation 
of the L-function, indicated by the wider envelopes at larger distances.
However, the species D a s y p o g o n  b r o m e li i fo l iu s  shows a clustered  pattern , 
see Figure 4.14 for a plot of the inhomogeneous L-function and the pair 
correlation function. Both summary statistics indicate that there are more 
plants at close distances than would have been expected from a random 
pattern. The pair-correlation function is above the envelopes up to a distance 
of 1.7 metres. The L-function shows clustering up to a distance of 3.6 metres.
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Figure 4.14: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for D a s y p o g o n  b r o m e li i fo l iu s , where r  denotes distance 
in units of 10 cm
This apparent difference is due to the cumulative nature of the L-function, 
which might result in misleading interpretations.
None of the species in the pattern showed a repulsive and inhomogeneous 
pattern. There were altogether 13 random inhomogeneous subpatterns and 
12 clustered inhomogeneous patterns (Appendix B.2). As mentioned above, 
we summarise the results for all species in Section 4.3. In Section 4.5.3, we 
discuss these results from an ecological perspective and relate these observa­
tions to properties of the respective species.
We have now considered the first and second order properties of all species 
whose abundance was large enough to be considered interpretable. This 
process has been rather time-consuming and has required us to inspect a 
large number of functions. In the Section 4.4 we will devise a mechanism 
which enables us to detect quickly those patterns within a large data set 
which are ’’interesting”, i.e. either inhomogeneous or non-random.
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4.3 Summary of results of initial exploratory 
data analysis
This section summarises the results the above methods yield for all species10. 
Table 4.3 summarises the spatial behaviour of all species, and groups them by 
the characteristics of their pattern, distinguishing between homogeneous and 
inhomogeneous as well as random and clustered patterns. Note that none 
of the methods applied above identified any of the patterns as exhibiting a 
regular pattern.
10As above we have excluded species with less than 20 points from the analysis as these 
are considered too sparse to justify an interpretable analysis of the pattern.
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homogeneous inhomogeneous
random B a n k s ia  a t te n u a ta  
B a n k s ia  m e n z ie s i i  
B o s s ia  e r io c a r p a  
C o n o s p e r m u m  c r a s s in e r v iu m  
H ib b e r t ia  h y p e r ic o id e s  
I s o p o g o n  l in e a r is  
L e p id o s p e r m a  te n u e
A le x g e o g e a  n i te n s  
A s t r o lo m a  x e r o p h y l lu m  
C o n o s te p h iu m  p e n d u lu m  
C o n o s ty l i s  ju n c e a  
C o n o s te p h iu m  p e n d u lu m  
D a m p ie r a  l in e a r is  
H y p o c a ly m m a  x a n th o p e ta lu m  
J a c k s o n ia  f lo r ib u n d a  
L e p id o s p e r m a  a n g is ta tu m  
L e u c o p o g o n  c o n o s te p h io id e s  
L o m a n d r a  sp .
P la ty s a c e  ju n c e a  
C h o r d if e x  s in u o s u s  
S c h o l t z ia  in v o lu c r a ta
clustered C o n o s ty l i s  c a n e s e n c e  
H ib b e r t ia  c r a s s i fo l ia  
P h e b o c a r y a  f i l i fo l ia  
S ty l id iu r n  c r o s s o c e p h a lu m
A d e n a to s  c y g n o r u m  
A n d e r s o n ia  h e te r o p h y l la  
B o r o n ia  r a m o s a  
D a s y p o g o n  b r o m e li i fo l iu s  
E re rn a e a  a s tr o c a r p a  
E r i o s t e m o n  s p ic a tu s  
H ib b e r t ia  sp .
L e u c o p o g o n  s t r i a tu s  
L y g in ia  b a rb a ta  
M e la le u c a  s c a b r a  
P a t e r s o n ia  o c c id e n ta l i s
Table 4.2: Summary of results from first and second order summary statistics
4.4 The CUSUM  method for L-functions
In view of the large number of species in the data set and other data sets 
of even larger size (Burslem et al. 2001) an efficient method is sought that 
may quickly find those species whose spatial pattern is worth more detailed 
study. We aim to devise a method that may be used as an initial diagnostic
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tool to filter out ’’interesting” patterns; in general, those patterns whose L- 
function differs from the L-function of a process exhibiting complete spatial 
randomness are interpreted as interesting in the given context11.
4.4.1 Approach
CUSUM charts are a tool used in automated statistical process control where 
the deviation from a target is monitored (Wetherill and Brown 1991), e.g. 
in a production process where items have to be produced according to a 
specified size.
In this novel use of CUSUM, we interpret the L-function for a homoge­
neous Poisson process, i.e. the constant function f ( r )  =  r, where r  is the 
distance, as our target and cumulate (upper and lower) deviations of the 
estimated L-function L(r) from L(r) =  r  to detect non-random patterns.
Note that this approach is different from the traditional CUSUM approach, 
as we consider a fixed value at each distance as the target, and not a para­
meter of a specific distribution. Furthermore, in most classical applications 
of the CUSUM method the target parameter is chosen such that properties 
of the distribution of the CUSUM statistic are known. This is not true in 
the case here. Since the distribution of the L-function is not known, the 
distribution of the CUSUM statistic is not known either. As a result, we 
use permutation methods instead to simulate the distribution of any test
statistics in connection with the CUSUM charts.
11A similar approach could have been applied to the A-function and the pair-correlation 
function but we restrict the following approach to the L-function as we expect that the 
L-function is more sensitive than the pair correlation function due to its cumulative nature 
and has a more stable variance than the A-function.
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More specifically, for distances r i: with t \  <  r 2 <  r3 <  . . . r ndist, i  =  
1 , . . . ,  ridist we compare the estimator of the L-function L ( r i )  of the respective 
process to the identity function: z ( r { )  =  L [ r i )  — r* and define the upper  
C U S U M  U C U ( r i )  and the lower C U SU M  L C U i r i )  at distance r* as
U C U ( r i ) =  max(0 , z { r i )  +  U  C U  (r»_i))
L C U { r i )  =  max(0, —z(r*) +  L C U ( r i - i ) ) .
These are then used to define the following test statistics:
M UCu  =  max(UCU(ri))i (4.1)
and
M l c u  =  max{LCU(ri)). (4.2)i
As mentioned above, the theoretical distributions for these test statistics are 
complex and not known explicitly since the distribution of the L-function is 
not known explicitly (Stoyan et al. 1995). For this reason the distributions 
are determined by simulation, using the following steps:
1. Simulate m  =  1000 homogeneous Poisson processes;
2 . calculate M u c u  and M l c u  f°r these to yield the empirical distributions 
for M u c u  and M l c u  f°r these;
3. determine critical values at the chosen a-level12.
12The choice of the alpha level will depend on whether the method is applied in a 
confirmatory or in an exploratory setting; given the exploratory nature of the approach 
here, an alpha level of a > 0.05 might be considered appropriate.
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Note that the distributions for MVcu and Mlcu are different and thus 
have to be determined separately. This is due to the fact that the L-function 
is bounded by —r below the theoretical line at each distance r but the de­
viation above the theoretical line is not bounded. As a result, estimated 
L-functions for clustered patterns will deviate more from the ’’target” than 
those for regular patterns. Section 5.1.3 will discuss this issue in more detail 
as it becomes particularly relevant in the methodology developed there.
Also note that this approach is not meant to distinguish explicitly and 
simultaneously between clustered, random and regular patterns and detect 
whether these are inhomogeneous or homogeneous. Whereas a significant 
lower CUSUM will indicate regularity, a significant upper CUSUM does not 
necessarily indicate clustering but may merely indicate spurious clustering 
resulting from inhomogeneity. We will recommend the use of the approach 
as an initial exploratory data analysis tool irrespective of the homogeneity 
or inhomogeneity of the pattern. This can be done since the homogeneous 
L-function applied to an inhomogeneous pattern will still be different from 
the theoretical L-function for a homogeneous Poisson process. Figure 4.15 
illustrates this point. Here, the homogeneous L-function has been applied to 
a pattern simulated from an inhomogeneous Poisson process (see Figure 4.15 
(a) for the pattern and 4.15 (b) for the estimated L-function). The L-function 
is outside and above the envelopes for a large range of distances indicating 
clustering, which is spurious as the pattern has been generated from a Poisson 
process. Even though this is a misleading result the CUSUM approach when 
applied to this pattern will indicate that this is an "interesting" pattern 
that needs to be studied in more detail. Thus the method may detect the
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deviation and suggest further inspection of the relevant pattern.
The CUSUM method may be applied to the inhomogeneous L-functions, 
serving as a formal test of second order summary statistics. However the 
benefits of the CUSUM approach as a means to detect quickly patterns of 
interest will be lost in this case, as the appropriate estimation of inhomoge­
neous L-functions requires the careful choice of a bandwidth which involves 
the careful inspection of estimated intensity surfaces with different band- 
widths making the procedure much slower.
4.4.2 Statistical power — simulation study
A power study was conducted in order to determine the method’s perfor­
mance, in particular in comparison with the m ax-d ist te s t  T, the stan­
dard method for testing for non-randomness described in Section 3.3.5 above, 
which looks at the maximum (absolute) distance of the estimated L-function 
from the theoretical value expected for a homogeneous Poisson process.
Figure 4.16 show the results of the power study for patterns generated 
from a Strauss process with varying degree of repulsion reflected in the pa­
rameter 7 . Note that for 7  =  1 there is no repulsion and for 7  =  0 there 
is complete repulsion with the radius r; see Section 3.4.4.1  above for more 
details on the Strauss process.
Figure 4.16 a) shows the results based on generated patterns with n  =  100 
points and Figure 4.16 b) shows the results based on generated patterns with 
n  =  200 points. The full line shows the percentage of regular pattern detected 
by the original method T  and the dashed line the percentage detected by the 
CUSUM method.
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(a) ( b )
0 .2  0 .4  0.6 0.8 1.0
distance r
Figure 4.15: Pattern generated from an inhomogeneous Poisson process with 
estimated intensity surface (a) and homogeneous L-function for this pattern 
(b).
It is clear from Figure 4.16 that the CUSUM method identifies a higher 
proportion of patterns as non-random than the max-dist test when 7  is closer 
to one. This indicates that it has greater statistical power than the standard 
method for low degrees of repulsion (large values of 7 ), i.e. when the patterns 
tend to be more similar to a random pattern. For patterns with stronger 
regularity we get the opposite effect with greater statistical power for the 
standard method than for the CUSUM approach, most notably for lower 
values of n .  This result indicates that the CUSUM method is particularly





Figure 4.16: Results from power study, using simulated Strauss processes 
with varying degree of repulsion for patterns with n = 1 0 0  (a) and n =  200 
(b) points. The full line refers to the original max-dist test and the dashed 
line to the CUSUM approach; large values of 7  indicate weak regularity.
useful when applied to patterns that are very similar to random patterns, 
i.e. those which cannot easily be detected by visual inspection of plots of 
estimated L-functions. A reason for this phenomenon may be the cumulative 
nature of the CUSUM approach which emphasises repeated deviations of the 
L-function from the ’’target” line, the theoretical L-function, in the same 
direction. In the Cooljarloo data set no pattern was identified as regular so 
this result from the simulation study is not directly relevant here but may 
be useful in the context of other data sets.
A similar power study was performed for clustered patterns. Figure 4.17 
shows the results of the power study for 20 patterns generated from a Thomas 
process with weak and strong clustering, respectively. Here, the mean num-
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ber of points per cluster was kept constant such that strength of clustering 
was interpreted as equivalent to size of clusters.
Figure 4.17 a) shows the results based on generated patterns with n  =  100 
points and Figure 4.17 b) shows the results based on generated patterns 
with n  =  200 points. The full line shows the percentage of clustered patterns 
identified by the original method and the dashed line the percentage identified 
by the CUSUM method.
(a) <b)
Figure 4.17: Results from power study, using simulated Thomas processes 
with varying degree of clustering with n = 1 0 0  (a) and n =  200 (b) points. 
The full line refers to the original max-dist test and the dashed line to the 
CUSUM approach; large values on the y-axis indicate strong clustering.
Similar to the situation with regular patterns in Figure 4.17, the CUSUM 
method identifies a higher proportion of patterns as clustered than the origi­
nal method when the patterns are less clustered. In addition, it also typically 
identifies more patterns as clustered, when the clustering is more pronounced. 
This indicates that the method may have greater statistical power than the 
standard method when used to identify clustered patterns.
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4.4.3 Results with dataset
The CUSUM procedure described above was applied to the Cooljarloo data 
set to identify sub-patterns that show an apparent deviation from a homo­
geneous Poisson process. Due to the explorative nature of the application, 
we aimed at using a non-conservative decision criterion and thus chose a sig­
nificance level of a  =  0.1 as opposed to the more common a  =  0.05. Since 
we have a multiple testing problem similar to the one described in Section
4.1 .2.2 we adjust the significance level accordingly. This results in a p-value 
being considered significant if either one or both of the p - values for the upper 
and lower CUSUM are smaller than 0.0513. Table 4.4.3 lists the results for 
selected species. As above, these include examples showing typical features 
of both the methods and the data set, as well as those species used in the 
modelling process described in Chapter 6 . Tables B.3 and B.4 in Appendix 
B.2.2 summarise the results for all species with at least 20 plants.
When comparing the results for two methods we find that there are two 
cases where both methods detect deviations from complete spatial random­
ness. For the species B a n k s ia  a t t e n u a ta  and the species L e u c o p o g o n  c o n o s -  
te p h io id e s  both methods agree that these are consistent with homogeneous 
random patterns. For the B a n k s ia  this is in accordance with earlier results 
whereas previous results indicated that the latter species exhibits an inhomo­
geneous pattern (see Table 4.1). Whether this is due to a lack in power of the 
methods discussed in this section or an over-sensitivity of the earlier methods 
cannot be decided here. The methods also agree that the patterns formed by 
the species A n d e r s o n ia  h e te r o p h y l la , J a c k s o n ia  f lo r ib u n d a  and L e u c o p o g o n
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sp ecies m ax-dist test upper C U SU M lower C U S U M
A n d e r s o n ia
h e te r o p h y l la p =  0 . 0 0 0 p =  0 . 0 0 0 P =  1
B a n k s ia
a t t e n u a ta p  =  0.34 p  =  0.20 p  =  0.77
B o s s ia e a
e r io c a r p a p  =  0.25 p =  0 .0 1 p  =  0.96
C o n o s p e r m u m
c r a s s in e r v iu m *53 II O to p =  0 . 0 0 0 p  =  0.78
C o n o s ty l i s
c a n e s c e n s p -  0.04 p =  0.052 p  =  0.62
J a c k s o n ia
f lo r ib u n d a p =  0 . 0 0 0 p =  0 . 0 0 0 V =  1
L e u c o p o g o n
c o n o s te p h io id e s p  =  0.81 p  =  0.17 p  =  0.76
L e u c o p o g o n
s t r i a tu s p =  0 . 0 0 0 p =  0 . 0 0 0 P =  1
Table 4.3: Comparison of results from the max-dist test and the CUSUM 
approach for selected species; significant p-values are in bold
s t r i a tu s  deviate from complete spatial randomness. All three species have 
previously been classified as showing inhomogeneity, A n d e r s o n ia  h e te r o p h y l la  
being strongly clustered, L e u c o p o g o n  s t r i a tu s  weakly clustered and J a c k s o -  
n ia  f lo r ib u n d a  random. There is a number of species for which the CUSUM 
method yields significant results but the max-dist test does not, e.g. B o s s i -  
a e a  e r io c a r p a  and C o n o s p e r m u m  c r a s s in e r v iu m . According to the methods 
applied in the sections above, both species exhibit inhomogeneous random 
patterns. Hence, the test has been sucessfully applied to detect inhomoge­
neity.
In consistence with the results from the application of second order summary
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statistics with simulation envelopes, the CUSUM method indicated regula­
rity for none of the patterns. Also, there was only one case (the species 
L e p id o s p e r m a  te n u e )  which had been considered to show complete spatial 
randomness before but has been identified as not showing complete spatial 
randomness by the CUSUM method.
4.4.4 Two dimensional L-functions and pair correlation  
functions
Theoretically, both two-dimensional L-functions and pair correlation func­
tions, as introduced in 3.3.4, may be estimated for all pairs of species with 
at least 20 individuals, but this would result in 561 pairs of plots.13 We 
have thus chosen a few pairs of species that have been suspected to interact 
and will display the pair correlation functions only. More specifically, we fo­
cused on the resprouting species S c h o l t z ia  in v o lu c r a ta  (species number 61), 
which was assumed to repulse most other species as it has been established in 
the same location for a very long time and hence a well-developed root sys­
tem (Armstrong 1991). Note that the method is not capable of determining 
the direction of a potential repulsion or attraction; it is not clear whether 
one species attracts/repulses the other or v ic e  v e r s a . See Figure 4.18 for 
the pair-correlation functions for S c h o l t z ia  in v o lu c r a ta  and the seeder spe­
cies L e u c o p o g o n  s t r i a tu s  (species number 48). Similarly, Figure 4.19 shows 
the same for S c h o l tz ia  in v o lu c r a ta  and resprouting species L y g in ia  b a r b a ta  
(species number 50).
13Note that the estimated two-dimensional second order summary statistics Lij and Lji 
may differ slightly as a result of estimation bias whereas for the theoretical functions we 
have = Lji (Mpller and Waagepetersen 2003b).
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Figure 4.18: Pair correlation function for S c h o l t z ia  in v o lu c r a ta  (number 61) 
and L e u c o p o g o n  s t r i a tu s  (number 48), distance r in 10cm
It is clear from Figure 4.18 that there is repulsion between the species 
S c h o l t z ia  in v o lu c r a ta  and L e u c o p o g o n  s t r i a tu s  as the estimated two-dimensio­
nal pair correlation functions are below 1 for all distances considered. Fi-
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Array of pair correlation functions for species 50 and 61
(50,50) (50,61)
r r
Figure 4.19: Pair correlation function for S c h o l t z ia  in v o lu c r a ta  (number 61) 
and L y g in ia  b a rb a ta  (number 50), distance r in 10cm
gure 4.19, on the other hand reveals, that the species S c h o l t z ia  in v o lu c r a ta  
(number 61) and L y g in ia  b a rb a ta  do not exhibit mutual interaction as the 
estimated function hovers around the value of 1 for all distances considered. 
The models in Chapter 6 look further into inter-species interaction; the ap­
proaches applied in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 consider interactions between pairs
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of species while still taking the other species into account.
4.5 D iscussion
This chapter presented the exploratory data analysis of the Cooljarloo data 
set, establishing an overview of the first and second order characteristics 
of the subpatterns formed by the species. We close this chapter with some 
comments on the methodology itself (Section 4.5.1), a discussion of the results 
in the light of ecological theory (Section 4.5.2) and a discussion of the results 
with the data set (Section 4.5.3).
4.5.1 Discussion of m ethodology
As far as first order summary statistics are concerned, the results in Section
4.1.2.3 clearly show that traditional tests for inhomogenity of spatial point 
patterns may not be sensitive enough and alternative approaches need to be 
sought. The methods described here, most notably the Kolmogorov Smirnov 
approach, have shown promising results, i.e. seemed to be more powerful 
in detecting inhomogeneity in the form of a linear trend. However, more 
detailed power studies would have to be done to determine thoroughly the 
properties of the different testing approaches and related methods includ­
ing other goodness of fit test. Further, other types of alternatives such as 
Gaussian trend rather than linear trend would have to be taken into account.
In the context of second order summary statistics, the CUSUM method 
turned out to be a very flexible tool. The permutation test necessary for 
estimating the distribution of the upper and lower CUSUM requires Simula-
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tions. These might take some time to run, in particular when the number of 
points is large. However, the procedure can be automated so does not require 
any manual interference or careful visual inspection. Of course, the approach 
here is only the first step in a more thorough analysis but it has turned out 
to be parsimonious and thus particularly useful in the current context, i.e. 
when dealing with a highly multivariate data set. A natural extension of the 
method would be to apply it to pair-wise second order summary statistics, to 
filter out pair-wise interaction between species which seem to be of interest. 
Similarly, other second order summary statistics may be used instead of the 
L-function and further improve the power of the test.
4.5.2 Discussion of biodiversity theory in this context
The analysis of the estimated L-functions and pair correlation functions re­
vealed a variation of intra-specific as well as inter-specific interaction among 
species. Neutral theory postulates that the identity of an individual does not 
influence the interaction structure and hence community dynamics, whereas 
the niche theory claims that it makes a difference which other species a certain 
species interacts with and hence that speciation has an influence on commu­
nity dynamics. However, our findings indicate that interaction strength and 
direction varies with the identity of the involved species with negative, posi­
tive and no interaction within a species and more importantly between pairs 
of species. All these aspects yield arguments in favour of niche theory for 
this data set.
Further, the analysis of the estimated L-functions and pair correlation 
functions indicated that a large number of species exhibit spatial clustering.
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The Janzen-Connell hypothesis predicts that species’ survival is improved 
with increasing distance from the location of a conspecific adult tree and 
decreases with the number of conspecific individuals in close vicinity. This 
would predict that older individuals would tend to form a more regular pat­
tern than juvenile individuals of the same species which might be clustered 
as a result of initial seed dispersal.
The age structure in the given data set is typical in Western Australia 
but is very different from age structures observed in other natural systems. 
The resprouting species are generally extremely old and the individuals from 
seeder species extremely young, not older than the time since the last fire, 
i.e. ten years in the Cooljarloo data set. Furthermore, individuals from the 
same seeder species tend to be of the same age as their germination is di­
rectly linked to the occurrence of the fire. As a result, we cannot compare 
the patterning of juvenile versus older individuals, even if data on plant age 
were available. A comparison of clustering strength between resprouters and 
seeders is not meaningful since growth behaviour, which strongly influences 
spatial patterning, varies strongly among the species rendering a direct com­
parison infeasible. Nevertheless, the fact that a number of resprouters, after 
having survived for extremely long times, still exhibit spatial clustering may 
provide evidence against the Janzen-Connell hypothesis (Condit et al. 2000; 
Hubbell 1979).
4.5.3 Discussion of results for data set
Most of the species in the data set showed an inhomogeneous pattern. The 
soil can be considered homogeneous with regard to nutrient levels (Dixon
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2005). Hence, species’ inhomogeneity is very unlikely to be a result of in­
homogeneous nutrient levels but rather a result of species’ growth habits 
and reproduction patterns or intra-species interaction, such as repulsion or 
attraction between different species.
The considered species are known to occur in large-scale patches such that 
large clusters of species are typical (Armstrong 2005; Dixon 2005). Thus, in 
most cases where an inhomogeneity has been observed, it is unlikely to be 
due to a gradient in soil nutrients but should be considered as large scale 
clustering where only part of a bigger cluster has been observed in the plot.
For those species which were found to be homogeneous the plot analysed 
here is likely to have been positioned within a large cluster in which no 
gradient exists. For instance, the species B a n k s i a  a t t e n u a t a  is a tree species 
and operates on a larger scale than most of the other shrub species which in 
turn makes it less likely that we have observed the ’’edge” of a cluster within 
this plot.
The second order summary statistics have been corrected for inhomoge­
neity, which here can be translated into large-scale clustering. Any perceived 
clustering found from the second order summary statistics indicates smaller 
scale clustering which results from reproduction patterns, such as seed dis­
persal and growth habits. All these results should impact on re-naturation 
practices. Both a species’ tendency towards large- and small-scale clustering 
as well as repulsion or attraction between pairs of species should be taken 
into account in any re-naturation attempt.
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Chapter 5 will look further into inter-species interactions, whereas in 
Chapter 6 we will mainly focus on analysing inter-species interaction by ap­
plying a hierarchical spatial point process model.
Chapter 5
Principal component analysis for 
spatial point patterns
In the previous chapter we have considered only the spatial pattern of indivi­
dual species or pairs of species. Here, we now provide an overall characterisa­
tion of the intra-species interaction structure for the whole community. We 
reveal the most common types of pattern formation as well as those spatial 
characteristics that vary most among species. By grouping species according 
to these characteristics, we gain an understanding as to which aspects of spa­
tial patterning are the most distinctive between species in the community. 
This may be indicative of a niche specification having developed with regard 
to the species’ spatial behaviour (see Section 2.3.1).
The case study data set consists of the locations of a large number of 
species, i.e. it is highly multivariate, and consequently highly complex. We 
seek to address this complexity by reducing the dimensionality of the data 
set by grouping the species according to the spatial patterning formed by 
the individual species. Ideally, this grouping should be based on those as­
pects of the spatial formation that are most distinctive among the species.
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Furthermore the grouping should be more refined than the rough grouping 
described in Table 4.2. It should yield a detailed similarity structure of the 
patterns within the same group, i.e. indicate the position of each of the spe­
cies relative to the other members of the group with regard to similarity in 
spatial patterning. Further, the grouping should also reflect more refined 
characteristics of each species’ spatial pattern, e.g. clustering at closer dis­
tances versus clustering at larger distances rather than just clustering. A 
refined knowledge of the spatial pattern in the community may also inform 
the further modelling process as species with a similar spatial behaviour may 
be modelled with a similar spatial point process model1.
The concept and approach of functional principal component analysis and 
its application to second order summary statistics is outlined (5.1). The ca­
pability of the approach to characterise and group known patterns is assessed 
prior to its application to the case study data set (5.2). Further, the robust­
ness to noise in the data is assessed (5.3), Illian et al. (2004). Finally, the 
approach is applied to the case study data set (5.4) and the results discussed 
in terms of the approach’s descriptive capability (5.5), Illian et al. 2005.
5.1 M ethods
In traditional statistics, multivariate approaches such as principal component 
analysis (PCA) are used for dimension reduction (Jolliffe 2002). Similar me-
!Note that in this chapter, we only include those patterns with number of points > 25. 
since we consider patterns with a smaller number of points too sparse to yield interpretable 
information on their spatial formation. In the given data set this excluded 36 species out 
of 67 from the formal analysis. As mentioned above we shall see in Chapter 6 that sparser 
species may still be included in a model as they may influence the pattern of other less 
sparse species.
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thods do not exist for spatial point pattern data and thus are developed here 
for the first time, using methods from functional data analysis on the second 
order summary statistics. The following section describes the basic ideas of 
functional data analysis in general (5.1.1) and Section 5.1.2 introduces func­
tional principal component analysis (FPCA). Section 5.1.3 explains how this 
may be applied to second order summary statistics.
5.1.1 Functional data analysis
We only introduce the basic ideas of functional data analysis; for a more 
detailed introduction to functional data analysis see Ramsay and Silverman 
(1997, 2002). Functional data analysis operates on functional data, i.e. ob­
servations that are functions interpreted as single entities rather than as 
consecutive measurements. Generally, the record of a functional observation 
x  consists of n  pairs (t j , y j ) , j  =  1 , . . . ,  n, where y j  is an observation of the 
function x ( t j )  at time t j .  Since the functions are usually observed at a finite 
number of values of t j  only, interpolation or smoothing techniques have to be 
applied to yield a functional representation of the data. A standard approach 
here is the basis function method where a function is represented by a linear 
combination of K  unknown basis functions i.e.
K
x { t )  =  5 > ^ ( t ) .
k = 1
n  K
L S { y \ c )  =  Y ^ l V i  -
j=1 k=1
The coefficients Ck of the expansion are determined by minimising the least
square criterion
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or in matrix form:
L S ( y \ c )  =  \ \ y -  ^ c ||2,
where the vector c contains the coefficients and I f  =  L S  can
be minimised by the solution c =  ( I f ' I f ^ I f ' y .  In general, the degree of 
smoothing depends on the number of basis functions. There is a wide range of 
basis functions to choose from, e.g. Fourier series, polynomial bases, splines, 
wavelets etc., see Ramsay and Silverman (1997) for more details. A number of 
standard statistical methods have been generalised to be applied to functional 
data, e.g. analysis of variance, discriminant analysis and principal component 
analysis. We will apply the latter for our purposes, as it is best suited for both 
dimension reduction and revealing in which aspect of their spatial behaviour 
the species vary the most.
5.1.2 Functional principal component analysis
In this section, we recall the concept and aims of principal component analysis 
in a non-functional setting in order to describe its purpose and generalisation 
to a functional context. Principal component analysis in a non-functional 
setting is a multivariate method that identifies a lower-dimensional repre­
sentation of high-dimensional data by constructing a small number of linear 
combinations of the original large number of variables. Those combinations 
are chosen that the lower dimensional representation best explains the va­
riance in the data (Jolliffe 2002).
More technically, we consider u* =  ( u n : . . . ,  UiP), the vector of replicates 
i  =  1 , . . . ,  N  on variables j  =  1 , . . . ,  p  and linear combinations 
f i  =  E J = iP j u ij i  i  =  ^N  with weight vector (3 =  ( f t , . . .  , f t ) .  We
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need to find a weight vector w \  =  ( w u , . . .  , w pi) such that N  1 f i i ( - )
imaximal under the restriction ||u;i||2 =  1. In subsequent steps we repeat 
the above to find vectors iy2, . . . ,  w m , m  <  p  with the new weight vectors 
being orthogonal to the previous ones. This is equivalent to finding the 
solution with largest eigenvalues A to the eigenequation V w  =  Aw, where 
V  =  N ^ U ' J J  is the sample variance-covariance matrix, U  =  Uij and w  a 
vector of weights.
For a functional PCA (see Ramsay and Silverman (1997, 2002), Jolliffe 
(2002)) the approach is very similar. Again linear combinations explaining 
as much variance as possible are sought. Since we are now in a continuous 
setting the sums are replaced by integrals and these ’’linear combinations” 
maximise the variance between the shape of the functions.
Technically, we thus consider function values U i ( t )  and define
f i =  [  ( 3 { t ) u i ( t )  d t ,
Nwhere (5{ t ) is a weight function, and maximise Ar_1 ]T) under the constraint
i||u;1 ||2 =  f  w i ( t ) 2 d t  =  1 and have an eigenequation
/ v ( t ,  s ) w ( s )  d s  =  Aw ( t ) (5.1)
Nwith variance-covariance function v ( t , s )  =  N _ 1  ^  U i ( t ) u i ( s ) .  The solution
i—1to this eigenequation with largest eigenvalue solves the maximisation prob-
Nlem. In the subsequent p  steps maximise N - 1  J 2  fik-> where k  — 1, . . .  ,p,
isubject to ||ii’i ||2 =  f  W i ( t ) 2 d t  =  1. Further analysis will examine the scores 
f ik  for each of the original smoothed curves on the first p  principal compo-
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nents, with p  <C k  in connection with an interpretation of the shape of these 
principal components.
5.1.3 Functional principal component analysis of second- 
order summary statistics
We now describe the method outlined in the previous section in the con­
text of spatial point pattern data. This is done by applying FPCA to 
the second order summary statistics, i.e. the K -  or L-function or the pair- 
correlation function. Since they are functions the estimated second order 
summary statistics of a multitype spatial point pattern can be considered 
functional data. Consequently, a functional principal component analysis 
on the summary statistics groups the statistics by their similarity in shape. 
Hence this yields a grouping of the subpatterns for the species in a multi­
type spatial point pattern by spatial behaviour with regard to second order 
characteristics.
More technically, let Z  be a spatial point process on M2. Let X  be a 
multitype point process X  =  { (C mc) : C € % }  with m q E A 4  and A 4  =  
{ 1 , . . . ,  k }  a set, where no other marks are available, and subprocesses X i  C 
X  with X i  =  { ( C ^ c )  : C € Z  and m $ =  i }  and i  =  1 , . . . ,  k .  Consider a 
realisation x  of X .  We use second-order summary statistics, in particular L -  
functions or pair correlation functions, to characterise the spatial behaviour 
of the individual subpatterns X{. These statistics are estimated using the 
estimators described in Section 3.3.3.
We smooth the estimated second-order summary statistics using cubic B- 
splines; these were chosen as they are splines with compact support, capable
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of picking up local features (see Green and Silverman (1994)). The splines 
may be used to approximate functions by fitting a set of polynomials with a 
degree of at most three between ’’knots” yielding a functional representation 
which has a continuous second derivative.
We subsequently perform a functional PC A on the smoothed functions. 
Through this, the subprocesses may be grouped on the basis of their scores 
on the principal components, where the number of principal components is 
determined by a scree plot (Jolliffe 2002).
We use hierarchical cluster analysis on these scores, in particular Ward’s 
method (Everitt et al. 2001), to detect clusters of similar second-order sum­
mary statistics and hence groups of point processes with similar spatial be­
haviour. The result of the cluster analysis is plotted in a dendrogram and, to­
gether with a plot of the first p  principal components, reveals groups of points 
processes with similar spatial behaviour. In addition, the finer structure of 
the dendrogram displays similarities between individual patterns within the 
groups. Thus, the dendrogram summarises the most distinctive features in 
the population as well as the position of the individual species with regard 
to these features relative to the other species.
Note that L(r)-values for regular patterns tend to lie in [0, r] whereas T (re­
values for clustered patterns are usually larger than r  with no upper bound. 
Hence, if we want to distinguish between clustered, random and regular pat­
terns, the difference between the L -function for a clustered pattern and a 
random pattern tends to be larger than the difference between the L-function 
for a regular pattern and a random pattern. In analogy to the approach taken 
in a standard PCA context when variables have been measured on different
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scales, we perform a FPCA on the correlation matrix rather than on the 
covariance matrix. I.e. equation (5.1) now becomes
J v * ( t , s ) w ( s )  d s  =  X w ( t ) ,
N
where v*  is the correlation function v ( t ,  s )  =  TV- 1  x i i f ) x i (s )> i-e- the c0"i—1variance function of a standardised data matrix x*.
A similar situation occurs when the pair-correlation function is being used 
-  regular and random patterns appear more similar than clustered and ran­
dom patterns so a FPCA on the correlation matrix will be used with both 
summary statistics. The simulation study in Section 5.2 has investigated this 
aspect and compares the performance of the two statistics in this context.
For illustration, Figure 5.1 depicts an example using simulated data of 
20 clustered and 20 random patterns (for more details on the simulations in 
this context see Section 5.2). Figure 5.1 a) shows the smoothed L -  functions, 
5.1 b) the first two principal components, 5.1 c) a plot of the scores of all 
patterns on the first two principal components and 5.1 d) a dendrogram of 
the scores. The first principal component (full line, Figure 5.1 b)) represents 
clustering behaviour at close distances and the second principal component 
(dashed line) summarizes the behaviour at larger distances. This indicates 
that the different subpatterns differ most with regard to absence or presence 
of clustering at close distances, as expected. The dendrogram in Figure 5.1 
d) clearly shows two distinct groups- the clustered patterns and the random 
patterns.
Note that here, as well as in all other examples including the data set the 
first two principal components explained more than 85% (for this example:
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87.4%) of the variance, with the third PC only contributing very little (for 
this example: 0.78%). We have thus used only two PCs in most of the 
examples and do not comment on this in each case.
a b
Figure 5.1: Results from a functional principal component analysis on L -  
functions for 20 clustered and 20 random patterns, a) smoothed L-functions, 
b) first two principal components, c) a plot of the scores of all patterns on 
the first two principal components, d) dendrogram of the scores
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5.2 Feasibility study
Prior to application of the approach to the case study data set, we assess the 
ability of the approach to distinguish point patterns with known and different 
spatial behaviour. For this purpose we ran a feasibility study and simulated 
groups of point patterns with different but known properties. These included 
groups of random patterns, generated from homogeneous or inhomogeneous 
Poisson processes, clustered patterns, generated from Poisson cluster pro­
cesses or Thomas processes, and regular patterns, generated from Strauss 
processes (refer to Section 3.4 above for more details on these processes). 
Overall, the following aspects are considered:
a) Before any functional data analysis, the estimated functions, i.e. the 
summary statistics here, must be smoothed as explained above (see 
Section 5.1.1). We use cubic B-splines for this purpose for reasons given 
in Section 5.1.3. Hence we need to advise on an appropriate choice for 
the number of splines used, as the number of splines determines the 
degree of smoothness.
b) Furthermore, the choice of the clustering algorithm applied to the scores 
on the principal components after the principal component analysis is 
crucial for the results as different algorithms yield different results.
c) It is not directly clear which of the two summary statistics, i.e. the 
L-function or the pair-correlation function, yield better results.
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d) Finally, the capability of the overall method to distinguish groups of 
different spatial behaviour is to be investigated such that both its 
strengths and its weaknesses are revealed and recommendations made.
Aspects a) and b) are addressed by investigating the effect of the number 
of splines on the smoothness of the summary statistics and the effect of the 
clustering algorithm on the structure of the dendrograms respectively with 
various types of simulated patterns, see below.
Aspects c) and d), however, lead to a detailed and extended simulation 
study where the performance of the method was assessed both with homoge­
neous (Section 5.2.1 .1 ) and inhomogeneous patterns (Section 5.2.1 .2 ). The 
ability of the method to distinguish correctly between distinct groups of si­
mulated patterns with known spatial behaviour is used as a criterion for the 
quality of its performance.
a) C hoice o f num ber of sp lines It is not possible to provide a general 
rule for determining the ’’right” number of splines for any application of 
spline smoothing (Green and Silverman 1994). The appropriate num­
ber will differ across applications and depends heavily on the number of 
points in which the function to be smoothed has been estimated. Gene­
rally speaking, a smaller number of splines yields very smooth functions 
which might ignore locally important features. However, using larger 
numbers of splines retains more detail but may also produce spurious 
oscillation.
Figure 5.2 shows an example where the L-functions for 20 simulated 
random patterns (generated from a Poisson process) and 20 simulated
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regular patterns (generated from a Strauss process) with 100 points 
each were smoothed with 5, 8 and 20 splines respectively. The small 
number of splines in 5.2 a) leads to over-smoothing where the typical 
shape of the L-function and the fact that the function passes through 
the origin are lost, whereas 5.2 c) shows a case where too many splines 
have been used such that the functions oscillate too strongly. In this 
specific case the number of splines used in 5.2 b) may be the most suit­
able. Overall, the plots of the smoothed functions have to be carefully 
inspected separately in each application.













0 .0  0 .1  0 .2  0 .3  0 .4  0 .5
distance distance
Figure 5.2: Smoothed L-functions with 5, 8 , and 20 splines for 20 simulated 
random patterns and 20 simulated regular patterns
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b) C hoice o f clustering algorithm  A number of clustering algorithms 
were applied to the scores on the principal components when the method 
was used with groups of clustered and random patterns as well as ran­
dom and regular patterns, including single linkage, complete linkage 
and Ward’s method. Overall, Ward’s method produced the most com­
pact clusters and was thus chosen to be used in both the feasibility 
study and for the application. To illustrate this, Figure 5.3 shows the 
dendrogram resulting from a) the single linkage algorithm, b) Ward’s 
method. Here, the FPCA method was applied to 20 simulated random 
patterns (rani, ... , ran20 in the plot) and 20 simulated regular pat­
terns (regl, ... , reg20 in the plot) on the unit square. Since all patterns 
within each of the two groups were generated from the same algorithm, 
their spatial patterns should have very similar properties, resulting in 
very similar scores on the first principal components within the groups. 
This should be reflected in compact sub-trees in the dendrogram. It is 
clear that this is not the case for the dendrogram resulting from the sin­
gle linkage algorithm whereas the dendrogram resulting from Ward’s 
method yields two relatively compact groups. The complete linkage 
algorithm yields very similar results to Ward’s method.
5.2.1 Separation performance and choice of summary 
statistic, (c) and (d)
As indicated above, the performance of the PC A was assessed in terms of 
its ability to distinguish between groups of patterns with distinct and known
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single linkage Ward’s method
Figure 5.3: Dendrogram of scores on first two principal components using a) 
the single linkage algorithm and b) Ward’s method
spatial behaviour. In this section we summarise the results of an extended 
simulation study where the performance was assessed separately for homo­
geneous and inhomogeneous patterns. Since the estimation of the second 
order summary statistics is more complicated in the inhomogeneous case, as 
the additional step of estimating the intensity is required, it is not obvious 
whether the performance is the same for both homogeneous and inhomoge­
neous patterns.
Unless otherwise stated all simulated patterns consisted of an expected num­
ber of n  =  100 points in order to ensure that everything but the spatial 
patterning is kept constant. Nevertheless, the number of points in the diffe­
rent patterns should not have an influence on the performance of the method, 
since the second order summary statistics are standardised by the intensity 
of the pattern. Only if the number of points is small (i.e. <  20) problems
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may occur since the estimated function gets very coarse.
5 .2 .1 .1  H om ogeneous case
We begin by assessing the ability of the functional principal component 
method to distinguish between a set of random patterns and a set of clus­
tered patterns, as well as a set of random patterns and a set of regular 
patterns respectively. In a next step we assess the sensitivity of the method 
to distinguish patterns with different degrees of clustering and regularity, re­
spectively. Finally, we consider clustered, regular and random patterns and 
the performance of the method in this context.
C lustered  versus random  p atterns and regular versus random  p at­
terns In the simplest case, a set of 20 homogeneous Poisson cluster pro­
cesses were simulated on the unit square with a parent process of intensity 
c =  10 and daughter processes with radius r a d  =  0.025. In addition, a set of 
20 binomial processes, i.e. Poisson processes with a fixed number of points, 
were generated. L-functions as well as pair-correlation functions were esti­
mated for each of the patterns. These were smoothed with 10 cubic B-splines 
and then subjected to a functional principal component analysis followed by 
a cluster analysis of their scores in the first two principal components. The 
method was capable of distinguishing the two groups of patterns perfectly: 
there was no misclassification, either with L-functions or with pair-correlation 
functions.
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A similar result was achieved with two sets of 20 random and 20 regular 
(hard core) processes, i.e. patterns generated from a Strauss process with 
7  =  0; again there were no misclassifications.
Figure 5.4 shows the resulting dendrogram for both situations using the 
homogeneous L-function as a summary statistic. Figure 5.4 a) shows the 
dendrogram for the clustered versus random patterns and Figure 5.4 b) shows 
the dendrogram for the regular versus random patterns.
a) b)
Figure 5.4: Clustered scores on the first two principal components for 20 
regular and 20 random patterns using FPCA on L-functions (a) and clustered 
scores on the first two principal components for 20 clustered and 20 random 
patterns again using FPCA on L -functions (b).
Strength of regularity In order to assess the sensitivity of the method 
when the groups of patterns become increasingly similar, Strauss processes 
(Strauss 1975) with different levels of regularity were compared to hard core
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function repulsion weak (7  =  0.9) medium (7  =  0.5) strong (7  — 0 .1 )~T- Wo Wo 10%
pair-correlation 0% 0% 5%
Table 5.1: Percentage of misclassified processes after FPCA on L-functions 
and pair-correlation functions when comparing a group of hard core pro­
cesses (very strong repulsion) to a group of processes with different levels of 
repulsion.
processes. The interaction parameter was chosen as 7  G {0.1,0.2, 0.3,0.4,0.5, 
0.6,0.7,0 .8,0.9 ,1}, where we have a hard core process if 7  =  0 and a Pois­
son process if 7  =  1. Each of the ten sets was compared to 20 simulated 
Strauss processes with complete inhibition (hard core process) within a ra­
dius of r a d  =  0.05. There was only a small number of misclassifications when 
repulsion was very strong, i.e. when the two groups of processes were very 
similar. See Table 5.1 for an overview of these results.
Strength of clustering For the purpose of assessing the sensitivity of the 
method with groups of different levels of clustering two sets of 20 Thomas pro­
cesses with weak and strong clustering, respectively, were simulated. Here, 
the mean number of points per cluster was kept constant such that strength 
of clustering was interpreted as equivalent to size of clusters. Thus patterns 
with smaller clusters result in stronger clustering as the intensity of the points 
within the clusters is higher. Table 5.2 summarises the results for the diffe­
rent summary statistics. It is clear that the method again is very sensitive 
and manages to distinguish between the patterns very well, with the pair 
correlation function performing slightly better.
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percentage misclassified 
L-function 5 %
pair-correlation function 0 %
Table 5.2: Percentage of misclassified processes after FPCA on L-functions 
and pair-correlation functions, respectively when comparing a group of 
weakly clustered processes to a group of strongly clustered processes
C lustered  versus random  versus regular p attern s Three groups -  20 
regular, 20 random and 20 clustered patterns -  were simulated to investigate 
the performance of the method with regular, clustered and random patterns. 
We anticipated above (see Section 5.1.3) that it is likely that regular and 
random patterns will be classified as more similar than clustered and random 
patterns. We here compare the results for the suggested modification of the 
functional component analysis using the correlation matrix that we apply in 
this thesis to the original approach using the covariance matrix.
When using the L - function, 90.36% of the variation amongst the functions 
was explained by the first two PC’s when the covariance matrix was used; 
this could be increased to 94.94% by using the correlation matrix. When the 
pair-correlation function was used, both the approach using the covariance 
matrix and the approach using the correlation matrix accounted for 99.5% 
of the variation. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show that for both summary statistics, 
the three clusters were clearly identified by the method, and in both cases 
the regular patterns seemed more similar to the random ones, as predicted. 
The three clusters appear more distinct when the pair-correlation is used as 
a summary statistic. It seems advisable to use the FPCA on the correla­
tion matrix whenever clustered, regular and random patterns are likely to
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occur and the L-function is being used. Apparently, this difference is less 
pronounced when pair-correlation functions are used.
Figure 5.5: Clustered scores on the first two principal components for 20 
clustered, 20 regular and 20 random patterns using FPCA on L-functions
5.2.1.2 Inhomogeneous patterns
In many applications, and in the case of the Cooljarloo data set, the assump­
tion that the point pattern is homogeneous does not always hold and it is 
not clear whether the above results can be generalised to this case. Thus, in 
order to assess the performance of the method with inhomogeneous data the 
same comparisons as in Section 5.2.1 . 1  were repeated using simulated inho­
mogeneous patterns and the inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation 
function, respectively.
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Figure 5.6: Clustered scores on the first two principal components for 20 
clustered, 20 regular and 20 random patterns using FPCA on pair-correlation 
functions
Clustered versus random patterns and regular versus random  pat­
terns In a first step, 20 inhomogeneous Poisson cluster processes were si­
mulated. These were Poisson cluster processes with an inhomogeneous Pois­
son process as a mother process. The intensity increased according to the 
trend function f ( x , y ) =  30y .  These were compared to 20 inhomogeneous 
Poisson processes with the same trend function. When the inhomogeneous 
L-function (3.5) was applied, the method was strongly influenced by the 
bias in the estimation for larger distances (Baddeley et al. 2000). Restric­
tion to smaller distances, e.g. by only considering distances up to 0 .2 , im­
proved the results. These problems were clearly less pronounced when the 
pair-correlation function was used. In addition, there was no need to cut 
the pair-correlation functions to shorter distances. The results in Section 
5.2.1.1 already indicated that the pair-correlation leads to a better perfor-
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% misclassified % misclassified
clustered, random regular, random 
L-function, uncut 32.5 % 43.5 %
L - function, cut 2.5 % 6.5 %
pair-correlation function, uncut 0 % 0 %
Table 5.3: Percentage of misclassified processes after FPCA on L-functions 
and pair-correlation functions, respectively when comparing a group of in­
homogeneous clustered processes to a group of inhomogeneous random pro­
cesses and when comparing a group of inhomogeneous regular processes to a 
group of inhomogeneous random processes
mance of the FPCA method than the L-function. Apparently the difference 
in performance increases in the context of inhomogeneous patterns, with the 
pair correlation function showing optimal results and the uncut L-function 
yielding extremely unreliable results. See Table 5.3 for a comparison of the 
percentage of misclassifications2 for L-functions that were not cut or cut to 
shorter distances, as well as for pair-correlation functions.
Similarly, 20 inhomogeneous Strauss processes were simulated. The inten­
sity increased according to the trend function f ( x , y ) =  30y .  These were com­
pared to 20 inhomogeneous Poisson processes with the same trend function.
Again, there was a strong bias in the estimated L functions at larger 
distances, heavily influencing the performance of the method. Results im­
proved when the pair-correlation function was used and again, there was no 
need to cut the pair-correlation functions to shorter distances. The approach 
yields even more unreliable results with a misclassification of 43.5 % than
2The number of misclassifications was determined as follows: 1) Identify the group with 
the largest number of patterns of one of the two types; 2) count the number of patterns of 
the other type allocated to this group, 3) add to this the number of patterns of the first 
type allocated to the other group. Note that this means that there cannot be more than 
50% misclassifications.
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repulsion weak (7  =  0.9) medium (7  =  0.5) strong (7  — 0 .1 )
L-function, uncut 23% 33% 45 %
L-function, cut 5% 1 2 % 25 %
pair-correlation f. 0% 0% 10 %
Table 5.4: Percentage of misclassified processes after FPCA on L-functions 
and pair-correlation functions when comparing a group of hard core pro­
cesses (very strong repulsion) to a group of processes with different levels of 
repulsion.
in the previous comparison when the L-function is used, whereas the pair- 
correlation function still performs flawlessly. See Table 5.3 for a comparison 
of the percentage of misclassifications for L-functions which were uncut and 
cut to shorter distances, as well as for pair-correlation functions.
S tren gth  o f regularity Again, the sensitivity of the method when the 
groups of patterns become increasingly similar was assessed using inhomo­
geneous Strauss processes with different levels of regularity and comparing 
these to hard core processes. The interaction parameter was chosen as 
7  E {0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5, 0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1}, where we have a hard core pro­
cess if 7  =  0 and a Poisson process if 7  =  1. Each of the ten sets was 
compared to 20 simulated inhomogeneous Strauss processes with complete 
inhibition (hard core process) with a radius r a d  =  0.05. For the L-function 
results are again poor, unlike for the pair correlation function, where there 
again was only a small number of misclassifications when repulsion was very 
strong, i.e. when the two groups of processes were very similar. See Table
5.4 for an overview of these results.
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percentage misclassified 
L-function, uncut 45 %
L-function, cut 30 %
pair-correlation function, uncut 0 %
Table 5.5: Percentage of misclassified processes after FPCA on L-functions 
and pair-correlation functions, respectively, when comparing a group of 
weakly clustered processes to a group of strongly clustered processes
Strength of clustering When two sets of Poisson cluster processes with 
different levels of clustering (as in Section 5.2 .1 .1 ) were compared, the diffe­
rences between the two summary statistics were even more pronounced, see 
Table 5.5. The pair-correlation function yields a result with no misclassifica- 
tions whereas even the cut L-function leads to misclassifications of 30%.
Clustered versus random versus regular patterns Again, three groups 
of inhomogeneous patterns -  20 regular, 20 random and 20 clustered processes 
-  were simulated to investigate the performance of the method with regular, 
clustered and random patterns.
When using the L-function (cut to close distances), 63.4% of the varia­
tion amongst the functions could be explained by the first two PCs when the 
covariance matrix was used, which increased to 72.49% by using the corre­
lation matrix. When the pair-correlation function was used, the approach 
using the covariance matrix accounted for 83.5% of the variation and the 
approach using the correlation matrix accounted for 87.3% of the variation.
Again, as in the homogeneous case the three clusters were clearly identi­
fied by the method when the pair correlation function was used. There were 
a few misclassifications, though, when the L-function was used (cut to close
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distances). In both cases the regular patterns seemed more similar to the 
random patterns than the clustered patterns, as predicted.
Conclusion These results clearly indicate that it is advisable to use the 
pair-correlation function for the FPCA whenever an inhomogeneous second- 
order summary statistic is used. We will take this aspect into account when 
applying the functional principal component method to the Cooljarloo data 
set in Section 5.4 since most of the subpatterns in the data set have been 
found to be inhomogeneous (see Section 4.1 .2 .3).
5.3 Sim ulation study: erroneous data
The performance of the approach when applied to noisy data is assessed, since 
data used in ecological studies are susceptible to error, in particular when 
data collection is challenging, as for example in Armstrong (1991) where the 
location of more than 6000 individuals had to be determined. Due to this 
large number of plants and also the fact that it is difficult to determine the 
exact location of plants with, e.g. a creeping habit, errors are very likely. 
Identifying the exact location of a plant and distinguishing individuals may 
be a complex task in itself (Magurran 1988; Stoll and Weiner 2000). Fur­
thermore, the data in Armstrong (1991) were collected on a grid with cells 
marked to lm  x lm  but estimated and recorded on a 10 cm x 10cm grid and 
the location was only accurate up to the fineness of the grid.
In order to investigate the robustness of the method, three different types 
of error common to ecological applications are considered:
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a) The location is inaccurately recorded due to human error or technical 
problems.
b) The location is recorded on a grid. This grid is fine enough that the 
probability that any resulting cell contains more than one data point is 
very small. Nevertheless, strictly speaking the recorded location does 
not reflect the exact location of the individual plants.
c) The wrong species is recorded, i.e. marks were accidentally confounded.
The simulation study mimicked these three cases by generating point patterns 
of different spatial behaviour and subsequently increasing the noise in the 
data. For a) an increasing degree of random noise is deliberately added to the 
original locations; for b) the data are discretised to different resolutions; and 
for c) an increasing number of marks from one species are randomly replaced 
by marks of another species. In all three cases, the focus is to identify the 
degree of distortion that may be introduced whilst still preserving sufficiently 
accurate results, in order to provide ecologists with an indication as to the 
degree of accuracy in the data collection required3.
As above, all simulated patterns consisted of an expected number of n  =  
100 points, unless otherwise stated, in order to ensure that everything but 
the spatial patterning is kept constant. Nevertheless, the number of points
3Note that non-registration of an individual may be another common error. We will 
here assume that this mistake happens independent of the location of the individual and 
can thus be regarded as independent thinning. As indicated in Section 3.3.2, the summary 
statistics are invariant under independent thinning such that we do not consider this issue 
here any further. This assumption may be disputable as the probability of not registering 
an individual may vary across the plot with changing light conditions, say. However, in 
the study data set no additional information is available which could be used to identify 
areas where non-registration is more likely.
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in the different patterns should not have an influence on the performance of 
the method, since the second order summary statistics are standardised by 
the intensity of the pattern.
Also, as above, each set of patterns consisted of 20 patterns. I.e. when 
two sets of patterns are considered the method is applied to a total of 40 
patterns.
5.3.1 Inaccurate location
In order to mimic erroneously recorded locations, sets of clustered, random 
and regular point patterns were generated as described in Section 5.2. Sub­
sequently, values from a normal distribution iV(0 , a 2) were generated and 
added to the original x -  and ^/-coordinates. Here, the strength of noise is 
reflected in the size of a 2 .
Note that after this procedure the patterns generated from a homoge­
neous Poisson process will still show complete spatial randomness whereas 
the clustered and regular processes will become increasingly similar to the 
Poisson processes.
Figures 5.7 (a) and (c) show the percentage of misclassifications for diffe­
rent degrees of noise for inhomogeneous patterns, for simulations where clus­
tered versus random and regular versus random patterns were generated as 
in Section 5.2 and analysed using the pair-correlation function. Figure 5.7 
(b) and (d) show the analogous results for the L-function.
Similarly, Figures 5.8 (a) and (c) show the percentage of misclassifications 
for different degrees of noise for inhomogeneous patterns, for simulations 
where clustered versus random and regular versus random patterns were
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generated and analysed using the pair-correlation function. Figure 5.7 (b) 
and (d) show the analogous results for the L-function.
In the homogeneous case, for the analyses with the L-function, results 
become increasingly unreliable from a standard deviation of 0.2 onwards for 
clustered patterns and from 0.03 for regular patterns. Since the patterns 
have been generated on the unit-square, 0.2 is equivalent to 20% of the plot 
length, and 0.03 to 3% of the plot length. In the inhomogeneous case, for the 
analyses with the L-function, results become increasingly unreliable from a 
standard deviation of 0.15 onwards for clustered patterns and from 0.025 for 
regular patterns. Since the patterns have been generated on the unit-square, 
0.15 is equivalent to 15% of the plot length, and 0.025 to 2.5% of the plot 
length.
Translated into practical terms, this means that for a data set as in Arm­
strong (1991) where the locations have been recorded on a 
22  m x 22  m plot, the 2cr region for the noise has a width of 1 . 1  m for re­
gular patterns and 6.60 m for clustered patterns. The results are similar 
but slightly better for the pair-correlation, with results getting increasingly 
unreliable from a standard deviation of 0.22 onwards for clustered patterns 
and from 0.03 for regular patterns (i.e. 9.68m and 1.32m in the study data 
plot).
5.3.2 D ata collected on a grid
Spatial point process models assume that the location of objects under in­
vestigation was recorded on a continuous scale. In practice, however, this is
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(a) (b)
degree of noise (std) degree of noise (std)
(c) (d)
degree of noise (std) degree of noise (std)
Figure 5.7: Percentage of inisclassifications as a function of the strength of 
noise, homogeneous patterns, (a): clustered versus random patterns, pair- 
correlation function, (b): regular versus random patterns, pair-correlation 
function, (c): clustered versus random patterns, L - function, (d): regular 
versus random patterns, L-function
not the case since data are typically sampled from a discretised space due 
to real world constraints. Ecologists typically record a plant’s location on a 
grid, e.g. Armstrong (1991). This grid has a very fine resolution such that it 
is very unlikely for any two points to appear in the same grid cell but this is 
not impossible. Here, we generate patterns as in Section 5.2 and then modify 
the location to an increasingly coarse grid by rounding the coordinates.
Figure 5.9 shows the number of misclassifications resulting from an in­
creasingly coarse grid when the simulated patterns are homogeneous. Figure
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(a) (b)
degree of noise (std) 
(C)
0.05 0.10 0.15
degree of noise (std)
0.04 0.06 0.08
degree of noise (std)
(d )
0.04 0.06 0.08
degree of noise (std)
Figure 5.8: Percentage of inisclassifications as a function of the strength of 
noise, inhomogeneous patterns, (a): clustered versus random patterns, pair- 
correlation function, (b): regular versus random patterns, pair-correlation 
function, (c): clustered versus random patterns, L-function, (d): regular 
versus random patterns, L-function
5.9 a) and c) show the results when the L-function was used for clustered 
and regular patterns, respectively. Figure 5.9 b) and d) show the analogous 
results when the pair-correlation function was used.
The results are very similar, for both regular and clustered patterns as well 
as for the two summary statistics. Misclassifications only occur when the 
grid becomes as coarse as consisting of 4 x 4 =  16 cells. Hence, the method 
only fails when the grid has been extremely coarse-grained, so coarse that 
this choice of grid would be highly impractical in applications. In order to
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(a) (b)
10 20 30 40 50 10 20 30 40 50
number of cells in grid number of cells in grid
(c) (d)
number of cells in grid number of cells in grid
Figure 5.9: Percentage of misclassifications as a function of the number of 
gridcells used (homogeneous patterns), a): clustered patterns, L-function, 
b): clustered patterns, pair-correlation function, c): regular patterns, L -  
function, d): regular patterns, pair-correlation function
measure the exact location of 20 sets of approximately 100 points each, a grid 
of this coarseness would not be chosen. Also, note that, theoretically, spatial 
point processes are defined as simple processes where the probability of two 
points occurring at the same location is zero (Mpller and Waagepetersen 
2003b). Using a very coarse grid will yield a large number of points recorded 
as occurring in the same location which would make the use of spatial point 
pattern modelling invalid.
However, the finer structure within the clusters is lost leading to less detailed
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results and changing the relative differences between species. Thus, the re­
lative position of the individual patterns in the hierarchy is both obscured 
and altered. To illustrate this, Figure 5.10 shows the resulting dendrograms 
(analysis done using L-functions and homogeneous clustered versus random 
patterns) for a) the original data, b) data on a 15 x 15 grid and c) data on a 
5 x 5  grid. Despite the increasing coarseness none of the subpatterns is mis- 
classified but the structure within the clusters changes. For example ”ranl8” 
and ’’ran 19” appear very similar in Figures 5.10 a) and b) but have moved 
rather far away from each other in Figure 5.10 c). This change is stronger 
within the group of random patterns. Similar effects can be observed when 
the pair-correlation function is used and also for inhomogeneous patterns.
Similarly, Figure 5.11 shows the number of misclassifications resulting from 
an increasingly coarse grid when the simulated patterns are inhomogeneous. 
Figure 5.11 a) and c) show the results when the L-function was used for 
clustered and regular patterns, respectively. Figure 5.11 b) and d) show 
the analogous results when the pair-correlation function was used. Here, 
subpatterns are misclassified when the grid consists of 6 x 6 =  36 cells, which 
still is a degree of coarseness which would not be used in practice.
On the whole, we conclude that the fact that the data have been recorded on 
a grid does not meaningfully influence the overall results but some changes 
in the finer structure of the results can be observed if the grid becomes 
increasingly coarse.
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5.3.3 Wrong species recorded
In practice, human error might lead to the data collector recording the wrong 
species. This can be the result of a number of mistakes, such as misrecorded 
species and other data processing errors. Most of these problems are not 
systematic and thus cannot be meaningfully simulated and so will not be 
considered here. We consider a situation where individual plants from one 
specific species have been erroneously recorded as being another specific spe­
cies with a different spatial behaviour. We assume it is unlikely that it is an 
arbitrary misclassification, but one with a species of similar phenotypic cha­
racteristics as we assume that this is the most likely error that may happen.
In order to mimic this situation, sets of regular and random as well as 
clustered and random patterns were simulated as described above (see Section 
5.2). Subsequently, individuals from one of the clustered or regular patterns, 
respectively, were randomly labelled with the label of one of the random 
patterns. The probability of this relabelling was varied and the effect of an 
increasing probability of misclassification investigated.
To assess the influence of misclassification we consider the following. For 
two point patterns x  and y  let d ( x , y )  be the Euclidean distance between 
the score vectors of the corresponding first two principal components. For 
two sets of point patterns x  =  { x \ , . . . ,  xn} and y  =  { y i , . . . ,  y m }  we can now 
calculate the average of these distances for pattern Xi to the other patterns in 
its group relative to the average distance of pattern X{ to all other patterns, 
i.e. we use the relative distance r d  as defined by
,, . (n -  i ) -1 £ " =  i  d(xi, xi)
(X i’ X ’ V) (n  -  I)"1 E U  d ( x i ,  x j )  +  m -i E Z i  d ( x it lft)
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and assess the influence of the method on rd, assuming that a pattern will 
be classified into the nearest group. If the distance to the original group is 
larger than the distance to the wrong group, i.e. when rd(£j,x, y) > 0.5, the 
modified pattern is more likely to be wrongly classified.
To illustrate this, Figure 5.12 shows a plot of how an individual subpattern 
slowly ’’moves” from its own group of regular patterns into the other group 
of random patterns with increasing probability of an individual point in a 
subpattern being re-labelled (see circle).
Figure 5.13 shows the results from 100 simulations for regular patterns (Strauss 
processes with complete inhibition) versus random patterns, using the L -  
function. rd (^ ,x , y) is plotted as a function of the probability of an indivi­
dual point in a subpattern being re-labelled.
From a probability of re-labelling of more than 0.24 onwards r d ( x i , x, y) >  0.5 
in the case of regular versus random patterns when L-functions are being 
used. It increases to 0.27 for the pair-correlation function in the same setting, 
and to 0.32 and 0.36 in the of case clustered versus random patterns, for L -  
function and pair-correlation function, respectively.
Note that the problem of misclassification has not been assessed for in­
homogeneous patterns. Whereas the simulation and estimation process for 
the 100 simulations could be automated in the homogeneous context, this 
could not be done in the inhomogeneous context since, as noted previously, 
the estimation of both the inhomogeneous L-function and the inhomogeneous 
pair-correlation function requires an estimation of the intensity surface which
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in turn involves the choice of a bandwidth. This choice cannot be done auto­
matically as the appropriate degree of smoothness depends on the specific 
application, making the entire simulation highly impractical.




Figure 5.10: Dendrogram of scores on the first two principal components from 
FPCA on L-functions for homogeneous clustered versus random patterns, for 
original data a), data on a 15 x 15 grid b) and data on a 5 x 5 grid c)
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(a) (b)
number of cells in grid number of cells in grid
Figure 5.11: Percentage of misclassifications as a function of the number of 
gridcells used (inhomogeneous patterns), a): clustered patterns, L-function, 
b): clustered patterns, pair-correlation function, c): regular patterns, L -  
function, d): regular patterns, pair-correlation function
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(a) (b)
first PC first PC
(C) ( d )
first PC first PC
Figure 5.12: Demonstration of the regular subpattern ,5regl” (see circle) be­
coming increasingly dissimilar from the group of regular patterns with in­
creasing probability of an individual point in a subpattern being re-labelled; 
relabelling probabilities are a) 0.0, b) 0.3, c) 0.7 and d) 0.9.
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probability of wrong label
Figure 5.13: r d ( x i ,  x, y) as a function of the probability of an individual point 
in a subpattern being re-labelled for regular (Strauss process with complete 
inhibition) and random patterns using the L-function
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5.4 Application to data set
Informed by both the feasibility study and the simulation study for erro­
neous data we can now apply the method to the Cooljarloo data set. Both 
studies have consistently shown that the performance of the pair-correlation 
function is much better than that of the L-function, in particular when the 
data are inhomogeneous. Since most of the individual species show strong 
inhomogeneity the inhomogeneous pair correlation function (Baddeley et al. 
2000) was used to analyse the Cooljarloo data set. Furthermore, as indi­
cated in Section 5.3.1 the method would become unreliable if the location 
had been incorrectly recorded by 9.68 m for clustered patterns and by 1.32 
m for regular patterns. Naturally, it is impossible to verify the exactness of 
the data collection several years later but it is highly unlikely that mistakes 
of this magnitude have been made, given that the data were collected on a 
grid with cells marked to lm x lm  and estimated to an accuracy of 10 cm by 
10 cm cells. In addition, this is a very fine grid, and so, according to Section 
5.3.2, the results should not be very different from those that would have 
been yielded with data collected on a continuous scale. Naturally, we can­
not assess the probability of a misclassification of the recorded individuals, 
neither from within the plot or from outside.
The estimated pair correlation functions were smoothed using 10 cubic B- 
splines. See Figure 5.14 for a plot of the smoothed pair correlation functions.
The first two principal components explain 84.9 %  of the variance, the 
third principal component would only explain another 7.8 % . As before, we 
will thus restrict the further analysis to the first two PCs. The analysis of
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the first two principal components (Figure 5.15) reveals that the first PC 
describes clustering at close distances and the second PC clustering at larger 
distances. Hence the most distinctive feature in the spatial behaviour is the 
species’ behaviour at close distances.
Figure 5.16 shows the result of the hierarchical cluster analysis (Ward’s 
method) on the scores of the first two principal components. Four different 
groups of patterns can be identified as indicated in the plot. The numbers 
represent the species numbers as given in Table 2.1.
Figure 5.17 plots the scores on the first two principal components. The 
grouping derived from the dendrogram is indicated by the same colours that 
were used in Figure 5.16. Blue numbers refer to group 1, red numbers refer 
to group 2, black numbers to group 3 and green numbers to group 4.
To interpret this grouping, we need to refer back to the principal components 
in Figure 5.15. For example, the second group (red numbers) scores low 
(negative) on the first principal component which represents clustering at 
close distances. All species in this group have a negative score in the first 
PC, indicating no clustering at close distances but some degree of repulsion, 
maybe a hard core. The second group (red numbers) also scores low on the 
second principal component, which represents clustering at larger distances. 
This indicates that the patterns in this group show no clustering at larger 
distances, ranging from random behaviour at larger distances (species 61 for 
example) to some repulsion at larger distances (species 20 for example)4.
4Note that the repulsion observed for these species in this analysis do not contradict 
the results in Chapter 4. The methods applied there tested for significant deviations from 
CSR and found no case of a significantly repulsive pattern.
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We will now look at the grouping within the individual groups in more 
detail and provide explanations for the spatial behaviour of the species in 
the groups.
•  G rou p  1 (b lue):
Group 1 consists of species 3, 5, 6, 18, 25, 36, 48, 50, 51. All species in 
group 1 have negative scores on the first principal component indicating 
some repulsion at close distances (up to 20cm). Species 3, 18, 50 and 51 
have a score of almost zero on the second principal component, indicat­
ing randomness beyond 20cm from each plant. This can be explained 
by the fact that the root system of the parent plant inhibits survival of 
daughter plants at close distances but not beyond (Armstrong 1991). 
Species 6 exhibits some light repulsion at further distances but on the 
whole behaves very similar to 50 and 51. Species 5, 25, 36 and 48 show 
increasing levels of clustering at distances beyond 20cm.
•  G rou p  2 (red):
The species in group 2, i.e. species 20, 33, 37, 42, 45, 47, 49 and 61 score 
negatively on the first principal component. Since the scores have larger 
negative values than those in group one, repulsion is stronger in this 
group. This means they all exhibit strong repulsion at close distances 
(up to 25cm). Some of the species within this group (47, 49 and 61) 
have a score around zero on the second principal component indicating 
randomness at larger distances, the other species show an increasingly 
negative score on the second, indicating different levels of repulsion 
up to a distance of approximately 30cm. All species in this group are
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long-lived (Armstrong 2005). The individual plants have apparently 
established an exclusion zone around themselves over the years.
•  G rou p  3 (b lack):
This is the largest and most heterogeneous group consisting of species 
8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 26, 32, 34, 38 and 64. These species show increasingly 
positive scores on the first principal component indicating increasing 
levels of clustering at close distances (up to 20cm), starting from almost 
random for 12, 32, 34, via some light clustering for 8, 15 and 38 to 
stronger clustering for 13, 14, 26 and 64. On the second principal 
component we find negative, near zero and positive scores, with species 
12, 13, 14, 26, 57 showing repulsion at distances beyond 20 cm, species 
15, 32, 34 and 57 showing randomness and species 8 and 64 exhibiting 
clustering also between 20 and 30 cm distance.
•  G roup  4 (green ):
The three species 19, 23 and 54 all show strong clustering at close 
distances. Both 19 and 54 show repulsion at distances beyond 20cm 
whereas species 23 shows strong clustering also beyond 20cm. All the 
species in this group are seed producing (Armstrong 2005); the clus­
tering may indicate that they shed their seed mainly in close distances 
around them.
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Figure 5.14: Plot of smoothed pair correlation functions for Cooljarloo data 
set
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distance
Figure 5.15: Plot of the first two principal component functions for Cooljarloo 
data set; the full line is the 1st PC, the dotted line is the 2nd PC
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Figure 5.16: Dendrogram for the Cooljarloo data set after cluster analysis 
(Ward’s method) of the scores on the first two principal components; numbers 
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score on first PC
Figure 5.17: Plot of the scores on the first two principal components for 
Cooljarloo data set; numbers indicate species numbers as in Table 2.1
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5.5 D iscussion
5.5.1 Discussion of m ethodology
We present an approach to allow principal component analysis of spatial point 
patterns by applying functional principal component analysis to the second- 
order summary statistics of multi-type spatial point patterns. This yields a 
classification of the subpatterns into groups of similar spatial arrangement.
A feasibility study revealed that the method was capable of distinguishing 
clearly between both clustered versus random, and regular versus random 
patterns. Furthermore, the method proved to be sensitive enough to dis­
tinguish between similar types of patterns, i.e. patterns with a very similar 
degree of regularity. Overall, the results were very similar for L-functions and 
pair-correlation functions, with slightly better results for the pair-correlation 
function in some situations. This might have been a result of the cumulative 
nature of the L-function.
In a setting where regular, random and clustered patterns are present, 
the regular patterns appear more similar to the random patterns than do 
the clustered patterns, and as a consequence are more difficult to distin­
guish from the random patterns. Here again, the pair-correlation function 
produced slightly better results with a clearer classification. However, the ob­
served similarity between regular and random arises as an inherent property 
of the patterns themselves. Whilst there is a finite limit to the spacings and 
inhibition associated with regular patterns, there is no limit (in principle) 
to the spacings and attractions associated with clustered patterns. There­
fore there may be a ’’tending to unbounded” difference between random and
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clustered patterns, whereas the regular patterns are constrained to complete 
inhibition. Consequently, when interpreting the results from a principal com­
ponent analysis this must be kept in mind when comparing the strength of 
clustering with respect to the strength of regularity.
A detailed simulation study investigated the performance of the method 
in the presence of noise typical of ecological data. When random noise was 
added to the location of individuals, the method proved to be very stable. 
Only strong degrees of noise led to serious misclassifications. Similarly, when 
data were discretised into a grid of increasing coarseness, only a very coarse 
grid prohibited the overall classification of the subpatterns into the largest 
groups. However, the finer similarity structure became lost as a result of less 
precise data. Finally, the probability of an individual species being classi­
fied into a group with different spatial behaviour was only high when the 
probability of the species to be misidentified was at least 0.24.
In all three cases, again, the pair-correlation function yields slightly better 
results. Overall, the results from the study enable us to inform the applied 
researcher about the degree of noise which will cast doubt on the analysis. 
Using the results from the extended simulation study described here we are 
able to assess the reliability of the results for the data set. This could as­
sure us that given the quality of the data collection described in Armstrong 
(1991), an influence of errors in the data collection other than profound spe­
cies misclassification is very unlikely
Due to the ongoing technological development, larger numbers of simi­
lar data sets, as described in Burslem et al. (2001), will become available. 
Hence, there is much room for an extension of the approach, for example by
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incorporating interspecies interactions based on two-dimensional L-functions 
or pair-correlation functions, or by incorporating marks into the analysis 
using a mixed (i.e. a combination of functional and non-functional) principal 
component analysis.
5.5.2 Discussion of biodiversity theory in this context
The functional principal component analysis revealed groups of species with 
similar spatial behaviour and established those aspects of spatial behaviour 
that vary most among the species in this data set. It might be that the spatial 
behaviour at small distances constitutes a niche-behaviour, i.e. a behaviour 
that the species have specialised in to facilitate coexistence. To understand 
this phenomenon better it is necessary to apply the method to other similiar 
data sets e.g. the one described in Enright et al. (2004), to establish whether 
similar results can be found for these. Furthermore, a similar analysis could 
be applied to the rainforest data sets collected through the CTFS network 
(see Section 2.3.2) to investigate the situation in a very different ecosystem.
In addition, the method may aid validating the ’’Janzen-Connell” hypo­
thesis (see Section 2.3.2). The hypothesis predicts that plant populations 
become more segregated as they age, i.e. that older plants have a more regu­
lar pattern than younger plants. A FPCA of the pattern of plants of different 
age classes (as found on the CTFS plots) could reveal, whether plants of the 
same species but of different age are classified into different groups with re­
gard to the spatial patterning.
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5.5.3 Discussion of results for data set
When applied to the data set the method yielded a description of the most 
distinctive features in the spatial behaviour within the community, i.e. pre­
sence or absence of clustering at close distances (Illian et al. 2004, Illian et 
al. 2005). The second most distinctive feature was the presence or absence 
of clustering at larger distances. This may indicate that multi-species coex­
istence is facilitated through a strong variation in strength of intra-specific 
attraction in an environment as poor in nutrients as the heathlands of West­
ern Australia (Beard 1990; Dixon 2005). However, it will be necessary to 
apply similar methods to other data sets in different and similar environ­
ments and with different degrees of biodiversity to verify this hypothesis.
The grouping of the species into groups of similar spatial behaviour does 
not coincide with other classifications such as regeneration method, genus or 
growth habit. To illustrate this, Table 5.6 shows the species sub-divided by 
the grouping resulting from the FPCA and also by regeneration method5. 
Apart from the very small group IV all groups contain both resprouters 
and seeders. Fisher’s exact test was performed on these results in order to 
test whether there is an association between the FPCA grouping and the 
regeneration strategy. It yielded a non-significant result (p =  0.3106), i.e. 
there is not enough evidence that grouping and regeneration strategy are 
associated. Similarly, being of the same genus does not coincide with the 
grouping. There are cases where species from the same genus have been
5Note that the grouping in this Table 5.6 is different from the grouping obtained in 
Section 4.3. This is due to the fact that the grouping here is based on the species’ position 
relative to the first two principal components rather than with regard to the categories 
’clustered”, ’’random” and ’’regular” or ’’homogeneous” and ’’inhomogeneous”.
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classified into the same group, such as H ib b e r t ia  c r a s s i f o l ia  and H ib b e r t ia  
s u b v a g in a ta  (both in group III) or B a n k s ia  a t t e n u a ta  and B a n k s ia  m e n z ie s i i  
(also both in group III). However, there are also cases where species from 
the same genus fall into different groups, such as L e u c o p o g o n  s t r i a tu s  (group 
II) and L e u c o p o g o n  c o n s te p h io id e s  (group I) or H ib b e r t ia  species (group III) 
and H ib b e r t ia  h y p e r ic o id e s  (group I).
As far as the growth habit is concerned, again different types of growth 
habit do not coincide with the grouping resulting from the FPCA. The ab­
breviation in Table 5.6 indicate the different types of growth habits found in 
the plants in this data set (Armstrong 2005). Again, Fisher’s exact test was 
performed to test whether there is an association between the FPCA grou­
ping and the growth habit. It yielded a non-significant result (p =  0.4428), 
i.e. grouping and growth habit are not associated.
This phenomenon might be due to the fact that we are analysing a very 
ancient community where over millions of years the spatial behaviour has 
been adapted across families to enable coexistence (Dixon 2005). This may 
indicate that a niche specification with regard to spatial clustering at close 
distances may have taken place, thus providing evidence in favour of the 
niche specification hypothesis (see Section 2.3.1). In order to verify this, fur­
ther studies would have to be undertaken to compare results across different 
communities with different degrees of biodiversity.
Further, it is clear from the plot of the scores on the first two principal 
components (see Figure 5.17) that these do not fall into four distinct cluster. 
This reflects the fact that in the real world species’ spatial behaviour does 
not fall into clear-cut categories but form a continuum. As a result, one
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should mainly focus on the interpretation of the fist principal components 
as a characterisation of the community rather than on overinterpreting each 
species’ position in the dendrogram in Figure 5.16.
resprouter seeder
group I C o n s ty l i s  ju n c e a  R H  
H ib b e r t ia  h y p e r ic o id e s  S H  
I s o p o g o n  l in e a r is  S H  
L e p id o s p e r m a  te n u e  S E  
L o m a n d r a  s p . S E  
C h o r d if e x  s in u o s u s  R H  
S c h o l t z ia  aff. in v o lu c r a ta  S H
L e u c o p o g o n  c o n s te p h io id e s  S H
group II A le x g e o g e a  n i te n s  R H  
E r e m a e a  a s tr o c a r p a  S H  
H y p o c a ly m m a  x a n th o p e ta lu m  S H  
L y g in ia  b a rb a ta  R I I  
M e la le u c a  sc a b ra  S H * *
A n d e r s o n ia  h e te r o p h y l la  S H  
A s t r o lo m a  x e r o p h y l lu m  S H  
C o n o s p e r m u m  c r a s s in e r v iu m  S H  
L e u c o p o g o n  s t r i a tu s  S I I
group III B a n k s ia  a t te n u a ta  T S H  
B a n k s ia  m e n z ie s i i  T S H  
C o n o s ty l i s  c a n e s e n c e  R H  
B o s s ia  e r io c a r p a  S H  
E r io s t e m o n  s p ic a tu s  S H * *  
H ib b e r t ia  c r a s s i fo l ia  S H  
H ib b e r t ia  s u b v a g in a ta  S H  
J a c k s o n ia  f lo r ib u n d a  S H  
P h e b o c a r y a  f i l i fo l ia  R H
B o r o n ia  r a m o s a  S H  
S ty l id iu m  c r o s s o c e p h a lu m  S T I
group IV C o n o s te p h iu m  p e n d u lu m  S H  
D a s y p o g o n  b r o m e li i fo l iu s  R H  
P a t e r s o n ia  o c c id e n ta lis  S E
Table 5.6: Species grouped by their spatial behaviour and fire regeneration 
method. ** Indicates that the species is both a seeder and a resprouter, 




A fundamental problem in ecology is assessing the nature and strength of 
interaction between individuals from the same and from different species 
(Law et al. 1997). The previous chapters have mainly considered and char­
acterised intra-specific interaction amongst individuals. It is only through 
addressing inter-specific interaction that we are able to assess fundamental 
questions about species coexistence and biodiversity. This includes for in­
stance whether, as niche theory predicts, the identity of neighbours matters, 
i.e. whether individuals interact in the same way with all other individuals 
irrespective of their identity (Uriate et al. 2004).
However, interaction strength is not directly observable or measurable 
and needs to be operationalised through parameters in a model. Here, we 
take three approaches to fitting specific spatial point process models to the 
Cooljarloo data set investigating inter-specific interaction in particular. The 
parameters of the models reflect characteristics of the pattern such as its 
intensity as well as the strength and the nature of the interaction, i.e. whether 
it is positive or negative.
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However, spatial point process models have not been fitted to entire plant 
communities before. Most applications have been either of a merely descrip­
tive nature using Ripley’s AT-function (Haase 1995; Dale et al. 2002; Liebhold 
and Gurevitch 2002; Wiegand and Moloney 2004) or the model was restricted 
to a very small number of species, typically not more than two or three (Ma- 
teu et al. 1998). In addition, an increasing number of datasets detailing 
individuals in communities with a large number of different species are be­
coming available (see e.g. Burslem et al. 2001). Again, the problem faced 
here is the complexity of the data set. We have sought to apply parsimonious 
approaches such that parameter estimation is feasible with regard to running 
times and tractability despite the data’s complexity.
We begin with a simple approach which assumes equal mutual interaction 
between individuals from different species within an interaction zone around 
each individual, the Continuum Ising model (see Section 6.1). As it turns out, 
this approach is too simplistic. As a consequence, we attempt to improve on 
the model by first introducing an asymmetric interaction structure (Section 
6.2.3) using a frequentist approach. We eventually also vary the interaction 
radius within a Bayesian setting (Section 6.3). We assess the fit for each of 
the approaches and derive recommendations as to further approaches (Illian 
et al. 2006).
6.1 Continuum  Ising m odel
Due to the complexity of the data set, the initial modelling attempt fits a
spatial point process model with a simple structure to improve interpretabil-
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ity. This is a model with as small a number of parameters as possible, in 
order to facilitate parameter estimation as well as interpretation of results. 
As a consequence, a multi-type Continuum Ising Model, as introduced in 
Section 3.4.4.3, is fitted, see also Mpller and Waagepetersen (2003b). Fur­
thermore, given the size of the data set and the potentially large number of 
parameters we aim here at finding an efficient estimation method. We show 
that an estimation procedure based on the pseudolikelihood, similar to the 
one introduced by Baddeley and Turner (2000), see Section 3.5.3, may be 
applied here as well.
This model assumes that, given the locations of the individuals from the other 
species, the pattern of each species follows an inhomogeneous Poisson process. 
This implies that any observed inhomogeneity, clustering or regularity is 
entirely due to the mutual interaction with other species, and not a result 
of environmental variation. This assumption might appear rather simplistic 
and unrealistic, but the assumption of environmental homogeneity holds for 
the given data set (Dixon 2005; Armstrong 2005).
The model also assumes that interactions between individuals from different 
species are symmetric, i.e. that there is mutual inhibition or attraction re­
spectively of the same strength between individuals from the pairs of species. 
Figure 6.1 demonstrates the interaction structure for this model for the case 
of two species. The arrows indicate the direction of the interaction as well as 
its strength. Here, species 1 interacts with species 2 and species 2 interacts 
with species 1. The strength of both these interactions is the same, as indi­
cated by the equally thick arrows. This model may be extended canonically
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to include more than two species while still maintaining a pair-wise interac­
tion structure. We will proceed by initially fitting a two-species model.
Figure 6.1: Interaction structure in the Continuum Ising model for two spe­
cies
More technically, the Continuum Ising model may be defined through its 
density function, as explained in Section 3.4.4.3. Consider a multivariate spa­
tial point process X  G S ,  consisting of k  different types of points 1 , . . . ,  k . I.e. 
we have k  separate subprocesses for k  different species, X i , . . . ,  with the
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following joint probability density function with regard to the homogeneous 
Poisson process:
Here, 6 is a vector of parameters: the normalising constant, ft is a para­
meter governing the intensity of the process X i: h i j ( \ \ (  — rj\\) is an interaction 
function describing the interaction between points from processes X {  and X j , 
where i  ^  j  and n { x i )  denotes the number of points in process i.
We choose the following interaction function:
where ||.|| denotes the absolute distance, or Li-norm between two points and
0{j =  Oji, Qij <  0.
Note that only the interaction between different types of points is modelled 
here, such that the conditional distribution of process Xi follows an inhomoge­
neous Poisson process, given the locations of the other processes. Also, with 
the interaction function in equation 6.2 the model only accounts for negative 
interaction, i.e. 0 ^  <  0. Allowing —oo < 0^  <  oo results in problems with 
integrability.
Figure 6.2 shows the interaction function for different interaction para­
meters on the unit square. The strength of interaction decreases with the 
distance from the individual plant. A larger interaction parameter leads to 
stronger inhibition, i.e. the probability for another individual occurring in 
its vicinity decreases. The interaction function gradually approaches one,
1 <^Gxi r i^ X j
(6.2)
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signifying no interaction. When the interaction parameter increases, the in­
teraction function converges later.
Figure 6.2: Interaction function for Continuum Ising model with different 
interaction parameters; full line: 6 12  =  — 0.003, dotted line: 6 12  =  — 0.005, 
dashed-dotted line: 6 u  =  — 0.007 and dashed line: Q\ 2 =  — 0 .009.
6.1.1 M odel fitting
We aim at applying a parsimonious modelling approach and hence aim at 
finding an equally parsimonious estimation procedure which yields reliable 
results. We thus follow the approach of Baddeley and Turner (2000) in 
favour of applying established software for estimation using a pseudolikeli­
hood approach. The following section derives the approximate estimate of
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the log-pseudolikelihood based on a generalised linear model using readily 
available software.
6.1.1.1 M aximum pseudolikelihood
In Section 3.5.3 we described an approach that may be used for parameter 
estimation when the normalising constant is analytically intractable. Here, 
the normalising constant c (9 )  is likewise not known analytically. Since the 
above density is an exponential family density, we can choose maximum 
pseudolikelihood approaches for parameter estimation as described in Section
3.5.3 above.
The pseudolikelihood for parameter vector 9 =  ($ , 9 i j)  can be written as
k
where X - i  denotes all processes x i , . . . ,  other than x i  and / ( . )  is the density 
function of an inhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity function
p w ) = Y [ f(xi\x-i)
Hence, the pseudolikelihood for the model in (6.1) is
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This is an exponential family model and we now consider the following ap­
proximation using a quadrature scheme:
? I exp(lnft+2S \ S ^ rj > i  V t X j
E E  exp [ In Pi +  2E ^ ' E ^ n
{ quad j > i  V^Xj l l £ - » ? l l
w( ,
where the w$ are quadrature weights with w% =  if £ G Ch and
X X  =  1^1-
We can thus approximate the log-pseudolikelihood through
log PL(0) f» ^ 2  E ^  l0g (6-3)
* €
with
iK  t  c }Via = -----------
and
A*e = exp(log A +  2 E / Sij E  Vll£ _  ’/ID-
j , j > i  rjGXj
The right-hand side of (6.3) is formally equivalent to the weighted log like­
lihood of a generalised linear model with Poisson responses. Baddeley and 
Turner (2000) suggest using algorithms provided by software packages such 
as S-PLUS or R to estimate the parameters of the generalised linear model 
(see also Section 3.5.3 and Baddeley and Turner (2005)). This approach is 
particularly useful in the given situation where the complexity of the data 
structure makes the estimation process susceptible to errors, as it greatly 
facilitates and stabilises the estimation process.
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For the model described in (6.1) we can thus relate the conditional intensity 
function to the vector of sufficient statistics t  as follows
g(X0(u\x)) = 0 T -t,
where g is a link function and 0 =  (% ), where On =  In/?* is the parameter 
vector and t  =  (Lj) with
=  1  { i =  i'}, for f  € Xi>
and
(tij)i'( =  !{*  =  *'} • 2 E  _  ^i-
rjeXj
The vectors tu and tij serve as the explanatory variables in the sense of 
glm. To estimate the model parameters we can use the following call to the 
generalised linear model function in S-PLUS to estimate the parameters
glm(y ~ t l 2 + t l 3 + . . . + t i j + . . . +tkk,  fam ily=poisson, lin k = lo g , 
weights=w)
with 1 <  i <  j  <  k.
6 .1 .1 .2  E stim a te d  p a ra m eters for p a irs o f  sp e c ie s
Initially, the model was fitted to the patterns formed by a subset of pairs 
of species in order to assess the suitability of the approach and to reveal 
potential weaknesses. The subset comprised those pairs where biological 
information existed that suggested negative inter-specific interaction (Arm­
strong 1991, 2005; Dixon 2005). The parameters for pairs in this subset were
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estimated as described above. Initial focus has been on the resprouting spe­
cies Scholtzia involucrata (species number 61), which was assumed to repulse 
most other species as it has been established in the same location for a very- 
long time. In Chapter 4 we found an indication of negative interaction for 
the species with Leucopogon striatus (48) but no interaction with Lyginia 
barbata (50) using the two-dimensional L-functions.
A permutation test (Good 2000) was developed and applied to test for 
significant interaction parameters using random labelling. In each iteration, 
the locations of the individual plants were fixed but the labels (species one 
and species two, respectively) were randomly allocated to these locations. For 
each permutation, the parameters were estimated in the same way as for the 
original labelling. Interaction parameters were considered significant when 
the estimated parameter for the original labelling was larger than 95% of the 
estimated interaction parameters for the permuted patterns. Table 6.1 lists 
some pairs of species with estimated interaction parameters and significance 
level of the permutation test.
Apparently, Scholtzia involucrata interacts negatively with a number of 
species in the data set, but there are also species that the resprouter does 
not interact with. This is in line with the results found in the exploratory 
data analysis.
Figure 6.3 shows the graphs of the interaction function for Dampiera lin­
earis (2 2 , full line) and Scholtzia involucrata (61) as well as Leucopogon stria­
tus (48) and Scholtzia involucrata (dashed line). The dashed line approaches 
the value 1 more rapidly, indicating that Scholtzia involucrata repulses Leu­
copogon striatus less and within a smaller range around the individuals than
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species numbers interaction parameter 6ij significance level
48 and 61 -2.511 p -  0.030
2 2  and 61 -4.486 p =  0 . 0 0 0
2 2  and 48 -0.016 p =  0.857
22 and 36 -0.4475 p =  0.732
23 and 61 -2.963 p =  0 . 0 0 0
25 and 61 -1.352 p =  0 . 0 0 0
38 and 61 -1.321 p =  0 . 0 0 0
50 and 61 -0.08903 p =  0.643
59 and 61 -0.01915 p =  0.0870
Table 6 .1 : Pairs of species with estimated interaction parameters and sig­
nificance levels; species numbers are: Dampiem linearis (2 2 ), Dasypogon 
bromeliifolius (23), Eremaea astrocarpa (25), Hypocalyrnrna xantopethalum 
(36), Jacksonia floribunda (38), Leucopogon striatus (48), Lyginia barbata 
(50), Platysace juncea (59) and Scholtzia involucrata (61); significant para­
meters in bold
it repulses Dampiera linearis.
6.1.2 M odel validation
In order to validate the model, i.e. to assess its fit to the data, inhomogeneous 
L-functions were calculated for the pattern of one species as well as for 39 
simulations from the model for that species given the respective other species 
as described in M0 ller and Waagepetersen (2003b). Taking the maximum and 
minimum of these at each distance, simulation envelopes were constructed. 
Figure 6.4 shows the plot of the inhomogeneous L-function for the species 
Dampiera linearis given Scholtzia involucrata with simulation envelopes of 39 
bivariate Continuum Ising point processes with the estimated parameters as 
above. Figure 6.5 shows the similar plot for the species Scholtzia involucrata
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Figure 6.3: Interaction functions for Continuum Ising model for species 
Dampiera linearis(2 2 ) and Scholtzia involucrata (61) with faj =  —2.511 and 
p =  0.030 (full line) and Leucopogon striatus (48) and Scholtzia involucrata 
with (f) =  —4.486 and p =  0.000 (dashed line)
given Dampiera linearis. The model explains the locations of the plants quite 
well since the estimated functions both remain inside the envelopes.
However, Figure 6 .6  shows the inhomogeneous L-function for the species 
Leucopogon striatus given species Scholtzia involucrata with simulation en­
velopes of 39 bivariate point patterns generated from the Continuum Ising 
model with parameters as above. The model fit for Leucopogon striatus is 
clearly not as good as in the previous case, as the L-function is outside the 
envelopes indicating clustering that has not been explained by the model.
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r
Figure 6.4: Inhomogeneous L-function for species Dampiera linearis given the 
species Scholtzia involucrata with simulation envelopes for the Continuum 
Ising model. The dashed lines are the upper simulation envelope, mean of 
the L-functions at each distance and lower simulation envelope respectively. 
The full line is the estimated L-function for the data.
6.1.3 Conclusions
As we can see from the plots of the inhomogeneous L-functions, the model 
fits the data reasonably well in some cases. For instance, the resprouting 
species Scholtzia involucrata (61) given the locations of species Dampiera 
linearis (22). However, the above plots clearly indicate that the model does 
not fit the data in all cases. In particular, for the seeder species Leucopogon 
striatus (48) we find that not all of the aggregation can be explained by the 
interaction with species Scholtzia involucrata (61).
The model assumes a symmetric interaction structure where two species show
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Figure 6.5: Inhomogeneous L-function for species Scholtzia involucrata given 
the species Dampiera linearis with simulation envelopes for the Continuum 
Ising model. The dashed lines are the upper simulation envelope, mean of 
the L-functions at each distance and lower simulation envelope respectively. 
The full line is the estimated T-function for the data.
mutual repulsion. In general, this assumption is not very realistic in an eco­
logical context. Typically, one species would, say, inhibit the growth of the 
other much more than vice versa since competition tends to be asymmetric 
(Watkinson 1997). Considering the example of the two species Leucopogon 
striatus (48) and Scholtzia involucrata (61) we can clearly see that the model 
is too simple. This might be due to the assumption of mutually equal inter­
action not being valid in this case. In fact, Scholtzia involucrata (61) is a 
resprouter and Leucopogon striatus (48) is a seeder; we cannot assume that 
the resprouters are inhibited by the seeders in the same way as the seeders
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Figure 6 .6 : Inhomogeneous L-function for species Leucopogon striatus given 
Scholtzia involucrata (61) with simulation envelopes for the Continuum Ising 
model. The dashed lines are the upper simulation envelope, mean of the L- 
functions at each distance and lower simulation envelope respectively. The 
full line is the estimated L-function for the data.
are inhibited by the resprouters. The resprouters may have established them­
selves at their current locations for possibly hundreds of years whereas the 
seeders have started as young plants after the last fire, i.e. at most ten years 
before the data was collected (Armstrong 2005). This apparent asymmetry 
is not captured by the model.
This aspect has been identified as the main weaknesses of the above 
approach. Due to the apparent inappropriateness of the model we will not 
pursue fitting the model to more than two species here. We still believe 
that the Continuum Ising model may have applications outwith the context
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of this dataset, and thus feel that the simplified estimation procedure may 
be usefully applied in many other contexts where a symmetric interaction 
structure is a realistic assumption.
The following sections describe a more refined approach which accounts 
for the asymmetric interaction, using a hierarchical model which will resolve 
the shortcoming described above. It will take the different fire regeneration 
strategies of the species into account by modelling the seeding species given 
the location of the resprouting species. It will also use a different interaction 
function that allows both negative and positive inter-species interaction.
6.2 Hierarchical model, frequentist approach
Since the resprouting plants have been at exactly the same location for a 
very long time (some of them for hundreds and even thousands of years 
(Armstrong 1991; Dixon 2005)), the seeders, which start anew after each 
fire, do so with the resprouters already present. We thus assume that the 
growth of seeder plants will be influenced by the resprouting plants already 
established in the plot, whereas an influence of the seeders on the resprouting 
plants is highly unlikely. Figure 6.7 illustrates the interaction structure for 
two species which may be canonically generalised to more species as described 
below.
In order to capture the asymmetric interaction, the model uses a hie­
rarchical structure assuming that the locations of the resprouting plants are 
independent of those of the seeding plants, whereas the seeding plants are 
modelled conditionally on the locations of the resprouting plants.
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no interaction
Figure 6.7: Asymmetric interaction structure in the hierarchical model for 
two species
6.2.1 The model
In the following, we consider the 24 point patterns in Figure 6 .8 , i.e. the 5 
most abundant species of seeders and the 19 species of resprouters suspected 
to be most influential either as a result of their abundance (resprouters 1-13) 
or their size (resprouters 14-19) (Armstrong 2005).
We assume that each individual resprouter plant has a circular zone of in­
fluence with the strength of influence decreasing with the distance from each 
plant. Beyond this zone the influence is considered zero. The interaction
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Table 6.2: Range of zone of influence (in cm) for the resprouters considered 
in the hierarchical model______________________________________________
1. Alexgeorgia nitens: 10-40 1 1 . Phlebocaria fiMfolia: 20-30
2. Conostylis canescens: 5-15 1 2 . Chordifex sinuosus: 25-75
3. Dasypogon bromeliifolius: 15-60 13. Scholtzia involucrata: 30-50
4. Eremae astrocarpa: 25-75 14. Allocasuarina humilis: 50-130
5. Hibbertia crassifolia: 10-25 15. Banksia attenuata: 150-400
6 . Hibbertia hypericoides: 1 0 - 2 0 16. Banksia grandis: 50-200
7. Hibbertia subvaginata: 10-25 17. Banksia ilicifolia: 50-200
8 . Hypocalymma xantopetalurn: 10-25 18. Banksia menziesii: 50-250
9. Lomandra sp.\ 2 - 1 0 19. Eucalyptus todtiana: 10-250
10. Lyginia barbata: 2 0 - 1 0 0
may be positive (e.g. caused by subcanopy soil enrichment (Callaway 1995)) 
or negative (e.g. caused by allelopathy (Armstrong 1991)). Prior information 
(Armstrong 2005) available on the typical radii of the influence zones is given 
in Table 6.2 which also shows the numbering we use for resprouter species. 
The five species of seeders are 1 . Andersonia heterophylla, 2 . Astroloma xero- 
phyllum, 3. Conospermurn crassinervium, 4. Leucopogon conostephioides and 
5. Leucopogon striatus.
6.2.2 Likelihood
We use the following statistical model.
Denote by W  the 22 m by 2 2  m plot where the plants were recorded, 
Xi, . . . ,  Xiq the observed point patterns for the 19 resprouters, y i , . . . ,  y5 the 
observed point patterns for the 5 seeders, and X i , . . . ,  X w , Yi , . . . ,  Y5 the cor­
responding spatial point processes, i.e. here each X j or Yi is considered to be a 
random finite subset of W . Since we are mainly interested in the inter-species
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interactions between seeders and resprouters, we leave the marginal distribu­
tions of the resprouters unspecified and restrict attention to the conditional 
likelihood of the seeders given the resprouters.
Conditional on X \ =  X\ , . . .  ,X ig =  X\g we assume that Yi , . . . ,  Y5 are 
independent Poisson processes, i.e. that there is no intra-species interaction 
for the seeder species. We also assume that each Yi has intensity function
A(£|z, Qi) =  exp (0*s(f |z)T) , f e W ,  (6.4)
where we use the following notation: x =  (x i, . . .  , £ 19) is the collection of 
all 19 resprouter point patterns; 0 * =  (9i0, . . . ,  0 ;ig) is a vector of parame­
ters, where 0 iO 6  1  is an intercept and for j  =  1 , . . . ,  19, Oij 6  R controls 
the influence of the j th  resprouter on the zth seeder (a positive value of 
Oij means a positive/attractive association; a negative value of 0 -^ means a 
negative/repulsive association); s ( f  |ic) =  (1 , s i( f  |a:),. . . ,  Sig(f |x)) with
s j(£ l® ) =  E  M l f  -  ’Jll). j  =  1 , . . . .  1 9 ,
r j EX j
where || • || denotes Euclidean distance; and hv is a smooth interaction function 
given by
hn(r ) = (1 -  (r/R ^))2)2 if 0 <  r  <0  else
for r >  0, where Rn >  0 defines the radii of interaction of a given resprouter 
at location 77, cf. Table 6.2.
Thus, given the resprouters x the number Ni of points in Yi is Poisson 
distributed with mean value f w  A(f \x, Oi)d f , and if we also condition on Ni, 
the points in Yi are independent and identically distributed with a density
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proportional to \( t; \x ,6i). It follows that the log likelihood function based 
on the 5 seeder point patterns y =  (t/i , . . . ,  7/5) is
5 C1(0, R\ y\x) =  X )  X )  S(€\X)T ~  /  exP( ^ 5 (£M T)) , (6-5)
i= 1 ££yi ' W
where 6 =  (0i , . . . ,  O5) is the vector of all 100 parameters 6ij and R  is the 
vector of all 3168 radii 77 G Xj, j  =  1 , . . . ,  19 of the 3168 resprouter 
plants from the 19 species. In comparison, there are Ni +  • • • +  N$ =  1954 
seeder plants.
A potential weakness of our model is the assumed conditional indepen­
dence between the seeders, see Sections 6.2.5 and 6.3.3 on model assessment.
6.2.3 M aximum likelihood estim ation
For a fixed value of R , due to the log linear intensity (6.4), the log like­
lihood (6.5) can be maximized relatively easily with respect to 6 using the 
Berman and Turner (1992) device on the likelihood, similar to the estimation 
method introduced in Section 3.5.3 for the pseudolikelihood. In essence, the 
log likelihood is approximated by a weighted log likelihood of independent 
Poisson variables which can be optimised using standard software, such as 
the function glm in R or SPLUS, see also the R package s p a t s ta t  (Baddeley 
and Turner 2005). In a frequentist setting, maximisation with respect to R  
on the other hand is difficult due to the high dimensionality of R  and since 
the i^-values do not enter the likelihood function in a log linear fashion. 
In this section we therefore make the simplifying assumption that for each 
resprouter type j ,  all Rv with 77 G Xj are equal to a common interaction
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radius Rj, given by the midpoint of the interval for the zone of influence in 
Table 6.2 (Armstrong 2005).
Given the chosen value of R  another problem is whether the maximum 
likelihood estimate (MLE) of 6 exists. By exponential family results (Barn- 
dorff-Nielsen 1978), the MLE for $i exists if and only if t j (y*) =  5 j'KIx ) >
0, j  =  1 , . . . ,  19. Depending on the value of Rj it may well happen that 
tj(y i)  =  0, and indeed this is sometimes the case with our choice of the Rj. 
In Figure 6.9, the fields marked with NA correspond to the 18 parameters 
where the MLE does not exist. One may choose to let Oij =  —oo if t j (y*) =  0. 
This corresponds to a hard core effect of the jth  resprouter on the zth seeder, 
cf. resprouter 2, 9, and 14. It may on the other hand also simply be the case 
that the chosen interaction radii for these resprouters are too small.
6.2.4 Results
The ML estimation resulted in negative as well as positive interaction para­
meters, signifying repulsion and attraction, respectively. See Table 6.3 for 
the interaction parameters. A *  indicates a parameter that has been consi­
dered significant, i.e. a parameter where the approximate confidence intervals 
derived from the standard errors returned from the glm routine do not cover 
zero.
To summarize this, Table 6.4 lists all significant positive and negative 
interactions for all resprouter species. There were clearly more negative than 
positive interactions. To provide a clearer overview we consider ^-statistics
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Table 6.3: Estimated interaction parameters for the frequentist approach
seeder 1 seeder 2 seeder 3 seeder 4 seeder 5
6i -0.293 -0.818 -0.697* -0.361* -0.955*
e2 NA NA NA NA NA
03 -0.654* 0.337 -0.198 -0.213 -0.383
-0.446* 0 .0 0 1 -0.084 -0.470* -0.034
05 -1.457 -0.700 -8.143 1.708 -0.161
06 0.059 -1.307 -0.286 -0.489 -3.955
e 7 -0.163 -4.644 -0.256 0.399 -2.198
03 -1.575 NA -2.363 -1.347 0.875
e 9 NA NA NA NA NA
010 -0.153 0.433 -0.109 -0 . 2 2 2 0.161
011 -0.583 0.873 -1.257 -0.092 -0.255
012 0.170 -0.260 -0.368 0.247 0.225
013 -0.173 -1.387 -0.034 -0.526* -0.959*
014 -0.293 NA NA NA NA
015 0.087 0.768* 0.038 0.095 -0.272*
016 0.744 NA -1.669 0.115 0.991
017 -0.477 NA 1.517 -4.631 2.145
018 0 . 1 0 2 0.740* 0.192 0.219 -0.130
019 NA NA -5.791 0.019 -1.434
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Table 6.4: List of all significantly positive and significantly negative inter­
actions for all resprouters, maximum likelihood estimation with constant 
interaction radii across individuals for each species______________________
positive interaction negative interaction
1. Alexgeorgia nitens: none seeder 3, 4 and 5
2 . Conostylis canescens: none none
3. Dasypogon bromeliifolius: none seeder 1
4. Eremae astrocarpa: none seeder 1 and 4
5. Hibbertia crassifolia: none none
6 . Hibbertia hypericoides: none none
7. Hibbertia subvaginata: none none
8 . Hypocolyrnma xant.: none none
9. Lomandra sp.\ none none
10. Lyginia barbata: none none
1 1 . Phlebocaria filifolia: none none
1 2 . Chordifex sinuosus: none none
13. Scholtzia involucrata: none seeder 4 and 5
14. Allocasuarina hurnilis: none none
15. Banksia attenuata: seeder 2 seeder 5
16. Banksia grandis: none none
17. Banksia ilicifolia: none none
18. Banksia menziesii: seeder 2 none
19. Eucalyptus todtiana: none none
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for the various 0^, i.e. MLEs scaled by the associated estimated standard er­
rors. The upper plot in Figure 6.9 shows transformed ^-statistics $ ( 2 ), where 
<f> is the standard normal distribution function. Dark shading corresponds 
to large <h(2:)-values. Assuming that the ^-statistics are approximately stan­
dard normal (and hence that the &(z) are approximately uniform on [0 ,1 ])) 
the starred fields correspond to parameters which are significantly different 
from zero at the 5 % level. However, with 95 interaction parameters there is 
obviously an issue of multiple testing and hence we should be careful when 
interpreting the “starred” parameters. Rather than looking at individual pa­
rameters it seems more appropriate to look for resprouters or seeders with a 
consistent pattern of dark or light fields in Figure 6.9.
For example, it seems reasonable to conclude that resprouters 1 and 4 
have a repulsive effect on the seeders whereas there may be evidence that 
resprouter 15 and 18 have an attractive effect on the seeders. So apparently 
the seeders 1, 3, 4 and 5 are repulsed by resprouting plants whereas seeder 2 
is attracted by some of the resprouting plants.
6.2.5 M odel validation
In order to check whether we have obtained reasonable MLE estimates we 
compared the integral of the estimated intensity surfaces for each of the see­
ders with its abundance and this resulted in approximately the same numbers 
in all five cases. The exact values of both the number of points in the seeder 
patterns and the integral of the estimated intensity surface are summarised 
in Table 6.5. The estimated values are only slightly above the original values.
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Table 6.5: Comparison of observed and estimated intensity






We then assess the fitted model using L-functions, L(r) =  




1 [0 <  U~V\\ <r]_
A ( f | x , 0 j ) A ( r ; | x ,  6i) (,v
where 1[-] is the indicator function and e^v is an edge correction, see Baddeley 
et al. (2000) and Mpller and Waagepetersen (2003b). The estimated L- 
functions with 95% envelopes obtained by simulation under the fitted model 
(Mpller and Waagepetersen 2003b) are shown in Figure 6.10. For seeder 1 
the estimated L-function is clearly above the envelopes for distances up to 
about 400 cm, indicating that there is clustering present in the point pattern 
that is not explained by the model. This clustering might be a result of 
a mother-daughter relationship due to rhyzomatous growth behaviour or a 
sexual reproduction mechanism where offspring are located in the vicinity 
of the parent plant (Armstrong 2005). For seeders 2 and 5 it is not clear 
how to interpret the estimated L-functions, which are below the envelopes 
at larger distances. The model yields a reasonably good fit for seeders 3 
and 4, though at very small distances there appears to be some intra-specific
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repulsion. This might be the effect of a hardcore zone around each individual 
in which no conspecific individuals can survive.
The results indicate that a more appropriate model would have to take 
intra-specific interaction into account. Assuming known interaction radii, 
Hogmander and Sarkka (1999) consider a hierarchical model with interac­
tions for a multitype point pattern of ants’ nests. However, in our situation, 
we believe that the assumption of known and equal interaction radii for re­
sprouters of the same type is highly unrealistic since the plants vary in size 
and we choose to focus on this problem in the next section.
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Figure 6 .8 : Observed point patterns for the 5 most abundant species of 
seeders and the 19 most influential species of resprouters.





Figure 6.9: Upper plot: Grey scale plot of z-statistics for the interaction 
parameters %. Here the values are displayed as u  —  $ (2 ), where T is 
the standard normal distribution function. Dark grey fields represent large 
values. Fields for parameters which are significantly different from zero at 
the 5 % level are marked with a *. Fields marked with NA correspond to 
0 t] where the MLE does not exist. Lower plot: Grey scale plot of posterior 
probabilities P ( 0 i j  >  0|y )  where dark grey fields indicate large values. The 
starred fields are those for which 0 is outside the central 95 %  posterior 
interval for 6 tj .
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seeder 1 seeder 2
distance r distance r
seeder 5
Figure 6.10: Estimated inhomogeneous L ( r ) - r -functions for seeder 1-5 with
95% envelopes simulated from the model. Distance r  is in cm.
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6.3 Hierarchical m odel, Bayesian approach
The assumption that all resprouters of the jth  type share the same interaction 
radius Rj seems unrealistic but was needed in Section 6.2.3 for computational 
reasons. In this section we consider instead a more flexible Bayesian approach 
which has the potential to be applied to realistic yet complex data sets (Best 
et al. 1996). It allows us to assume different interaction radii for each indi­
vidual resprouter plant. If data on the size of the species were available the 
interaction radius could be modelled as a function of this. This information 
is not available here, so we assume that a different interaction radius has to 
be estimated for each individual purely on the basis of the spatial pattern, 
i.e. the individuals’ distance from the other plants. In addition, the approach 
allows us to incorporate prior information into the estimation, if available. 
Here, the prior distributions are based on the information in Table 6.2.
6.3.1 Prior and posterior
We make the following prior assumptions. The Oij and the are inde­
pendent random variables; each %  follows a N(0, cr2)-distribution; for each 
7] G Xj, R,] follows the restriction of N(^j,cr|) to [0 , oo), where (fij,(7j) is 
chosen so that under the unrestricted N(/Xj ,<t| )  the range of the zone of in­
fluence in Table 6.2 is a central 95% interval; (0,R ) and X  are independent, 
i.e. the posterior density for (0, R ) satisfies
7r(0 , R |e , y) oc 7r(0, R)L(0, R; y|z).
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Combining the prior assumptions with the log likelihood (6.5) we obtain 
the posterior density
7r(<9, K \ x , y )
00 eXP ( -  S  [eio/(2(j2) ~  ^ 2  { di j / (2cr2) + “  ^ i )2/ (2cr|)}
z=l j=l ryGxj
5
x e x p ( £  I#; s (£ |x )T -  exp (0 ,s(^ |x)T) d? (6.6)
i= 1
%  G R, Rr, >  0.
The specification of priors for the fys is difficult. In regression models with a 
design matrix of full rank, a common choice are flat improper priors. In our 
situation, however, with improper priors on the 6^s we cannot guarantee a 
proper posterior since the statistics tj(yi) have positive posterior probability 
of being zero (Waagepetersen 2005). It is also difficult to specify informative 
priors on the #jS since we only have a qualitative understanding of these 
parameters. We choose to try out the values 2 , 4, and 8  for the prior standard 
deviation a and check to which extent the posterior results are affected by 
the choice of prior. It turns out that essentially the same posterior results 
are obtained with different values of cr; in the following we restrict attention 
to the results for cr =  8 .
Monte Carlo estimates of posterior distributions are calculated using si­
mulations from (6 .6 ). We use a hybrid Markov Chain Monte Carlo algo­
rithm (see e.g. Robert and Casella, 1999), where 0l l . . .  , # 5 are updated in 
turn, using random walk Metropolis updates, followed by a random walk 
Metropolis update of R . The proposal distributions for these random walk
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updates are multivariate normal with diagonal covariance matrices, i.e. ma­
trices with non-zero entries in the main diagonal only. The vector of proposal 
standard deviations for 6i is given by kai\y: where k is a user specified para­
meter and <T;|y is an estimate of the vector of posterior standard deviations 
for Oi obtained from a pilot run. The value of k was chosen to give accep­
tance rates for the MCMC algorithm around 25 %. The vector of proposal 
standard deviations for R  is given by the vector of prior standard deviations 
divided by 2 .
6.3.2 Results
6 .3 .2 .1  In te r a c tio n  p a ra m eters
The Bayesian approach does not yield fixed estimated parameters but instead 
a distribution of these parameters. We therefore cannot present these in a 
table similar to Table 6.3. However, we can calculate the probability P(0ij >  
0 |2/), i.e. the probability that a particular parameter is larger than zero given 
the data.
Similar to Table 6.4, Table 6 . 6  lists the significant positive and negative 
interactions. A comparison of Table 6.4 and Table 6 . 6  shows that overall a 
larger number of parameters is significant in the Bayesian approach. Again, 
we observe many more negative than positive interactions; positive interac­
tions only occur with seeder species 2 .
Again, for a better general overview the lower plot in Figure 6.9 is a 
grey scale plot of the posterior probabilities -P(% >  0 |?/) where dark grey 
scales are associated with large values of these posterior probabilities. The 
starred parameters are those for which 0 is outside the 95% posterior interval
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Table 6 .6 : List of all significant positive and significant negative interactions 
for all resprouters for Bayesian approach using varying interaction radii
positive interaction negative interaction
1. Alexgeorgia nitens: none with all seeders
2. Conostylis canescens: none seeder 1, 4 and 5
3. Dasypogon bromeliifolius: none seeder 1
4. Eremae astrocarpa: none seeder 1 and 4
5. Hibbertia crassifolia: none seeders 1 and 3
6 . Hibbertia hypericoides: none seeder 5
7. Hibbertia subvaginata: none seeder 5
8 . Hypocalymma xant.: none seeders 1 and 2
9. Lomandra sp.\ none seeders 1, 3, 4 and 5
10. Lyginia barbata: seeder 2 seeder 1 and 4
1 1 . Phlebocaria filifolia: none seeder 1 and 2
1 2 . Chordifex sinuosus: none none
13. Scholtzia involucrata: none seeder 2, 4 and 5
14. Allocasuarina humilis: none seeder 3 and 5
15. Banksia attenuata: seeder 2 seeder 5
16. Banksia grand,is: none none
17. Banksia ilicifolia: none none
18. Banksia menziesii: seeder 2 none
19. Eucalyptus todtiana: none seeder 1
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of 6ij given by the 2.5% and 97.5 % quantiles. In comparison with the 
upper plot in Figure 6.9, it is striking that the Bayesian approach seems to 
yield more clear-cut results than the maximum likelihood inference, since 
the intermediate grey scales are less frequent in the lower plot and there are 
more significant results. It is not directly obvious why this is the case. One 
might argue that a model with flexible interaction radii fits the data better. 
However, significance was determined differently in the Bayesian and in the 
frequentist approach. For the latter it is known (see Section 3.5.3) that the 
estimated standard errors are only approximate. Only a detailed simulation 
study could determine whether an appropriate type one control has been 
achieved in either of the cases.
Similar to the maximum likelihood results, resprouter 1 seems to have 
a clear repulsive effect on seeders, and this also seems to be the case for 
resprouters 2, 4, 5, 8 , 9, and 14 (again we should exercise caution with re­
sprouters 2, 9, and 14 where the prior may be concentrated on too small 
interaction radii). Resprouters 15 and 18 seem to have a distinct attractive 
effect on seeders. Looking at rows in the lower plot in Figure 6.9, seeders 
1 and 4, for example, seem to be repulsed by resprouters 1-5 and 8-11 and 
attracted by resprouters 1 2 , 15, and 18. The Bayesian analysis shows that 
it may not be valid to interpret all the 0^ -s with NAs in Figure 6.9 as cor­
responding to hard cores, since a number of these 0 ^s do not have strong 
posterior evidence of being different from zero.
In Section 6.4 these results will be discussed from an ecological perspec­
tive.
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6 .3 .2 .2  In te r a c tio n  radii
The individual interaction radii are not of particular interest, so for re­
sprouters j  =  1 , . . . ,  19 we just consider the posterior distributions of the 
empirical mean Rj and the empirical standard deviation Sj for the Rv with 
r] G Xj. Table 6.7 shows prior means and standard deviations for the in­
teraction radii and posterior means of the empirical means and standard 
deviations for the interaction radii associated with each resprouter type. Ex­
cept for the very sparse resprouters 16 and 19, there is very little difference 
between the prior mean or standard deviation and the posterior mean of the 
empirical mean or standard deviation.
6.3.3 M odel validation
In analogy with Section 6.2.5, denote by L(r; 1*, #, R ) the estimate of the 
L function obtained from the point process Yi using the intensity function 
corresponding to the interaction parameter vector 9 and interaction radii R. 
Following the idea of posterior predictive model checking (Gelman et al. 
1996) we consider the posterior predictive distribution of the differences 
A i(r) =  L(r]y,6i, R ) — L(r]Yi,9i, R ), r >  0 , i.e. the distribution obtained 
when R ) are generated under the posterior predictive distribution
given the data y. If zero is an extreme value in the posterior predictive dis­
tribution of A i(r) for a range of values, we may question the fit of our model. 
In practice, we generate a posterior sample (^,i, R i ) , . . . ,  (0*>m, R m) and for 
each (9itk, R&) we generate new data y^k from the conditional distribution of 
Yi given (0i)k, R fc). We can then estimate the posterior predictive distribu-
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Table 6.7: Prior and posterior means and standard deviations for the inter­
action radii and posterior means across the empirical means and standard 










1. Alexgeorgia nitens: 25 25 7.5 7.5
2. Conostylis canescens: 1 0 1 0 2.5 2.5
3. Dasypogon bromeliifolius 37.5 37.2 11.25 11.5
4. Erernae astrocarpa: 47.5 47.5 11.25 11.3
5. Hibbertia crassifolia: 17.5 17.4 3.75 3.7
6 . Hibbertia hypericoides: 15 15.0 2.5 2.5
7. Hibbertia subvaginata: 17.5 17.4 3.75 3.7
8 . Hypocalymma xantr. 17.5 17.4 3.75 3.8
9. Lomandra sp.: 6 .6 6 . 6 2 0 2 0
10. Lyginia barbata: 60.0 60.0 2 0 19.9
11. Phlebocaria filifolia: 25 25.0 2.5 2.5
12. Restio sinuousus: 50 50.0 12.5 12.5
13. Scholtzia involucrata: 40.0 40.0 5 5
14. Allocasuarina humilis: 90.0 90.2 2 0 . 0 13.3
15. Banksia attenuata: 275 273.8 62.5 71.7
16. Banksia grandis: 125 59.7 37.5 0 . 0 0
17. Banksia ilicifolia: 37.5 39.5 37.5 26.8
18. Banksia menziesii: 150 147.6 50 51.6
19. Eucalyptus todtiana: 130 172.5 60 0 . 0 0
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tion from the sample L(t; yif 9iyk, R k) ~  L (t\y ijk, 9iik, R fc), k =  1 , . . . ,  m\ we 
used m =  1 0 0  approximately independent simulations by subsampling from 
a Markov chain of length 200,000.
Figure 6.11 presents estimated upper and lower boundaries of the 95 % 
posterior intervals for the posterior predictive distributions of A j(r), r  >  0 , 
for the 5 seeder species.
These intervals take into account the uncertainty of the model parameters 
0 and R  and are quite wide in comparison with the envelopes in Figure 6.10. 
The wide envelopes probably arise because of the posterior uncertainty re­
garding the interaction radii; the intensity function at a seeder location may a 
posteriori be very variable if it is highly uncertain whether the seeder location 
falls within a resprouter influence zone or not.
Nevertheless, the width of the envelops seems to be contradictory to the 
fact that the results for the Bayesian approach are more clear-cut than those 
for the frequentist approach (see Figure 6.9). To ensure that these wide 
envelopes are not resulting from an error in the program, they were indepen­
dently recalculated twice resulting in the same wide envelopes.
In accordance with the results in Section 6.2.5, there is evidence of clus­
tering for seeder 1 and indication of repulsion at small distances less than 
20 cm for seeder 4. In contrast with Section 6.2.5, the posterior predictive 
intervals for seeder 2  indicate clustering. As for seeder 1 , this may be ex­
plained by offspring clustering around locations of parent plants. Another 
explanation is inhomogeneity not accounted for by our model, since seeder 2  
plants are absent in the top part of the observation plot, cf. Figure 6 .8 . Also, 
for seeder 3 there is evidence of clustering. The posterior predictive intervals
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seeder 5
Figure 6.11: Upper and lower boundaries (solid lines) of the 95% cred­
ibility interval for the posterior predictive distribution of L(r;y,0i,H) — 
L(r;Yi,0i, R) for seeders 1-5. Distance r is in cm.
for seeder 5 do not provide evidence against our model.
In order to verify the convergence of the MCMC algorithm, we produced 
trace plots of the parameter distributions for the interaction parameters. 
These indicate that the algorithm has converged in the 20,000 iterations.
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Refer to Appendix C for these plots. We do not display all convergence plots 
for the initeraction radii as this would involve another 3168 plots.
6.4 Discussion
From a statistical point of view, our analysis shows the difficulty of modelling 
spatial interactions in a plant community which requires very complex models 
with a large number of parameters. In this situation, we found the Bayesian 
approach more useful than the frequentist approach as it allowed a more 
flexible and realistic model. Furthermore, in our analysis taking biological 
background information into account yielded a hierarchical model. However, 
we are aware that the model does not sufficiently capture all interactions that 
may be present in the dataset. It does not consider intra-species interactions 
for the seeders and, similarly, assumes that the seeder species are independent 
given the resprouters. Incorporating all these aspects into a single model, 
though, is likely to be computationally intractable.
From an ecological perspective, we were able both to confirm existing 
knowledge on species’ interactions and to generate new questions and hy­
potheses for applied researchers on species’ interactions that were previously 
unknown.
As in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 we will discuss the methodology, the 
implication on the theory of biodiversity as well as the results for the current 
data set in turn.
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6.4.1 Discussion of m ethodology
In the context of ecological plant communities, most notably when conside­
ring one with a high degree of biodiversity, one should aim at fitting a model 
that is as simple as possible and where parameter estimation is straightfor­
ward. An obvious choice of model would have been the Continuum Ising 
model, in particular since we showed that existing standard software may 
be applied for an approximate parameter estimation. However, the model 
turned out to be too simple as it ignored that symmetric interaction is highly 
unlikely in any ecological context. This is even more problematic here, where 
species with two very different fire regeneration strategies are being modelled 
and mutual interaction is very unlikely. Nevertheless, the estimation method 
developed for the Continuum Ising model may be of use in other contexts 
where mutual interaction can reasonably be assumed and thus has been in­
cluded in this thesis.
As a consequence of the inappropriateness of the Continuum Ising model 
for the given context, we developed a model which takes the information 
on regeneration strategies into account. We did not consider interactions 
that are likely to be very close to zero. Thus, even though the number of 
potential interaction parameters would have been increased when asymmetry 
is included in the model we could use background information to reduce the 
number of parameters that had to be estimated from the data.
We consequently devised another multivariate model which assumes that the 
seeders are neither encouraging nor inhibiting the growth of the resprouters 
whereas the resprouters can interact positively or negatively with the see-
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ders. Through assuming a fixed interaction radius for all individuals of a 
given resprouter species we applied a similar estimation method as for the 
previous model this time using the likelihood rather than the pseudolikeli­
hood. However, the fit of the model was not always acceptable, which might 
be due to the assumption of a fixed interaction radius.
In a next step, we thus extended the model allowing for the interaction 
radius to vary among the individuals within the five species. We used a 
Bayesian approach here and apply MCMC methods for parameter estima­
tion. This much more flexible setting allowed the estimation of the distri­
bution of 3456 parameters. As noted, the Bayesian approach seems to yield 
more clear-cut results than the maximum likelihood inference, so varying the 
interaction radii has apparently made an impact on the quality of the esti­
mation. However, the estimation process involved for the Bayesian approach 
turned out to be more tedious. It was not possible to use standard soft­
ware for parameter estimation and the program took a very long time to 
run -  a run of 200,000 iterations took 2 weeks, whereas previous estimation 
algorithms for the simpler models had taken only a few minutes to finish.
We currently assume that there are no resprouter-resprouter interactions 
and no seeder-seeder interactions. This clearly ignores intra-specific inter­
action, which we know exists for some of the species, see Section 4.4.4. A 
revised model should include these interactions.
Further, the application of the current approach is not restricted to the 
dataset described here or to datasets collected in environments with two 
different fire- strategies. For instance, a similar modelling approach could 
be envisaged when the spatial pattern of annual and perennial plants in
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moderate climates is modelled, with the perennials taking on the role of 
the resprouters and the annuals that of the seeders. This would involve the 
modelling of the locations of the annuals conditional on the locations of the 
perennials.
6.4.2 Discussion of biodiversity theory in this context
Ecologists are particularly interested in revealing how individuals interact 
and whether this interaction varies between species since previous results 
have shown that a mixture of positive and negative interactions might pro­
mote biodiversity (Hopper 1979). Our results clearly indicate that resprouter- 
seeder interaction may be both negative and positive and that the same 
species can have both positive and negative inter-species interactions. So 
clearly the identity of the neighbour does matter which may be an indication 
in favour of niche theory (Uriate et al. 2004).
6.4.3 Discussion of results for data set
The spatial pattern formed by plant species in the heathlands of Western 
Australia has not been analysed and modelled in any previous study. The 
only study that has taken the spatial pattern formed by individuals in the 
area is the work by Enright et al. (2004), which we have mentioned earlier 
in Chapter 4 but this paper only applied exploratory spatial point process 
methods and does not fit a model to the data. As a result we cannot compare 
the results obtained here to other results in the literature. The interpretations 
given below are the result of discussions with experts and are of a very 
speculative nature (Dixon 2005; Armstrong 2005).
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Some of the interactions revealed here could be explained from ecological 
background knowledge. For instance, the negative interaction of the most 
abundant resprouter A le x g e o g ia  n i t e n s  might be a result of the dense root 
mat formed by this species making it very difficult for plants from other 
species to establish themselves close to them. On the whole, A le x g e o r g e a  
n i te n s  clearly is a very dominant species. It has the highest abundance in 
the dataset and is the only resprouter species that has negative interactions 
with all seeders.
Similarly, the strong positive interactions between the resprouters B a n k s ia  
a t te n u a te , or B a n k s ia  m e n z ie s i i  and seeder A s t r o lo m a  x e r o p h y l lu m  may be 
explained by specific associations between soil fungi and the plant roots of 
the seeder. These associations, termed ericoid mycorrhiza, facilitate nutrient 
uptake from the soil by plants from the E r ic a c e a e  family. They enable the 
seeder to use very complex organic material, which is normally impossible to 
extract from the soil. B a n k s ia s  produce a very dense and expansive sub-soil 
ramification of cluster roots or proteoid roots, see Section 2.4.6. These cluster 
roots survive only one growing season but are highly resistant to microbial 
decay indicating that they are composed of materials difficult for regular mi­
crobes to break down. However for the specialised e r ic o id  mycorrhiza this 
may present fewer difficulties due to the specialised enzyme systems asso­
ciated with these fungi that enable access to complex organic assemblages 
(Cairney and Ashford 2002). As a result, individuals from seeder 2 find more 
nutrients close to resprouters 15 and 18, leading to a positive interaction. As 
all seeder species apart from species 3 ( C o n o s p e r m u m  c r a s s in e r v iu m )  in the 
analysis are from the E r ic a c e a e  family, other positive interactions between
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these seeder species and species from the B a n k s ia  family (resprouters 15 to 
18) might be explained in a similar way.
However, for a large number of interactions no biological explanation 
could be found. There clearly is a need for further biological research to 
understand these aspects and to yield a better understanding of the overall 
community dynamics.
Prom a more general point of view, knowledge about the direction and 
strength of interaction will aid re-naturation of disturbed areas. Ecologists 
will now be aware of which species thrive in each other’s vicinity and which do 
not. When an area is replanted this may be taken into account, irrespective of 
whether the reason for the interaction is known. In an application, a subarea 
of the area due to be mined could be modelled using an approach similar to 
the model described here in order to provide information for the larger area, 
assuming that data collection for the entire area might be infeasible.
Chapter 7 
Discussion
Here, we summarise and critically discuss the results obtained with the me­
thods applied and developed in this thesis. In Section 7.1 we discuss the 
methods and their suitability in the context of plant community ecology as 
well as the ecological insights gained from the approaches, both for the spe­
cific data set and, more importantly, for research into biodiversity in general. 
Section 7.2 addresses in detail scope for further work.
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis investigated whether spatial point process modelling techniques 
can be suitably applied to ecological communities to determine factors that 
promote biodiversity. To this end, three approaches were taken to overcome 
the main limitations in current methodology outlined in Section 2.3.3:
• Parsimonious explorative statistics suitable for a complex point process 
data set were developed in Chapter 4.
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• The dimensionality of the data set was reduced by concentrating on 
the main aspects of spatial behaviour in Chapter 5.
• A parsimonious spatial point process model was fitted to the multi­
species spatial point pattern formed by individuals in Chapter 6.
We discuss a number of technical aspects related to the methodology and 
the contribution to statistical knowledge made in this thesis (Section 7.1.1), 
summarise its contributions to the analysis of plant community dynamics and 
the understanding of biodiversity in particular (Section 7.1.2), investigate 
the quality of the contribution spatial point process methods as statistical 
methods have made (Section 7.1.3) and close with a general outlook on spatial 
modelling in ecology (Section 7.1.4).
7.1.1 Technical aspects of the m ethodology
Previous applications of spatial point process analyses have been restricted 
to very small numbers of points and small numbers of types of points, at most 
three species in an ecological context. Furthermore, most research within the 
context of spatial point processes has been theory-driven (Diggle 2003). This 
implies that potentially useful methods are often developed initially without 
an existing data set or a research question related to this data set in mind. 
This is done to provide a mathematically tractable model for potential point 
pattern data. Consequently, these methods have been applied to an available 
data set purely to demonstrate that parameter estimation was feasible and 
that data existed to which the model may be fitted. Typically therefore, 
models were neither constructed to answer explicit applied questions nor
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has the models’ relevance to actual problems been assessed. This has had 
clear consequences for the methodologies available to the applied researcher 
leading to a number of shortcomings that so far have not been looked at in 
detail. These may be summarised into two main issues:
a) lack of suitability of methods to multivariate setting
b) assumptions of theoretical models that simplify mathematical descrip­
tion but are unrealistic in many real-life studies.
These problems are reflected in all aspects of the existing methodology 
and we outline how this thesis has addressed these for each of the three 
approaches described in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
E x p lo r a to ry  d a ta  a n a ly sis  When analysing only a small number of spe­
cies, manual inspection of exploratory data analysis plots is not particularly 
time-consuming. This becomes intensive when highly multi-species data sets 
like the Cooljarloo data set (Armstrong 1991) are analysed or even more so 
in the case of the rainforest data sets from the CTFS network (Burslem et al. 
2001). The first order summary statistics, where the decision as to whether 
a data set is sufficiently homogeneous to be modelled by a particular model, 
has often been done manually (refer to a) above), which is time-consuming as 
well as subjective. A formal statistical test could be automated and would 
provide an objective decision criterion. However, a simulation study sug­
gested that the sole test available in the literature was less powerful than 
two approaches developed in this thesis. In particular, when no prior know­
ledge of potential areas of high plant density is available the test proved
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to lack practical relevance. This thesis has explored methods that can be 
applied easily to data sets to test homogeneity assumptions formally and 
efficiently (refer to Section 7.2 for a more detailed discussion of this issue).
In addition, first-order summary statistics, have typically applied sim­
ple kernel estimation procedures to date. Here, the crucial decision on the 
size of the bandwidth has been rather subjective. The exactness of intensity 
estimation and the resulting values have previously not been of particular 
interest, as the estimated surface was merely used to provide qualitative 
support for the assumption of homogeneity such that a model that assumes 
homogeneity could be fitted (and thus concerning b) above). Only recently 
have the estimated values been explicitly used when inhomogeneous second 
order summary statistics have been applied on the basis of the estimated 
intensities using simple kernel estimation methods. More sophisticated in­
tensity estimation methods that use different types of bandwidths depending 
on the sparseness of the data have not been applied hitherto. Furthermore, 
the influence of the quality of the first order estimation on second order 
estimation has been assessed.
Similarly, with reference to a) above, the use of second order summary 
statistics together with relevant simulation envelopes is straightforward for 
the analysis of a small number of subpatterns. In a multivariate setting 
however, the process of deciding whether a pattern exhibits complete spa­
tial randomness or not can become tedious. Hence, a parsimonious testing 
procedure based on CUSUM approaches was developed in this thesis based 
on second order summary statistics, in particular L-functions. In addition 
to the approach being quick to apply, a simulation study suggested that the
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CUSUM method is more powerful than standard methods when testing the 
null hypothesis of complete spatial randomness against clustered and regular 
alternatives. The approach has the potential of being extended to more gen­
eral settings. It could be applied to pairs (or larger groups) of species, i.e. to 
the paired L-functions or other second order summary statistics such as the 
pair-correlation function (refer to Section 7.2 for a more detailed discussion 
of this issue).
P r in c ip a l co m p o n en t a n a ly sis  Previously, due to a lack of highly mul­
tivariate data sets, there was little need to summarise data sets with large 
numbers of species. Similarly, there was little interest in identifying those as­
pects of spatial behaviour that the multiple subpatterns varied in most and or 
in characterising the spatial behaviour of the combined pattern. As a result, 
multivariate statistical methods for spatial point pattern data have not be 
developed hitherto (refer to a) above). This thesis developed a principal com­
ponent analysis based on functional principal component analysis (FPCA) 
that, together with a standard hierarchical clustering analysis yielded groups 
of species with similar spatial behaviour and thus characterised the spatial 
behaviour of the community. A feasibility study assessed the capability of the 
methodology to distinguish between patterns of known spatial characteristics 
and provided advice on the choice of the second order summary statistic. A 
simulation study demonstrated the methodology’s robustness in the presence 
of errors common in ecological applications.
It has to be acknowledged, though, that there is a strong dependence 
of the quality of the grouping on the quality of the first and second order
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estimators, and on the consequent smoothing of the estimated second order 
summary statistics. As a result, more accurate first order estimators may 
improve multivariate methods. Similarly, only simple smoothing methods 
(B-splines) have been used. More sophisticated smoothing methods may 
provide even better results and, more specifically, be able to cope with the 
apparent estimation bias in inhomogeneous L-functions at larger distances 
(see Section 7.2).
M o d e llin g  a p p roach  So far, explicit models have not been applied to 
data sets with a large number of species (refer to a) above). As a result, 
there has been no need for parsimonious models and parameter estimation. 
Similarly, although particular models such as the Continuum Ising model may 
be generalised to a multivariate setting, this has only been done theoretically 
without an application to data (refer to b) above).
The complexity of the modelling task and hence the inherent complexity 
of any potential model leads to complexity at all stages of analysis. For in­
stance, plotting all subpatterns in one plot is feasible when only two or three 
species are analysed by using different colours and reveals valuable infor­
mation on inter-species interaction. However, it is difficult to do something 
similar if 67 species or even several hundred subpatterns as in the CTFS rain­
forest data sets are analysed (recall Figure 2.6). As a result, even standard 
methods of graphical data representation used in simpler problems have to 
be reconsidered.
Likewise, parameter estimation becomes more complex. In this thesis, 
we have devised a parsimonious procedure that may be used for parameter
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estimation in a multi-type Continuum Ising model. Despite that fact that 
the model was too simple for the study data set such that we moved on to a 
model considered more appropriate, the estimation method itself is of inter­
est and may be applied in other situations. A similar estimation approach 
was used when a hierarchical model in a frequentist setting was applied that 
was deemed more suitable for the data set but made the assumption of fixed 
interaction radii for the individuals within each species. Though this assump­
tion may well be realistic in other contexts, it was considered too restrictive 
for the current application.
Hence, the hierarchical model was generalised in a Bayesian setting to al­
low for intra-species interaction radii variation. Here MCMC methods were 
applied for parameter estimation where the inherent complexity of the data 
set led to long running times. The MCMC estimation of the parameters 
in the model considered here took about two weeks to run, which is not 
prohibitive. However, MCMC estimation requires a substantial amount of 
fine-tuning with regard to both prior distributions and proposal distribu­
tions to improve convergence. With complex models and the resulting long 
running times, this part of the estimation process may take a very long time 
before parameter estimation may begin. Nevertheless, the Bayesian approach 
turned out to be very flexible, particularly with regard to the estimation of 
the interaction radii. In a non-Bayesian context these parameters could not 
have been feasibly estimated.
The modelling approach taken here, in particular in the Bayesian setting, 
is highly appropriate for future applications. For instance the analysis of the 
rainforest data sets mentioned in Section 2.3.2 will benefit from the flexibility
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of the parameter estimation, as it allows the fitting of appropriately realistic 
models despite the models’ complexity (Best et al. 1996). The rainforest data 
sets contain mark information on the trees and information on soil variables. 
This allows analysis of habitat associations of species but results in more 
complex modelling requiring suitable estimation methods. In Section 7.2, we 
discuss this in further detail.
Further, the interpretation of the results also becomes extremely complex 
in the same way as the mere display of the results becomes difficult. For 
example, in many papers where MCMC methods have been used convergence 
plots for each parameter are presented to indicate that the MCMC algorithm 
was run long enough to yield reliable estimates. For the model here this would 
have involved 100 convergence plots for the interaction parameters and 3168 
plots for the interaction radii. In Section C in the appendix we have thus 
only presented the plots for the interaction parameters.
To date, there has been no work investigating how information from the 
FPCA methodology may be used to inform modelling. It is difficult to say 
how this should be done. Initially, one might suggest not distinguishing 
between species that have been categorised into the same group and treating 
them as one ”meta-species”. However, we do not feel the grouping justifies 
this, since such a procedure might obscure existing patterning. For instance, 
the joint pattern of two or more clustered patterns might result in a pattern 
that does not exhibit any clustering. As a result, the resulting ’’meta-species” 
may exhibit a different type of spatial patterning than the original two or 
more patterns.
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We thus propose that species in the same group should instead be mod­
elled with a similar spatial point process model. This is of particular interest, 
since the grouping has been done on the basis of the largest variation in spa­
tial patterning among the species. Through this, the most important spatial 
components are identified. If this grouping is used to inform model choice, 
the chosen model is then more likely to explain large parts of the overall vari­
ation in the data set. This may lead to the identification of those underlying 
processes that have the largest impact on community dynamics.
In Section 7.2, we will indicate further work to achieve this and to improve 
the methodology in general.
7.1.2 Application of spatial point process m odelling to  
plant communities and contribution to  biodiver­
sity theory
The previous sections summarised the statistical advances for spatial point 
process modelling in the context of a large number of types of points, i.e. in 
this thesis large numbers of different species. The results obtained when the 
methods were applied to the Cooljarloo data set may also be interpreted to 
contribute to knowledge on biodiversity. In Section 2.3.1.2, we introduced 
two opposing theories, niche theory and neutral theory and in Section 2.3.2, 
we highlighted potential contributions of spatial point process modelling to 
linking these theories to observed biodiversity. We now summarise how our 
results may indicate which one of the theories is more likely to hold for this 
data set.
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Interaction  stren gth  and neighbourhood id en tity  Both the exploratory 
data analysis and the principal component analysis revealed that intra-specific 
interaction varies among species. From the exploratory data analysis and 
both the frequentist and the Bayesian approach to parameter estimation we 
learned that inter-species interaction varies as well. This indicates that inter­
action strength and direction varies with the identity of the species involved 
since negative, positive and no interactions were found. This argues in favour 
of niche theory, which claims that it makes a difference which other species 
a certain species interacts with.
Similarly, niche theory would predict low and neutral theory higher inter­
action strength. This is because neutral theory postulates that community 
dynamics are mainly based on interactions rather than on species’ identities 
and properties. It is not possible to quantify what should be understood as 
high interaction strength from ecology theory. However, we may interpret a 
statistically significant interaction strength as high, as it apparently has had 
an effect on the spatial patterning of the community. We have found both 
significant and non-significant interactions. It is not entirely clear whether 
this is an indication that niche theory is valid for some species and neutral 
theory for others, or whether it suffices to find some significant interactions 
to provide evidence in favour of neutral theory.
Further, niche theory postulates varying interaction strength among diffe­
rent species whereas neutral theory would assume that the interaction strength 
of a particular species is the same no matter which other species is involved. 
We find that interaction strengths and ranges clearly vary among the spe­
cies and the interaction ranges even among the individuals. Both interaction
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strengths and ranges are also clearly linked to species’ properties, such as 
their size and their identity such that we are unable to assume that it is the 
interaction among the plants rather than their identities and properties that 
rule community dynamics. This, again, provides evidence in favour of niche 
theory.
M icrohabitat specialisation  Knowledge about individual species’ micro­
habitat associations would provide evidence in favour of niche theory as it 
predicts that species have adapted to specific growing conditions in order 
to coexist. However, on the basis of the given data set, we are unable to 
draw any conclusions on potential microhabitat associations of the involved 
species (see Section 2.3.2). This would require data on these microhabitats, 
e.g. on soil nutrients and shading (canopy density) such that these could be 
incorporated in a model.
Nevertheless, for the study data set we can assume that the growing 
conditions are homogeneous throughout the plot and interpret the resul­
ting pattern as primarily resulting from intra- and inter-specific interactions. 
Using the principal component methodology developed in this thesis, groups 
of species with similar intra-specific behaviour could be identified. More im­
portantly, we could establish those aspects of spatial behaviour that vary 
most among the species. This is interesting because we are dealing with a 
data set of a truly ancient community, which has established its dynamics 
over thousands of generations in an area which has undergone substantial 
climatic changes as a result of continental drift. Many of the species in the 
area have been around for millions of years (Dixon 2005) and we may thus
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assume that we are dealing with a very stable community that has adapted 
to the given circumstances in an optimal way resulting in the species devel­
oping niche behaviour that is crucial for stable coexistence. It could thus be 
concluded that the spatial behaviour at small distances constitutes a niche- 
behaviour, which may support coexistence of the large number of species in 
the area under investigation.
D en sity  dependent processes The exploratory data analysis revealed 
that a large proportion of the species exhibits clustering. The Janzen-Connell 
hypothesis predicts that species’ survival is improved with increasing distance 
from the location of a conspecific adult tree and decreases with the number of 
conspecific individuals in close vicinity. This would predict that older indivi­
duals would tend to form a more regular pattern than juvenile individuals of 
the same species that might be clustered as a result of initial seed dispersal.
As indicated in Chapter 4 we cannot compare the spatial patterning of 
juvenile and old species due to the unique age structure in the particular 
community. Further, the study data set was collected on a 22m by 22m 
plot only. Processes predicted by the Janzen-Connell hypothesis are likely to 
operate on a much larger scale such that evidence against or in favour of the 
hypothesis cannot validly be found in the data set.
We did, however, reveal that some resprouters, after having survived for 
extremely long times, still exhibit spatial clustering. This may provide evi­
dence against the Janzen-Connell hypothesis for the given system. However, 
spatial point process methods may contribute to the discussion in a more 
detailed way if data on the age of the individuals were available. More spe-
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cifically, the PC A methods developed in this thesis may be applied to the 
pattern of the several species with each species split into different age groups, 
as available e.g. for the rainforest data. If different age-groups of the same 
species are allocated to groups with different spatial behaviour, and most 
notably with different degrees of clustering, this may support the Janzen- 
Connell hypothesis.
On the whole, this analysis has found more evidence in favour of the niche 
theory as opposed to neutral theory. So, apparently population dynamics are 
affected by the species’ identities and hence a loss in biodiversity influences 
these dynamics. This ultimately indicates that for the system considered 
here loss in biodiversity may be linked to ecosystem functioning.
More specifically, our results contradict Chave (2004) who supposes that 
niche theory may rather be used to explain coexistence in species-poor com­
munities and neutral theory applies to species-rich communities.
7.1.3 Wider benefits of a spatial statistical approach
We have applied spatial point process models, i.e. statistical models that 
model the location of objects, based on background knowledge about un­
derlying mechanisms that may have caused the observed patterns, in the 
context of a biodiverse plant community. Through this, we were able to 
gain a better understanding of the particular community. More importantly, 
the approaches we have taken here could contribute to ecological theory as 
outlined above.
In this section, we summarise the direct benefits that we have gained from 
taking a statistical modelling approach as opposed to applying an individual
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based model (IBM). In doing so, we refer back to Section 2.1.6 where we 
made a case for applying statistical modelling approaches in the context of 
plant community dynamics.
A statistical model provides an overall picture of the dynamics in the 
system by still taking each individual into account and by summarising the 
characteristics of the spatial structure in the community using a model based 
on parameters. Through the modelling approach we were able to capture the 
overall properties of the whole community in a small number of estimated 
parameters (frequentist approach) or their distributions (Bayesian approach). 
The number of parameters and hence the complexity does increase with the 
number of species involved but it does not increase with the numbers of 
individuals modelled which typically is the case in an IBM. This ultimately 
improves a model’s interpretability.
In general, a statistical approach provides clear decision criteria. For in­
stance, we were able to analyse the spatial pattern formed by individual spe­
cies in the explorative data analysis and assess which of the species patterning 
differed significantly from a random pattern. Similarly, we summarised the 
spatial behaviour in the plant community across species, when we applied 
FPCA to the spatial point pattern and determined the most distinguishing 
aspect of spatial patterning. In the given data set, this turned out to be 
clustering at close distances. This implies that the most distinctive feature 
in spatial behaviour among species in this community is their behaviour at 
close distances and indicates a niche behaviour, as detailed above.
The principal component approach yielded a projection of the complex 
properties of the spatial pattern into a lower-dimensional space. In addition,
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the approach allowed the choice of dimension of this space based on objective 
methods, i.e. the percentage of variance explained by the principal compo­
nents, employed in this thesis. We could even identify which of the lower 
dimensions is the most influential since principal component analysis returns 
the principal components in order of importance.
Since spatial point process models are statistical models they can be used 
to predict the resulting patterns given the model parameters. Statistical mo­
dels may be used for inference since an error term, i.e. a random component, 
is typically included in the model. This random component accounts for vari­
ation in the data that cannot be explained by the processes in the system 
that are assumed to be important for community dynamics and thus to have 
impacted on the spatial pattern. It is thus possible to quantify the relative 
importance of the random and the systematic components. In particular, 
we could determine which parameters, and hence which resprouter-reseeder 
interactions, are statistically significant, i.e. have made a meaningful contri­
bution to the observed pattern. Through this, we may conclude that these 
are the interactions that are important in the community dynamics of the 
system.
As a consequence of using a statistical approach, we also have a mecha­
nism that allows the assessment of the suitability of our models. We may 
assess the fit of a model to the data, both in the study data set but more 
importantly in other, more complex data sets. In the special case of the final 
Bayesian model we are able to say that the model fits some of the seeders’ 
patterns rather well (in particular seeder species 5, L e u c o p o g o n  s t r i a tu s )  and 
others less well. This clearly suggests that modelling has to be improved
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for some of the species. So, on a more general level, by indicating that a 
given model is not yet suitable enough for a complete understanding of the 
system, statistical approaches thus encourage new research; any model is not 
considered as the final or ultimate model but a model in a transient phase 
whose weaknesses have clearly been identified.
Due to the lack of data on further properties of the plants, such as their 
height, we could not infer interaction ranges of the individuals from the data. 
A Bayesian approach was applied, which did not assume equal interaction 
radii across the individuals of a particular species. This resolved the problem 
that we could not explicitly model an individual’s interaction radius on the 
size of this individual. This may be seen as a clear benefit of the Bayesian 
approach. However, in addition this approach has equipped us with a means 
of taking inter-individual variation into account even in the presence of infor­
mation on species’ properties, which to date has only rarely been accounted 
for in plant community modelling. Thus, even if data on relevant plant pro­
perties were available a more refined Bayesian approach may be applied to 
account for inter-individual diversity.
Overall, this thesis has provided a number of statistical tools that may 
also be successfully applied in other situations where highly multi-variate 
data sets of spatial patterns occur. The methods are suitable in the context 
of plant community dynamics and have made contributions to the develop­
ment of existing ecological theories on biodiversity. More specifically, they 
have also informed on the intra- and inter-species interactions that have an 
influence on the community dynamics in the study data set. For instance, 
the assumptions of positive interactions between species based on mycor-
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rhizal associations could be formally confirmed. Further, knowledge about 
the interaction structure will help the rehabilitation of the area and the me­
thods could be applied to provide similar information for other areas and 
thus contributing to conservation.
Spatial point process methodology and in particular the methods deve­
loped in this thesis may be applied to many other data sets. This includes 
other biodiverse plant communities or disturbed communities following a fire 
or other disturbances. More generally, they may be successfully used in the 
context of animal populations modelling the locations of e.g. bird’s nests, fox 
lairs and similar data. Applications outside biology also exist in medicine, 
e.g. when the occurrence of certain types of cancer are analysed or in geology, 
e.g. when maps of different minerals exist. Through the simulation study in 
Chapter 5 we have also provided a means to inform applied researchers what 
level of exactness is required to make best use of the principal component 
analysis. In practice, this' information may be valuable as it determines the 
necessary sampling effort.
All methods developed here, clearly have the potential to be generalised 
to be usefully applied in more complex situations. A working group has been 
formed which has started extending the approaches developed in this thesis 
to more complex data set, in particular the rainforest data sets from the 
CTFS network mentioned in Section 2.3.2.
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7.1.4 Outlook for further m odelling of space in ecology
7 .1 .4 .1  C o n sid er in g  sp a tia l s tru c tu r e
In Chapter 2 we emphasised the importance of considering spatial structure 
in the context of ecological modelling and, more specifically, in the context 
of plant communities due to the plants’ inability to move and, hence, their 
reliance on local growing conditions. In particular, we pointed out that it 
is necessary to construct plant community models that are based on the 
individuals in a community rather than on their average abundance.
Using the approaches taken in this thesis, we were able to provide further 
evidence and thus strengthen the argument. We confirmed for example that 
for this data set the pattern formed by a large proportion of the species 
in the study data set is clustered rather than random or regular. As a 
consequence, being typically surrounded by other conspecific individuals will 
render the environment of the individuals clearly different from the average 
environment.
Furthermore, we found evidence that individuals interact, with varying 
interaction radii among species and individuals. Outside the interaction ra­
dius only very little interaction takes place, underlining that these interac­
tions are local and determined by the respective local growing conditions. On 
the whole, we could provide further evidence that the mean field approach 
is very likely to be invalid for this plant community. This important obser­
vation is certainly not new but provides further justification for considering 
individuals in a spatially explicit approach and thus applying spatial point 
process methods and individual based models.
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7 .1 .4 .2  S p a tia l p o in t p ro cesse s  or IB M s?
In Section 7.1.3 we have detailed the benefits of a statistical modelling 
approach and contrasted it against IBMs. Which of the two approaches, 
however, may be considered more appropriate in the context of plant com­
munities spatial point processes or IBMs? We have detailed the general 
benefits of spatial point process models in 7.1.3 and concluded that the me­
thods provide clear decision criteria and are suitable in the context of plant 
community dynamics and biodiversity. Nevertheless, spatial point process 
models only provide insight into ecological phenomena about which data ex­
ist. The current data set was collected at one point in time only, completely 
ignoring temporal processes. Whereas it is definitely possible to extend the 
approach to include a time-dimension (Diggle 2003) it requires, however, that 
data have been collected at several time points, which is very time consum­
ing or might be infeasible. In the case of the type of plant community from 
which the Cooljarloo data set was collected, processes take place at a very 
slow pace. More generally, some developments within communities would 
require data collection over a very long time span such as several genera­
tions, which is highly impractical and might be impossible. If one were, for 
instance, interested in observing the development of the community over se­
veral generations or even in understanding phenomena such as speciation, 
etc., it may be impossible to collect data for this. However, using IBMs it 
is much more straightforward to simulate data for very long time spans and 
observe the development of a plant community.
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On the other hand and perhaps more importantly, data collected at se­
veral points in time can still only yield results at the time-scale the data 
have been collected. Processes that may be important and may take place 
at a very fine temporal scale with autocorrelations may not be captured by 
the data due to practical data collection limitations. IBMs, however, assume 
continuous processes which are more likely to occur in nature than the rather 
discrete time approaches that the point process approach can yield.
As a result of the above arguments, we suggest, that it might be very use­
ful to combine the deterministic or mechanistic approach taken by the IBMs 
and the spatial statistical approaches, in particular spatial point process mo­
dels. IBMs can capture more details of the underlying processes and spatial 
point processes models processes yield an overall description characterising 
the pattern. Ideally a combination of the two approaches would yield a com­
bined model of both the processes and the pattern. This might be done by 
applying state space models which have been successfully applied to model 
the dynamics of wild animal populations (Buckland et al. 2004) but need to 
be expanded as to-date they are not using an individual-based approach.
In a recent paper, Schneider et al. (2006) apply a spatial statistical 
approach using Bayesian estimation methods for interaction parameters in 
a mechanistic growth model, which provided insightful results on the shape 
of the interaction function for a specific data set. We are not aware of any 
other attempts of combining the statistical approach with a spatially explicit 
mechanistic model, in particular not of an application of spatial point process 
models.
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Furthermore, IBMs would usually be fitted by assuming relevant mecha­
nisms and properties of the plants such as size, etc. are then estimated from 
data. However, little is known about properties of community dynamics 
in general, such as interaction strength and interaction ranges (Bolker et al. 
2003; Schneider et al. 2006). What is more, these cannot be directly observed 
in a specific data set. Hence, parameters representing interaction strength 
and direction derived from real data cannot be included in an IBM. Due to 
the inferential nature of the statistical approach, spatial point process models 
could be used to estimate these parameters, and consequently form part of 
an IBM.
In addition, the statistical models may be used to determine the relative 
importance of suspected mechanisms such as intra-and inter-specific interac­
tion of the various properties of individuals. As a result, it would be possible 
to concentrate on only the relevant mechanisms or weigh mechanisms by im­
portance in an IBM. As an example, an IBM could be constructed from the 
parameters estimated in this thesis in order to observe how the pattern might 
evolve over time.
Further, we have suggested in Section 2.5 that taking species’ spatial 
behaviour before disturbance into account may improve rehabilitation pro­
cesses. A study which compares rehabilitation success with and without 
considering the spatial behaviour may support further this argument and 
also inform about the size of the impact of considering spatial behaviour. 
However, such a study would be costly and would have to be run over very 
many years due to processes taking place at a very large timescale. IBMs 
may be a very useful tool to simulate communities after mining or other
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disturbances.
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7.2 Scope for further work
Apart from combining the spatial statistical approach and the IBM approach 
which may provide ample scope for further work for modellers, spatial point 
process methodology itself may be improved in many aspects. This thesis 
is only the first step in the development of spatial point process approaches 
suitable in the context of plant communities and much work remains. Here, 
we indicate how the methodology could be improved and generalised to more 
complex data sets.
7.2.1 Exploratory data analysis
The quality of first and second order summary statistics estimation is crucial 
for the entire modelling process, as these, and most notably the intensity 
estimation, have an influence on all further steps. Summary statistics are 
applied repeatedly throughout the process, even up to the final model vali­
dation process, as described in Chapter 6. However, to date intensity esti­
mation has mainly used basic kernel estimation methods. These employ the 
same bandwidth to the whole pattern regardless of local point densities. As 
a result, areas of high intensity may be over-smoothed and local structures 
may be missed out. This is clearly a disadvantage as it is the local structures 
in which we are most interested. Here, it might be advisable to apply local 
kernel estimation approaches with a varying bandwidth, such as adaptive 
kernel estimation (Brewer 2000). In addition, spline smoothing approaches 
might be more suitable. Furthermore, a model based approach to intensity 
estimation, e.g. using regression spline mixed models (Rice and Wu 2001),
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might be another useful approach as the error term in the model might yield 
a decision criterion as to the choice of bandwidth.
Clearly, applying the Kolmogorov Smirnov test in order to assess the inho­
mogeneity of a spatial pattern is only one possibility of improving the quality 
of these tests. For instance, other goodness-of-fit tests that consider subdi­
visions of the plot area into more than two parts, such as the chi-squared 
test might be suitable and more powerful and a comparison of the different 
approaches will be necessary. This should include a more detailed simula­
tion study, also considering alternatives other than a linear trend. Finally, 
inhomogeneity may be more diffuse than a mere trend in x- or y-direction; 
tests that account for this type of inhomogeneity have yet to be developed 
and assessed in more detailed power studies.
There is also scope for further work in the context of the CUSUM approach. 
Other second order summary statistics may be considered and their per­
formance assessed and compared to the performance yielded with the L -  
function described here. Similarly, the CUSUM approach may be further 
extended and applied to multivariate summary statistics, such as the paired 
L-functions. This would be particularly useful in a dataset with a very large 
number of potential interactions, such that interactions that are neither at­
tractive nor inhibitive may be filtered out.
7.2.2 M ultivariate m ethods for spatial point patterns
This thesis presents the first attempt to develop multivariate methods for 
spatial point pattern data. Naturally, there exists a large number of aspects 
that may be improved on and that have not been considered here. More
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specifically, there is both scope for improving the FPCA approach taken 
here and for developing other multivariate methods based on functional data 
analysis methods.
This thesis focused on grouping the species based on their second or­
der summary statistics, in particular the L-function and the pair correla­
tion function. Clearly, other summary statistics, such as the K -  and the 
J-function (van Lieshout and Baddeley 1999), may be applied in this con­
text and their performance compared to the results obtained here. Similarly, 
the methods may be applied to the estimated first order summary statistics, 
i.e. the intensity surface, to yield a grouping of the species based on their first 
order characteristics or based on both the first and the second order charac­
teristics. This would require a two-dimensional functional representation of 
the intensity surface through splines (Ramsay and Silverman 1997). Methods 
derived from shape analysis might also be usefully applied here (Dryden and 
Mardia 1998). Extensions to higher order summary statistics and pair-wise 
summary statistics may be applied in order to yield groupings based on higher 
order spatial characteristics as well as inter-species interaction.
Furthermore, the B-spline smoothing methods applied here are just one 
possibility of smoothing the summary statistics. More refined smoothing 
methods, such as other spline methods or wavelets which better take local 
features into account, may be more appropriate. This might be particularly 
advantageous in the context of inhomogeneous patterns, where the estimation 
bias at larger distances has caused problems. Note that a potential improved 
estimation of the intensity surface might improve the performance of the 
PCA.
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As noted, other types of multivariate methods with different aims than 
the grouping of the species done by PCA may also be developed. For ex­
ample, functional discriminant analysis (Ramsay and Silverman 1997) may 
be applied to the summary statistics. This may be used to test whether 
different pre-defined groups of species, such as families or species with diffe­
rent regeneration strategies, can be distinguished on the basis of their spatial 
pattern.
An FPCA approach based on several functions, i.e. several summary 
statistics for each species, may also be applied. This may be a particu­
larly suitable approach when pair-wise second order summary statistics are 
to be incorporated since there will be a pair-wise interaction function for 
each species with all the other species.
Similarly, if marks are available a mixed PCA with FPCA on the spatial 
summary statistics pattern and a PCA on the marks may yield insight in 
the grouping structure of spatial behaviour combined with other biological 
information.
7.2.3 M odelling
The hierarchical modelling approach described in this thesis models the see­
der species conditional on the location of the resprouter plants. This as­
sumes that the seeders are independent of each other, i.e. no seeder-seeder 
interactions have been taken into account. However, it is likely that these 
interactions exist and a more advanced model would take these into account. 
Similarly, the spatial pattern formed by the resprouting species, and more 
specifically, the resprouter-resprouter interactions have not been modelled.
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These are, however, likely to play an important role for community dynamics 
given that they have been established in the same locations for a long time.
It clearly may be considered a very appropriate strategy to use biolog­
ical background information to simplify the complexity in a data set with 
a potentially large number of interactions. Nevertheless, in a more general 
context, e.g. in view of the rainforest data set mentioned in Chapter 2, a 
more general model would have to be constructed. This may involve intro­
ducing an asymmetric interaction structure where the hierarchical structure 
is not known. This may only be done if further information, e.g. marks, are 
available since otherwise the direction of the interaction cannot be identi­
fied. To this end, a model would have to be constructed which incorporates 
marks as well as data on the environmental conditions at the location of 
each of the individuals. Currently, work is being done in the context of the 
rainforest data where complex Cox models are being developed. There, one 
of the main challenges consists of jointly modelling the spatial variability of 
soil variables and the spatial point pattern. The soil variables cannot be 
modelled by a spatial point process but are data of a geostatistical nature as 
they are continuous in nature but may be only discretely measured. To date 
little work has been done on models that incorporate both geostatistical and 
point pattern data.
In addition, as data sets become available that have been collected re­
peatedly over time, spatial point process modelling will have to be extended 
to incorporate a temporal dimension. This is particularly useful in the con­
text of plant communities since community dynamics evolve over time and 
since the pattern observed at a particular point in time is highly dependent
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on the spatial structure and dynamics at previous points in time.
Furthermore, since no data on environmental conditions in the plants’ 
microhabitats are available in the current data set, some questions regarding 
the validity of either the niche theory or the random drift theory could not 
be clarified. With an extension of the methodology to more complex data 
incorporating the rainforest data sets there is ample scope for this.
An interdisciplinary working group as mentioned in Section 7.1.3 has been 
formed to develop further spatial point process methodology suitable in the 
context of plant communities and to make the methodologies accessible to 
a wider group of non-specialist researchers. Within the working group a 
number of subgroups generalise the methods developed in this thesis. This 
includes the development of more general models than the hierarchical model 
described in Chapter 6, which incorporate soil variables and plant sizes as 
well as pattern development over time, as noted. The idea of multivariate 
methods for spatial point process methods based on functional data analysis 
is also being explored further e.g., by comparing the spatial patterns of species 
in different age groups.
Appendix A 
List of plant species
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A c t in o tu s  le u c o c e p h a lu s 1 1 annual
A d e n a th o s  c y g n o r u m 2 21 seeder
A le x g e o r g e a  n i te n s 3 977 resprouter
A l lo c a s u a r in a  h u m il is 4 2 resprouter
A n d e r s o n ia  h e te r o p h y l la 5 686 seeder
A s tr o lo r n a  x e r o p h y l lu m 6 91 seeder
B a e c k e a  g r a n d if lo r a 7 1 resprouter
B a n k s ia  a t t e n u a ta 8 26 resprouter
B a n k s ia  g r a n d is 10 1 resprouter
B a n k s ia  i l ic i f o l ia 11 3 resprouter
B a n k s ia  m ,e n z ie s i i 12 26 resprouter
B o r o n ia  r a m o s a 14 30 seeder
B o s s ie a e  e r io c a r p a 15 103 resprouter
C a l i t r ix  s a p p h ir in a 16 3 seeder
C o n o s p e r m u m  a c e r o s u m 17 2 resprouter
C o n o s p e r m u m  c r a s s in e r v iu m 18 266 seeder
C o n o s te p h iu m  p e n d u lu m 19 61 resprouter
C o n o s ty l i s  c a n s c e n s 13 149 resprouter
C o n o s ty l i s  ju n c e a 20 28 resprouter
C o n o s ty l i s  te r e t i f o l ia 21 2 resprouter
D a m p ie r a  l in e a r is 22 24 resprouter
D a s y p o g o n  b r'o rn eliifo liu s 23 167 resprouter
D a v ie s s ia  aff. in c r a s s a ta 24 1 resprouter
E r e m a e a  a s tr o c a r p a 25 207 resprouter
E r io s te m ,o n  s p ic a tu s 26 65 resprouter/ seeder
E u c a ly p tu s  to d t ia n a 27 1 resprouter
G o m p h o lo b iu m  to m e n to s u m 28 9 seeder
H a k e a  r u s c if o l ia 29 1 resprouter
H a k e a  v a r ia 30 1 resprouter
H e n s m a n ia  tu r b in a ta 31 15 resprouter
H ib b e r t ia  c r a s s i fo l ia 32 96 resprouter
H ib b e r t ia  h y p e r ic o id e s 33 148 resprouter
H ib b e r t ia  sp . 34 134 resprouter
H ib b e r t ia  s u b v a g in a ta 35 5 resprouter
Table A.l: List of plant species contained in the Cooljarloo data set, part I






H y p o c a ly m m a  x a n to p e th a lm n 36 96 resprouter
I s o p o g o n  l in e a r is 37 68 resprouter
J a c k s o n ia  f lo r ib u n d a 38 124 resprouter
J a c k s o n ia  s p in o s a 39 8 seeder
J o h n s o n ia  p u b e s c e n s 41 1 seeder
C h o r d if e x  s in u o s u s 42 154 resprouter
K i n g ia  a u s tr a l is 43 1 resprouter
L e p id o s p e r m a  a n g u s ta tu m 44 22 resprouter
L e p id o s p e r r n a  te n u e 45 61 resprouter
L e p o r e lla  f im b r ia ta 40 1 resprouter
L e p to s p e r m u m  s p in e s c e n s 46 8 resprouter
L e u c o p o g o n  c o n o s te p h io id e s 47 657 seeder
L e u c o p o g o n  s t r i a tu s 48 251 seeder
L o m a n d r a  sp . 49 304 resprouter
L y g in ia  b a rb a ta 50 299 resprouter
M e la le u c a  sc a b ra 51 377 resprouter/ seeder
M e s o m e la e n a  p s e u d o s ty g ia 52 16 resprouter
M o n ta x is  g r a n d if lo r ia 53 1 resprouter
P a t e r s o n ia  o c c id e n ta l i s 54 79 resprouter
P e tr o p h i le  l in e a r is 56 3 resprouter
P e tr o p h i le  s e m in u d a 55 14 seeder
P h le b o c a r y a  p h i l i f o l ia 57 207 resprouter
P im e le a  su lp h u re a 58 12 resprouter
P la ty s a c e  ju n c e a 59 22 resprouter
P la ty s a c e  x e r o p h ila 60 1 resprouter
S c h o l t z ia  in v o lu c r a ta 61 170 resprouter
S t i r l in g ia  la t i f o l ia 62 15 resprouter/ seeder
S ty l id iu m  b r u n o n ia n u m 63 3 seeder
S ty l id iu m  c r o s s o c e p h a lu m 64 27 seeder
T h o m a s ia  g r a n d if lo r ia 65 1 resprouter
T h y s o n a tu s  s p a r te u s 66 3 resprouter
X a n th o r r h o e a  d r u m m o n d i i 67 2 resprouter
X a n th o s ia  h u e g e lii 68 14 resprouter
Table A.2: List of plant species contained in the Cooljarloo data set, part II
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B .l.l Patterns and intensity surfaces
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Figure B.l: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for A d e n a t h o s  
c y g o n u m
Figure B.2: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for A l e x g e o r g i a  
n i t e n s
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Figure B.3: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for A n d e r s o n i a  
h e t e r o p h y l l a
Figure B.4: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for A s t r o l o m a  
x e r o p h y l l u m
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Figure B.5: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for B a n k s i a  a t t e n ­
u a te i
Figure B.6: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for B a n k s i a  m e n -  
z i e s i i
A P P E N D IX  B . S U M M A R Y  S T A T IS T IC S 3 0 4
(a) (b)
Figure B.7: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for B o r o n i a  r a m o s a
Figure B.8: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for B o s s i e a e  e r i o -  
c a r p a
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Figure B.9: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for C o n o s p e r m u m  
c r a s s i n e r v i u m
Figure B.10: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for C o n o s t e p h i u m  
p e n d u l u m
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(a) (b)
Figure B .ll: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for C o n o s t y l i s
c a n s c e n s
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(a) (b)
Figure B.12: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for C o n o s t y l i s  
j u n c e a
(a) (b)
Figure B.13: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for D a m p i e r a  
l i n e a r i s
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(a) (b)
Figure B.14: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for D a s y p o g o n  
b r o m e l i i f o l i u s
(a) (b)
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Figure B.15: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for E r e m a e a  a s -  
t r o c a r p a
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Figure B.16: Point pattern (a) arid estimated intensity (b) for E r i o s t e m o n  
s p i c a t u s
Figure B.17: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for H i b b e r t i a  
c r a s s i f o l i a
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(a) (b)
Figure B.18: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for H i b b e r t i a  
h y p e r i c o i d e s
Figure B.19: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for H i b b e r t i a  
s u b v a g i n a t a
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Figure B.20: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for H y p o c a l y m n a  
x a n t h o p e t a l u m
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Figure B.21: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for I s o p o g o n  l i n ­
e a r i s
Figure B.22: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for J a c k s o n i a  
f l o r i b u n d a
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Figure B.23: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for ”R e s t i o  s i n u -  
o u s u s ”
(a) (b)
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Figure B.24: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for L e p i d o s p e r r n a  
a n g i s t a t u m
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Figure B.25: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for L e p i d o s p e r m a  
t e n u e
Figure B.26: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for L e u c o p o g o n  
c o n o s t e p h i o i d e s
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(a) (b)
Figure B.27: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for L e u c o p o g o n  
s t r i a t u s




Figure B.28: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for L o m a n d r a  s p .
Figure B.29: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for L y g i n i a  b a r b a ta
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Figure B.30: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for M e l a l e u c a  
s c a b r a
(a) (b)
x X
Figure B.31: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for P a t e r s o n i a  
o c c i d e n t a l i s
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(a) (b)
Figure B.32: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for P h l e b o c a r y a  
f i l i f o l i a
(a) (b)
Figure B.33: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for P l a t y s a c e  
j u n c e a
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Figure B.34: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for S c h o l t z i a  i n -  




Figure B.35: Point pattern (a) and estimated intensity (b) for S t y l i d i u m  
c r o s s o c e p h a l u r n
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B.1.2 Results of test for inhomogeneity
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sp ecies F -  test P erm utation
test
K olm ogorov-Sm irnov
^-direction
^/-direction
A d e n a n th o s
c y g n o ru m ,
P  = 0.063 p  — 0.000 p  =  0.352 
p =  0.019
A le x g e o r g ia
n i te n s
p  = 0.89 p  =  0.970 p  =  0.186 
p  =  0.000
A n d e r s o n ia
h e te r o p h y l la
p  = 0.967 p  — 0.000 p  =  0.004 
p  =  0.003
A s tr o lo m a ,
x e r o p h y l lu m
V = 0.001 p  =  0.000 p  =  0.36
p  =  0.000
B a n k s ia
a t te n u a ta
p  = 0.734 p  =  0.71 p  =  0.72 
p  =  0.27
B a n k s ia
m e n z ie s i i
V = 0.453 p  =  0.23 p  =  0.058 
p  =  0.69
B o r o n ia
r a m o s a
p  = 0.023 CO 1—1oIIRh p  =  0.0004 
p  =  0.0009
B o s s ia e a
e r io c a r p a
P  = 0.497 p =  0.11 p  =  0.90 
p  =  0.0375
C o n o s p e r m u m
c r a s s in e r v iu m
P = 0.274 p  =  0.23 p  =  0.08
p  =  0.0487
C o n o s te p h iu m
p e n d u lu m ,
P = 0.730 p  =  0.59 p  =  0.000
p  =  0.889
C o n o s ty l i s  
c a n e s  c e n s
P  = 0.784 p  =  0.83 p  —  0.40 
p  =  0.42
C o n o s ty l i s
ju n c e a
P  = 0.882 p  =  0.78 p  =  0.0119 
p  — 0.049
D a m p ie r a
l in e a r is
P  = 0.047 p  =  0.000 p =  0.11
p  =  0.03
D a s y p o g o n
b r o m e li i fo l iu s
P  = 0.000 p  =  0.000 p  =  0.02 
p  =  0.000
E r e m a e a
a s tr o c a r p a
P  = 0.770 p  =  0.69 p =  0.11
p  =  0.0004
E r io s te r n o n
s p ic a tu s
P  = 0.03 II o o p  =  0.57 
p  =  0.04
Table B.l: p - values for three tests of inhomogeneity of patterns for all species
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sp ecies F -  test P erm u tation
test
K olm ogorov-Sm irnov
^-direction
^/-direction
H ib b e r t ia
c r a s s i fo l ia
p  =  0.58 V =  0.57 p  =  0.082
p  =  0.19
H ib b e r t ia
h y p e r ic o id e s
p  =  0.34 V =  0.27 p  =  0.7022
p  =  0.11
H ib b e r t ia
sp .
p  =  0.422 V =  0.37 p  =  0.0057 
p  =  0.0117
H y p o c a ly m m a
x a n th o p e ta lu r n
p  =  0.344 p =  0.44 p  =  0.149 
p  =  0.0252
I s o p o g o n
lin e a r is
p  =  0.729 p =  0.51 p  =  0.9624 
p  =  0.9398
J a c k s o n ia
f lo r ib u n d a
p  =  0.982 p--= 0.000 p  =  0.0676 
p  =  0.0322
C h o r d ife x
s in u o s u s
p  =  0.147 p =  0.09 p  =  0.0005
p  — 0.000
L e p id o s p e r m a
a n g is ta tu r n
p  =  0.29 p =  0.45 p  =  0.2322
p  =  0.000
L e p id o s p e r m a
te n u e
p  =  0.65 p =  0.64 p  =  0.315 
p  =  0.2098
L e u c o p o g o n
c o n o s te p h io id e s
p  =  0.265 p =  0.41 p  =  0.0234 
p  =  0.0103
L e u c o p o g o n
s t r i a tu s
p  =  0.914 p--= 0.000 p  =  0.131
p  =  0.000
L o m a n d r a
sp .
p  =  0.532 p =  0.42 p  =  0.493
p  =  0.0002
L y g in ia
b a rb a ta
p  =  0.144 p =  0.07 p  =  0.207
p  =  0.000
M e la le u c a
sc a b ra
p  =  0.533 p =  0.68 p  =  0.038
p  =  0.000
P a t e r s o n ia  
o c c id e n ta l i s
p  =  0.45 p =  0.62 p  =  0.012
p  =  0.07
P h le b o c a r y a
f i l i f o l ia
p  =  0.540 p =  0.38 p  =  0.067 
p  =  0.67
P la ty s a c e
ju n c e a
p  =  0.347 p =  0.51 p  =  0.6875 
p  =  0.0013
S c h o l t z ia
in v o lu c r a ta
p  — 0.989 p =  0.67 p  =  0.45
p  =  0.000
S ty l id iu m
c ro sso c e p h a lu rn
p  — 0.844 p =  0.60 p  =  0.7575 
p  =  0.3174
Table B.2: p - values for three tests of inhoinogeneity of patterns for all species
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B.2 Second order sum m ary sta tistics for all spe­
cies
In the following we present the second order summary statistics for all species 
with more than 20 plants. When the inhomogeneity tests in section 4.1.2 
indicated that the pattern was inhomgeneous the inhomgeneous L-function 
(Baddeley et al. 2000) was used, otherwise the homogeneous L-function as 
well as the inhomgeneous L-function (which should yield the same result) 
were applied.
The examples presented in chapter 4 are repeated here for the sake of com­
pleteness.
B.2.1 Plots of summary statistics
B .2 .1.1 H om ogeneous patterns
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Figure B.36: Homogeneous L-function with simulation envelopes for B a n k s ia  
a t te n u a ta
distance
Figure B.37: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Banksia attenuata
L(r
k
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Figure B.38: Homogeneous L-function with simulation envelopes for B a n k s ia  
r m m z ie s i i
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Figure B.39: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for B a n k s ia  m e n z ie s i i
Figure B.40: Homogeneous L-function with simulation envelopes for Bossiaea
eriocarpa
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Figure B.41: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for B o s s ia e a  e r io c a r p a
Figure B.42: Homogeneous L-function with simulation envelopes for
Conospermum crassinervium
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Figure B.43: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Conospermum, crassinervium
L(r
)-r
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Figure B.44: Homogeneous L-function with simulation envelopes for C o n o s -  
t y l i s  c a n e s c e n s
Figure B.45: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Conostylis canescens
L(r
)-r
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Figure B.46: Homogeneous L-function with simulation envelopes for H ib b e r -  
t i a  c r a s s i fo l ia
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Figure B.47: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Ilibbertia crassifolia
L(r
)-r
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Figure B.48: Homogeneous L-function with simulation envelopes for H ib b e r -  
t i a  h y p e r ic o id e s
Figure B.49: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Hibbertia hypericoides
L(rH
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Figure B.50: Homogeneous L-function with simulation envelopes for I s o p o g o n  
l in e a r is
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Figure B.51: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Isopogon linearis
L(r
)-r
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Figure B.52: Homogeneous L-function with simulation envelopes for L e p i-  
d o s p e r m a  te n u e
Figure B.53: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Lepidosperma tenue
L(r
)-r
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Figure B.54: Homogeneous L-function with simulation envelopes for P h le b o  
c a r y a  f i l i fo l ia
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Figure B.55: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for P h le b o c a r y a  f i l i fo l ia
B .2 .1 .2  In h o m o g en eo u s  p a tte rn s
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Figure B.56: Homogeneous L-function with simulation envelopes for S ty l id -  
iu m  c r o s s o c e p h a lu m
Figure B.57: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Stylidium crossocephalum,
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Figure B.58: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for A d e n a th o s  c y g n o r u m
Figure B.59: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Alexgeogea nitens
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Figure B.60: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for A n d e r s o n ia  h e te r o p h y l la
Figure B.61: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Astroloma Xerophyllum
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Figure B.62: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for B o r o n ia  r a m o s a
Figure B.63: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Conostephium pendulum
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Figure B.64: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for C o n o s ty l i s  ju n c e a
distance i
Figure B.65: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Darnpiera linearis
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Figure B.66: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for D a s y p o g o n  b ro m ,e liifo liu s
Figure B.67: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Eremaea astrocarpa
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Figure B.68: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for E r io s t e m o n  s p ic a tu s
§
distance r
Figure B.69: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Hibbertia subvaginata
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Figure B.70: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for H y p o c a ly m m a  x a n th o p e ta lu m
Figure B.71: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Jacksonia fioribunda
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Figure B.72: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for L e p id o s p e r m a  a n g is ta tu m
Figure B.73: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Leucopogon conostephioides
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Figure B.74: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for L e u c o p o g o n  s t r i a tu s
Figure B.75: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Lomadra sp.
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Figure B.76: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for L y g in ia , b a rb a ta
Figure B.77: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Melaleuca scabra
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Figure B.78: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for P a te r s o n ia  o c c id e n ta l i s
Figure B.79: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Platysace juncea
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Figure B.80: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with 
simulation envelopes for C h o r d ife x  s in u o s u s
Figure B.81: Inhomogeneous L-function and pair-correlation function with
simulation envelopes for Scholtzia involucrata
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species m ax-d ist test upper C U SU M lower C U S U M
Adenanthos
cygnorum p  =  0.67 p  =  0.09 p  =  0.82
Alexgeorgia
nitens p  =  0.02 p  =  0.000 P =  1
Andersonia
heterophylla p  =  0.000 p  =  0.000 p  — 1
Astroloma
xerophyllum p  =  0.47 p  =  0.000 P =  1
Banksia
attenuata p  =  0.34 p  =  0.20 p  =  0.77
Banksia
menziesii p  =  0.59 p  =  0.22 p  =  0.96
Boronia
ramosa p  =  0.000 p  =  0.000 p  =  1
Bossiaea
eriocarpa p  =  0.25 p  =  0.01 p  =  0.96
Conospermum
crassinervium p  =  0.12 p  =  0.000 p  -  0.78
Conostephium
pendulum p  =  0.000 p  — 0.000 P =  1
Conostylis
canescens p  =  0.04 p  =  0.07 p  =  0.62
Conostylis
juncea p  =  0.23 p  =  0.13 p  =  0.91
Dampiera
linearis p  =  0.48 p  — 0.000 p  =  0.98
Dasypogon
bromeliifolius p  =  0.000 p  — 0.000 P =  1
Eremaea
astrocarpa p  =  0.25 p  =  0.02 p  =  0.32
Eriostemon
spicatus p  =  0.45 p  =  0.18 p  =  0.99
Hensmania
turbinata p  =  0.91 p  =  0.000 p  =  1
Table B.3: Comparison of results from the max-dist test and the CUSUM 
approach for all species considered in this thesis, part I
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sp ecies m ax-dist test upper C U SU M lower C U S U M
Hibbertia
crassifolia p  =  0.64 p  =  0.20 p  =  0.87
Hibbertia
hypericoides p  — 1 p  =  0.54 p  =  0.83
Hibbertia
subvaginata p  =  0.400 p  =  0.000 P  =  1
Hypocalymma
xanthopetalum p  =  0.25 p  — 0.000 p  =  0.95
Isopogon
linearis p  =  0.61 p  =  0.54 p  =  0.89
Jacksonia
floribunda p  =  0.000 p  =  0.000 P =  1
Chordifex
sirmousus p  =  0.000 p  =  0.000 p =  1
Lepidosperma
angistatum p  =  0.45 p  =  0.000 P =  i
Lepidosperma
tenue p  =  0.000 p  =  0.000 p  =  0.96
Leucopogon
conostephioides p  =  0.81 p  =  0.17 p  =  0.76
Leucopogon
striatus p  — 0.000 p  =  0.000 V =  1
Lomandra
sp. p  — 0.17 p  =  0.000 p  =  0.99
Lyginia
barbata p  =  0.000 p  =  0.000 V =  1
Melaleuca
scabra r*HoII p  =  0.000 V =  i
Patersonia
occidentalis p  =  0.05 p  =  0.05 p  =  0.94
Phlebocarya
filifolia p  =  0.000 p  =  0.000 p  =  0.000
Platysace
juncea p  =  0.83 p  =  0.01 p  — 0.99
Scholtzia
involucrata p  =  0.000 p  =  0.000 p =  1
Stylidium
crossocephalum p  =  0.38 p  =  0.17 p  =  0.36
Table B.4: Comparison of results from the max-dist test and the CUSUM 
approach for all species considered in this thesis, part II
Appendix C
Convergence plots for interaction 
parameters
We here present the convergence plots for the simulated interaction para­
meters derived from the MCMC algorithm. Here, plots that do not show a 
clear structure or pattern across iterations are indicative of approximate con­
vergence of the Markov chains. All plots here cover the range of parameter 
values rather uniformly so that we can assume convergence.
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Figure C.l: Convergence plot for the interaction parameters for seeder species
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Figure C.2: Convergence plot for the interaction parameters for seeder species
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Figure C.3: Convergence plot for the interaction parameters for seeder species
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Figure C.4: Convergence plot for the interaction parameters for seeder species
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Figure C.5: Convergence plot for the interaction parameters for seeder species
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